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Matthew Barton Ltd
EUROPEAN & ASIAN WORKS OF ART

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION AT
Matthew Barton Ltd
25 Blythe Road
London W14 0PD
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DAY OF SALE

Asian Works of Art, Wednesday 22nd May 2019 at 12 noon
European Works of Art, Thursday 23rd May 2019 at 12 noon
This auction is conducted by Matthew Barton Ltd in accordance with our
Conditions of Business printed in the back of this catalogue.
i
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR BUYERS
Definition “Auctioneers” Matthew Barton Ltd.
All lots are offered subject to the Conditions of Business reproduced on the website www.OlympiaAuctions.com, and printed at the end of the
auction catalogue.
A Buyer’s Premium of 25% is applicable to all lots. The Buyer’s Premium is subject to VAT at the standard rate (currently 20%). Unless otherwise
indicated lots are offered for sale under the auctioneer’s margin scheme and VAT on the Buyer’s Premium is payable by all Buyers.
Unless otherwise stated all lots are subject to a reserve set at the low estimate or below. Estimates are published as a guide only and are subject
to review. The actual Hammer Price of a lot may well be higher or lower than the range of figures given and there are no fixed “starting prices”.
The Auctioneers will be pleased to execute bids on behalf of those clients unable to attend the sale in person, subject to our Conditions of
Business. All bids must be submitted in writing in good time and lots will always be purchased as cheaply as possible (depending on any other
bids received, reserves and competition). This service is offered free of charge.
Olympia Auctions are pleased to offer free online bidding directly through their website at www.OlympiaAuctions.com. Other online bidding
platforms making an additional surcharge are available for this auction, please see the relevant platforms for further details.
The Auctioneers may supply quotations for shipping of purchases, including transit insurance and VAT refund administration fees, and where
possible will endeavour to assist in the application for any export licenses which may be required. Buyers are reminded that it is their
responsibility to comply with UK export regulations and with any local import requirements. Olympia Auctions are not responsible for delays in
delivery which might be caused by shippers or local customs.

Symbols
VAT
‘‡’ ‘†’ Lots marked with the symbol ‘‡’ have been imported from outside the European Union (EU), to be sold at auction under Temporary Import
Rules. When released to the Buyer within the EU, including the UK, the Buyer will become the importer and must pay VAT at the rate of 5% on the
Hammer Price and 20% on the Buyer’s Premium. Lots marked with the symbol ‘†’ are subject to normal VAT rules and the standard VAT will be
charged on both the Hammer Price and Buyer’s Premium. Buyers outside the EU will normally be eligible to obtain a refund in respect of VAT,
upon satisfactory documentary evidence of exportation. Further information on this matter is available on request.
Ivory and Restricted Materials (CITES)

‘~’ Lots marked with the symbol ~ have been identified at the time of cataloguing as containing organic material which may be subject to
restrictions regarding import or export. As the Auctioneers of these articles, the Auctioneers undertake to comply fully with CITES and DEFRA
regulation. Buyers are advised to inform themselves of all such regulations and should expect the exportation of items to take some time to
arrange. The information is made available for the convenience of the Bidder and the absence of the symbol is not a warranty that there are no
restrictions regarding import or export of the Lot. The Auctioneers accept no liability for any lots which may be subject to CITES but have not been
identified as such. Please note that it is not possible to post or ship ivory of any kind (including marine ivory) to the United States of America.
‘’ For items with No Reserve.

Cataloguing Practice
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE APPROXIMATE AND THAT ILLUSTRATIONS ARE NOT TO SCALE. Weights may only be accurate to
within 5 grams. Weights shown as ‘(*oz)’ are in Troy Ounces and usually rounded down to the full ounce.
It is common practice for many gemstones to be treated by a variety of methods to enhance their appearance and the international jewellery trade
has generally accepted these methods. Although heat enhancement of colour is usually permanent, in some cases this could affect the durability
of a gemstone. Oiled gemstones may need re-oiling after a certain period. If no gemmological report is published in the catalogue, prospective
Buyers should be aware that the gemstones or pearls could have been enhanced by some method.
Condition is not normally recorded and all lots are sold as viewed. Condition reports can be requested prior to sale. Whilst the Auctioneers are
pleased to provide a general report of condition, the Auctioneers are not professional conservators or restorers and any statements made are
merely subjective, qualified opinion. Prospective Buyers should satisfy themselves in person wherever possible as to the condition of a lot, or ask
an agent to inspect it for them.

Payment
Payment is due in sterling at the conclusion of the sale and before purchases can be released. Please note that we require seven days to clear
sterling cheques unless special arrangements have been made in advance of the sale. We are pleased to accept UK debit cards. Cash and UK
registered debit card payments above £6,000 and "card holder not present" payments above £2,000 cannot be accepted.
Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our bank account:
HSBC Bank Plc
IBAN Number: GB90HBUK40190491814001
38 High Street
BIC: HBUKGB4B
Dartford
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Kent
Account No: 91814001
DA1 1DG
Account Name: Matthew Barton Ltd
VAT Registration Number: 972118224

Collection and Storage
On receipt of cleared funds, lots can be collected from the premises at 25 Blythe Road, London, W14 0PD. The Buyer or Buyer’s agent must bring
photographic ID for collection. We require written confirmation from the Buyer if collection is made by a third party. Please note that collection
may be made during working hours only, usually Monday to Friday 9.30 to 17.00. All lots should be cleared within 10 working days of the auction
date, after which they will be transferred to a third party for storage. A transfer fee of £25 per lot plus all incurred transfer and storage costs due to
the third party will be payable prior to release.
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Asian Works of Art
Lots 1 to 280

Sale Day: Wednesday 22nd May 2019 at 12 noon

1
1
A CHINESE CIZHOU JAR, YUAN DYNASTY (1271-1368)
baluster with rounded rim base, painted in chocolate brown slip
on a cream ground with a band of chrysanthemum and lotus
flowerheads amidst leafy tendrils on a cross-hatched ground
flanked by borders of spirals and foliate tendrils, 25.5cm high,
large chip to base; together with another Cizhou jar, later,
baluster, painted with a band of lozenge shaped panels, one with
figures and an ox-drawn carriage, one with a phoenix and one
with a crane, with spandrels of tightly-packed scrolls, bordered by
bands of larger spirals amid foliate tendrils, 26.5cm high
(2)
£1000-1500
2
A CHINESE MOULDED SANCAI-GLAZED POTTERY DISH,
LIAO DYNASTY (907-1125)
of lobed form, with shallow slightly rounded sides rising from a
flat base, moulded to the interior with a central floral roundel
surrounded by four stylised flowers, each lobe of the cavetto
decorated with a lotus flower, all against a ground of waves, the
base left unglazed
14.5cm diameter

2

£250-350

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges

1
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3

3
A CHINESE POTTERY FIGURE OF A HORSE, TANG DYNASTY (618-906)
modelled in striding pose with open mouth
55cm long, some restoration
Sold with an Oxford Authentication Certificate, confirming that the figure was last
fired between 1000 and 1600 years ago, Sample No. C118f10

4

£1500-2000
4
A PAIR OF CHINESE SANCAI GLAZED POTTERY FIGURES OF ATTENDANTS,
MING DYNASTY (1368-1644)
standing in long robes on a hexagonal bases, one holding a bowl, the other a tablet,
glazed in green and ochre with separate unglazed heads
46 and 48cm high
£400-600
5
A CHINESE FAMILLE VERTE PLAQUE, KANGXI (1662-1722)
painted with a woman and young girl standing before a pavilion in a fenced garden
observed by an official and attendants, all within a diaper border reserved with
panels of Buddhist emblems
18.5 x 25.5 excluding later walnut frame
£300-500

5

2

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges
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6

9

6
A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN VASE, KANGXI
(1662-1722)
ovoid, painted between moulded flutes with flowers bordered by
bands of Buddhist emblems, blue painted artemisia leaf mark
12.5cm high excluding wood stand

9
A LARGE CHINESE WUCAI TYPE JAR, 19TH CENTURY
globular, painted with a band of trailing flowers bordered by
pointed leaves below and ruyi lappets on a yellow ground above,
the rim with alternating iron red diamonds and green cone motifs
surrounding a panel with apocryphal Jiajing reign mark
25.5cm high

£200-300

£200-300
7
A PAIR OF CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN PLATES AND A PAIR
OF BOWLS, QIANLONG PERIOD 1736-1795
each painted in enamels and gilding with a bird flying amidst a
willow tree, rocks and peony and chrysanthemum flowers
growing behind a zig-zag fence
plates 23cm diameter, one rivetted, some cracks
£60-80
8
A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN BOWL, QIANLONG MARK BUT
LATER
circular, enamelled with two orange dragons and two lotus
flowers on a ground of flowering tendrils above a band of stylised
green waves, interior base with a further dragon
14cm diameter

10
A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE BOWL AND COVER, GUANGXU
MARK AND PERIOD, 1875-1908
shallow bowl enamelled with a phoenix and iron-red dragon amid
cloud scrolls the cover with two confronting iron-red dragons
chasing a flaming pearl amid further cloud scrolls, iron-red six
character mark
19cm diameter, chip to bowl rim
Provenance: Christie’s, London, 18 April 1996, lot 362; the K.A.
Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£100-200

£200-300

8

10

3
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12
11
11
A SMALL CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE MILLEFLEUR EGGSHELL VASE,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
ovoid, the densely packed flowers on a gold ground between lappet and
ruyi head borders, apocryphal iron-red Qianlong seal mark, cased
8.5cm high excluding wood stand
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£400-600
12
A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE BOWL, PROBABLY GUANGXU, 1875-1908
enamelled on the exterior with grasshoppers amid branches of flowering
peony, prunus, chrysanthemum and lotus, painted iron-red bat and peach
to underside base
13.5cm diameter
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£300-500
13
A GROUP OF SEVEN CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE DISHES, PROBABLY
GUANGXU, 1875-1908
each painted with a bird perched in a branch of flowering chrysanthemum
within a spearhead border, blue apocryphal Kangxi four character marks
10cm diameter

13

Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£600-800
14
A PAIR OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE DISHES, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
painted with a dragon medallion framed by three flower sprays within a
spearhead border, blue six character Jiangxi factory marks
18cm diameter

14

Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£200-300
15
THREE PIECES OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN, GUANGXU
MARK AND PERIOD, 1875-1908
a teabowl delicately incised with two dragons chasing flaming pearls
beneath a diaper border reserved with flower panels, 7cm diameter, a
miniature teabowl painted with flower sprays, 5cm diameter, and a
miniature dish painted with a central dragon medallion inside sprays of
fruit and flowers, 7cm diameter, all with blue six character marks
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong

15

4

£300-400

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges
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16
A PAIR OF CHINESE FAMILLE
ROSE BOWLS, COVERS AND
LINERS, GUANGXU MARK AND
PROBABLY
OF THE PERIOD, 1875-1908
each drum form body on a deep rim
foot and applied with animal mask
headed iron drop loop handles, the
covers with dark blue spotted pale
blue button knops, all delicately
enamelled with flowering
chrysanthemum, peony and prunus,
the plain liners with gilt rims, ironred six character marks
20cm high
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill
Collection, Hong Kong
£800-1200

16

17
A PAIR OF CHINESE FAMILLE
ROSE JARDINIERES AND
STANDS, GUANGXU MARK AND
PROBABLY OF THE PERIOD, 18751908
each U-shaped body enamelled with
three roundels enclosing a dragon
amid cloud scrolls beneath a yellow
ground flower-filled border, the
stands enamelled to the rims with
flower sprays, iron-red six character
marks
15.5cm high
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill
Collection, Hong Kong
£700-1000
18
A SET OF THREE CHINESE BLUE
AND WHITE SAUCER DISHES,
GUANGXU MARK AND PERIOD,
1875-1908
each painted with three scattered
flower sprays beneath a spearhead
border, blue six character marks
10.5cm diameter

17

Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill
Collection, Hong Kong
£600-800

18

5
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19

19
A GROUP OF SEVEN CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE SMALL
DISHES, GUANGXU MARK AND PERIOD, 1875-1908
each painted with leaves and flowers within a double ring border,
blue six character marks
8.5cm diameter
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£1500-2000

20
20 ‡
A CHINESE BLUE OVERLAID WHITE GLASS BOTTLE VASE,
19TH CENTURY
the rounded sides rising from a recessed foot to a tall cylindrical
neck, carved with a design of a fruiting gourd vine, below a band
of hanging leaves at the rim
22cm high
£250-350
21
A CHINESE JADE PANEL, 19TH / 20TH CENTURY
carved in high relief with a shou character carved as branches of
fruiting peach, the reverse incised with rows of calligraphy, of
grey, cream and russet tone, in carved pierced frame and stand
jade 22cm x 15cm, 50cm high overall

21

£800-1200
22
A CHINESE JADE AND HARDWOOD TABLE SCREEN, 19TH /
20TH CENTURY
the pale celadon jade oval plaque carved and pierced with a bird
amidst lotus set within a fretwork frame on a stand, cased
plaque 9cm wide, stand 22cm high
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong

22

6

£300-400

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges
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Lots 23 to 64
A SWISS PRIVATE COLLECTION OF CHINESE JADES: SOLD FOR THE BENEFIT OF MISSION BAMBINI
“Mission Bambini is an independent, non-profit organisation, created in Italy by Geoffredo Modena, engineer and entrepreneur, in 2000.
Our mission is to help and support children living in poverty, sickness and without education, giving them opportunity and hope of a better
life. In 18 years of activities Mission Bambini has helped more than 1,350,000 children through 1,500 projects in 73 countries around the
world. Our Balance sheet is public and certificated and at least 75% of funds raised are used for humanitarian work. Early in 2015 the Italian
Foundation created MissionBambini Switzerland and Friends of Mission Bambini USA.”Maria Elena Di Fazio (International Development,
Mission Bambini Switzerland Foundation, March 2019)
For further information, please see the charity’s website: www.missionbambini.org/en

23

23
A LARGE CHINESE HARDSTONE INLAID CELADON JADE RUYI SCEPTRE
the quatre-lobed head supported on an elegant S-shaped shaft with lotus-lappet terminus, inset with peach
sprays and bats in variously hued hardstones and jadeite leafage, the reverse incised and gilt with a threeline calligraphic inscription and an apocryphal Qianlong mark, the stone of pale celadon tone
42.5cm long
£5000-7000

7
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24

24
A CHINESE WHITE JADE ‘LINGZHI AND MONKEY’ RUYI
SCEPTRE
naturalistically carved as a ‘lingzhi’ with large ruyi head, the
curved shaft carved and pierced in high relief with two monkeys
and small leafy ‘lingzhi’ shoots, the stone of creamy-white tone
46.5cm long
£1500-2500

25
25
A CHINESE PALE CELADON JADE ‘QUATREFOIL’ FAN
carved in low relief to each side with a quatrefoil panel enclosing
a scholar standing in a rocky landscape, all within a pierced foliate
band, the tapering handle with ruyi terminus, the stone of very
pale celadon tone with grey inclusions
27.5cm long
£300-400

26

26
A CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE BELT
comprising seventeen bi-shaped plaques joined together by congshaped links, the stone of pale olive-green tone
113.5cm long
£500-700
27
A PAIR OF CHINESE JADE BRUSH HANDLES
the slender tapering shafts carved in low relief with precious
objects and terminating in a keyfret band, the stone of very pale
celadon tone
19cm
£400-600
28
A CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE ‘DRAGON’ PENDANT
the flat curved shaft terminating at both ends with a dragon head,
the stone of very pale creamy-brown tone, 14.5cm; together with
a Chinese archaistic jade split ring, carved as two cicadas, the
stone of mottled greyish-green tone, 10cm long
(2)

27

£200-300

28

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges

8
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29
29
A CHINESE CARNELIAN, AMETHYST AND JADE ‘COURT’
NECKLACE, QING DYNASTY
the necklace comprised of one hundred and eight carnelian beads,
spaced with three large jade beads, the lower part decorated with
a jade bead suspending a flattened jade disc and a gilt metal
mounted amethyst drop, with three further strings of jade beads
suspending similarly mounted amethyst drops, in a lacquer
doughnut-shaped box and cover
186cm long
£2000-3000

32
32
A CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘BOY AND BUFFALO’ GROUP
the beast carved standing four-square with a small boy
clambering on its back holding a ‘lingzhi’ spray, the stone of very
pale celadon tone
6.5cm long
£500-700

30
30
A CHINESE GREY JADE PEBBLE CARVING OF A BAT
carved and pierced with body and tail feathers curled and wings
held open, the head with large hooked beak, the stone of mottled
greyish-white tone
13.5cm long
£600-800

33
33
A CHINESE GREYISH-WHITE JADE CARVING OF A BOY
carved standing holding a basket and wearing an animal skin on
his back, the stone of very pale greyish-white tone
7.5cm high
£200-300

31
31
A CHINESE CELADON JADE BIRD AND LINGZHI GROUP
carved and pierced in high relief with a bird perched on a ‘lingzhi’
spray holding a fruiting spray in its beak, the stone of pale
celadon tone
13.5cm long

34
A CHINESE HARDSTONE ‘LANDSCAPE’ CENSER
the quatre-lobed body rising from a short spreading foot and set
with a pair of figural handles, carved around the exterior in low
relief with a landscape, the stone of creamy-white tone with grey
inclusions
17.5cm wide

£700-1000

£100-200

9
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35

36

35
A CHINESE GREEN JADE ‘CHILONG’ SEAL
the straight-sided rectangular seal surmounted by a high relief coiled chilong,
face carved with the four-character inscription ‘tian zi zhi bao’ which may be
translated as: The Treasure of the Emperor, the stone of light green tone with
russet and cream inclusions
9.2cm long
£600-800
36
A CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘DRAGON’ SEAL
the square seal surmounted by a pair of addorsed dragons, each with bulging
eyes and gaping jaws, the two scaly bodies crouching back on their haunches
and pierced through the centre, the face carved with four characters ‘si zhi shu
wu’, the stone of pale olive-green tone
7.7cm wide

37

38

£1000-1500
37
A CHINESE CELADON JADE GOOSE AND GOSLING
carved side by side, recumbent with legs tucked under the body and wings neatly
folded back over the body, the stone of very pale celadon tone
4.5cm long
£200-300

39

38
A CHINESE NEOLITHIC STYLE JADE SPLIT RING
of circular form, one end terminating in a mythical beast head, the stone of
whitish-celadon tone
9cm diameter
£150-250
39
A CHINESE AGATE CARVING OF A LION
the beast carved recumbent with its ferocious head turned to the side and resting
on the front paws, the stone of mottled warm reddish-brown tone
9cm long
£150-250
40
A CHINESE CELADON JADE INKSTONE
carved in the form of a flattened cicada with hollowed sections, the stone of pale
celadon tone with russet inclusions, 7.5cm long; together with a pair of celadon
jade miniautre saucers, each with gently curved sides rising from a short
straight foot, the stone of pale celadon tone, 3.2cm diameter
(3)
£150-200

40 part

10

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges
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41
A LARGE CHINESE PALE CELADON JADE
FIGURE OF GUANYIN
carved kneeling on an oval rockwork base,
wearing a long flowing robe open at the chest and
holding a ruyi sceptre in the left hand, the face
with gentle smile and hair coiled into a high
chignon, the reverse with an eleven line
calligraphic inscription and three seals, the stone
of very pale celadon tone with small areas of dark
brown inclusions
26.5cm high
£3000-5000

41

42
A CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘LANDSCAPE’
BRUSHPOT
the cylindrical body rising from a slightly
recessed base, deeply carved around the exterior
with figures in a river landscape filled with
pavilions and pine trees issuing from rockwork
and scattered with four Qianlong seal marks,
underside with four character seal mark ‘shu fang
zhai bao’, the stone of whitish-celadon tone
11.5cm high
The mark to the underside may be translated as:
Treasure from the Shu Fang Zhai chamber. This
chamber in the Forbidden City was used for royal
entertainments and gatherings of officials by
invitation of the Emperor.
£2000-3000

42

11
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43

44

43
A CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE PIG
carved as a recumbent animal, the stone of olive-green tone
12.5cm long
£400-600
44
A CHINESE CARVED CELADON JADE RECUMBENT CAMEL GROUP
carved and pierced with two recumbent camels, their heads turned sharply
towards each other, the stone of very pale celadon tone with caramel inclusions
13.5cm wide
£1200-1800
45
A CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE BIRD
carved standing with wings neatly tucked around the back, the head facing
forward and with large bulging eyes and hooked beak, carved around the body
in low relief with archaistic scrolls, the stone of light green tone with russet
staining
14cm long
£300-400

45

46
A PAIR OF CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE FIGURES
each carved standing on a tapering rectangular plinth with hands resting on
their hips, the stone of dark green tone with cream inclusions
17cm high
£100-200
47
A CHINESE GREEN-GLAZED STONEWARE SEAL
of square tapering form, the face carved with four characters, covered overall
save for the seal face with a dark green glaze in imitation of jade, the seal face
inscribed ‘Xun Jian Zhi Yin’ which may be translated as: The Seal of Xun Jian
8cm wide
£150-250
48
A CHINESE GREYISH-WHITE JADE WATER POT
of compressed globular form, carved around the exterior in low relief with a
pair of bats amidst ruyi clouds, the stone of pale greyish-white tone with dark
grey inclusions
6cm diameter

46

£200-300

48

47

12

See page ii for Buyer’s Premium and other charges
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52

49
49
A CHINESE GREEN JADE ‘BAMBOO’ VASE
naturalistically carved as a section of bamboo with a leafy shoot
carved in high relief forming a handle, the stone of olive-green
tone with caramel inclusions
11.5cm high
£300-500

52
A LARGE CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘ARCHAISTIC DRAGON’
RUYI SCEPTRE
the ruyi head carved in low relief with a ‘taotie’ mask, the long
curved shaft carved with archaistic scroll work and divided by an
oval central section carved in high relief with a dragon with
bifurcated tail, the stone of pale celadon tone with caramel
inclusions
52cm long
£600-900

50
50
TWO CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE BI DISCS
the larger carved either side with a stylised dragons, the other
plain
largest 18cm diameter
£300-400

51
51
TWO CHINESE ARCHAISTIC JADE BI RINGS
one carved in low relief with chilong, the stone of pale celadon
tone with darker inclusions, the other with three male heads
adorned with caps, the stone of olive-green tone
the largest 10cm diameter
£150-250

53
53
A CHINESE CELADON JADE FIGURE OF GUANYIN
the eight-armed deity seated in front of a lotus-shaped aureole,
wearing a long flowing robe falling in deep folds over the
pedestal base, the stone of pale celadon tone
21cm high
£1500-2500

13
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54

54 ~
A CHINESE FLUORSPAR, ROCK CRYSTAL AND
CORAL COURT NECKLACE, QING DYNASTY,
19TH CENTURY
comprised of one hundred and thirty-eight
fluorspar beads spaced by coral and four large
rock crystal beads, the fota suspending a flattened
rock crystal pendant and terminates in a gilt-metalmounted jade dewdrop, with three further tassels
terminating in similar jade dewdrops, lacquer box
192cm long

56

£2000-3000

55

55
A CHINESE SMALL RECTANGULAR CELADON JADE BOX AND COVER
the shallow-sided box with canted corners and flat base, the slightly
domed cover carved in low relief with a bird perched on a prunus branch,
the stone of light green tone with brown flaecking
8cm long
£150-250
56
A CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘SHOULAO’ PLAQUE
the thick rectangular plaque carved to the front face with Shoulao and a
small boy, the reverse with a four-line calligraphic inscription, the stone of
pale celadon tone
6.3cm long
£200-300
57
A CHINESE CELADON JADE ‘IMMORTALS’ BRUSHPOT
the cylindrical body deeply carved around the exterior with an Immortal in
a rocky landscape, the base with apocryphal Qianlong mark, the stone of
even pale olive-green tone
21cm high
£1000-1500

57
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58
A CHINESE PALE CELADON JADE TEAPOT AND COVER
AND FOUR CUPS
the beehive-shaped body set to one side with a short curved
spout and to the other with a loop handle, carved around the
exterior with pine and trees and rocks, the domed cover
surmounted by a lotus bud finial, the U-shaped cups carved with
flowers issuing from rockwork, the stone of whitish-celadon tone,
Ruyi-shaped lacquer box and cover
the teapot 13.5cm wide

58

£3000-4000

62

59
60
59 ~
TWO CHINESE INSIDE-PAINTED GLASS SNUFF BOTTLES
each with two oval panels enclosing a painting of figures, with
coral stoppers
largest 8.5cm

62
A STUDY COLLECTION OF THREE CHINESE HARDSTONE
SNUFF BOTTLES
comprising: a large black and white agate bottle with chalcedony
pale green stopper; a mottled brown and back glass bottle with
rose quartz stopper; and an amethyst bottle and dyed agate
stopper
£400-600

£100-200
60
A CHINESE ROCK CRYSTAL SNUFF BOTTLE
carved to each side with a stylised lotus, with agate stopper
8cm high
£400-600
61 ~
A STUDY GROUP OF FOUR CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLES
comprising: a jade bottle and jade stopper; a large agate bottle
carved with ‘taotie’ mask ring handles, and a coral stopper; a
mottled green and brown jade bottle and jade stopper; and a
banded agate bottle with coral stopper
the largest 8cm high

61

£400-600

15
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63
63
A STUDY COLLECTION OF FOUR CHINESE GLASS SNUFF
BOTTLES
comprising: a red overlay clear glass ‘scholars’ bottle, with a red
glass chilong stopper; an elongated orange glass bottle, with a
pink carved hardstone stopper; a faceted lime-green glass bottle,
with a blue glass stopper; and a ruby-red pear-shaped glass bottle
with blue glass stopper
largest 10cm
£500-700

66
66 ‡
A CHINESE SOAPSTONE FIGURE OF A LUOHAN, 19TH
CENTURY
the beige soapstone figure carved seated and holding a scroll in
his left hand, wearing loose robes with an incised foliate border
and scattered clouds
10.5cm high
£300-500

64
64
A STUDY GROUP OF SIX CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLES
comprising: a large agate bottle with jade stopper; a famille-rose
porcelain snuff bottle and stopper; a yellow glass bottle and
banded agate stopper; a yellow glass ‘elephant’ snuff bottle and
red glass stopper; a brown glass bottle and white agate stopper;
and a glass shield-shaped bottle and agate stopper
largest 8.5cm
£300-400

67 ~
A CHINESE CARVED IVORY CHESS SET, PROBABLY CANTON,
CIRCA 1900
natural or red stained, carved as a variety of Chinese figures,
raised on puzzle ball stands, complete for thirty-two pieces but
various damage
largest 15cm high
(qty)
£60-80
68
A PAIR OF CHINESE CARVED WALNUTS, LATE 19TH / EARLY
20TH CENTURY
each carved with figures beneath a tree
4.7cm high
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£100-150
69
A SMALL CHINESE GILT-BRONZE FIGURE GROUP, QING
DYNASTY
cast as a woman standing over a kneeling man who holds a
libation cup in both hands, a fly whisk lying on the ground
7cm high

65

69

68

Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£200-300

65
A CHINESE SILVER-MOUNTED HORN SNUFF BOTTLE, 19TH /
20TH CENTURY
bulbous, the mounts with enamel decoration, with circular
shoulder mount above lion-mask drop rings and straps to the
base mount, horn stopper
9.5cm high

70
A JAPANESE IMARI CHARGER, MEIJI PERIOD (1868-1912)
fluted, centrally painted with a vase of flowers against a ground
filled with ho-o birds and flowers, 47cm diameter; together with a
Japanese Imari large bowl, Meiji period, painted with panels of
shishi against an elaborate ground, 31cm diameter, some damage
(2)

£80-120

£100-200
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71 ~
A JAPANESE IVORY OKIMONO OF A MAN WITH A CHEST OF
TREASURES, SEIGA, MEIJI PERIOD (1868-1912)
carved and with stained detail as the figure on one knee holds up
the woven hamper’s cover exclaiming joyfully over its brimming
contents, underside with red signature tablet
10cm high
£600-800

71

72
72 ~
A JAPANESE WALRUS IVORY OKIMONO OF A CHINESE
SCHOLAR WITH A DEMON, KAZUYUKI, MEIJI PERIOD (18681912)
carved with the serious and bearded scholar holding a tree-branch
in one hand, the other behind his back supporting the demon
peering over his shoulder, signed to underside, 18.3cm high;
together with an ivory okimono of a farmer, Kazuyuki, Meiji
period, sectionally carved walking home holding a bundle of
faggots on his back and a sickle in the other hand, signed to
underside, 18.5cm high; and an ivory okimono of a warrior with
birds, Koichi, Meiji period, the sectionally carved figure clutching
his long staff whilst a bird lands by his sword and another perches
on a rock by his feet, signed to underside, 21cm high
(3)
£200-300
73
A JAPANESE OKIMONO OF A PUPPETEER, MEIJI PERIOD
(1868-1912)
carved and with stained detail as a barefoot Bunraku artist
holding aloft his puppet, another puppet hanging down his back,
a drum between his feet, underside with green signature tablet
20.5cm high
£150-250

74
74 ~
A JAPANESE IVORY OKIMONO OF A TENNIN, SHIZUYUKI,
MEIJI PERIOD (1868-1912)
carved as an angel with one arm raised, the other clutching a
hagoromo to her hip, her hair centred by a bird, inlaid with
‘Shibayama’ style decorative motifs, underside with red signature
tablet in wood surround
27cm high
£600-800
75 ~
TWO JAPANESE IVORY OKIMONO, MEIJI PERIOD (1868-1912)
one carved as a farmer with taro root hanging down his back as
his son pulls on other vegetable leaves growing at their feet,
underside with red signature tablet ‘Toshiyuki’, 13cm high, the
other as a cormorant fisherman who holds one tethered bird to
this shoulder and another to his midriff, the third cormorant
holding up a fish between his legs, underside with red signature
tablet, 19cm high
£200-300

73

75
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76

76 ~
A CHINESE IVORY TEA CADDY CASKET, CANTON, CIRCA 1750
rectangular, finely carved and pierced with shaped panels and
spandrels filled with chrysanthemum flowers and prunus blossom
reserved on a diaperwork ground, with English silver escutcheon
and corner mounts, John Harvey, London, circa 1750, maker’s
mark twice to escutcheon, with later lined blue silk interior and
associated key
24cm long
£2000-3000
77 ~
A PAIR OF CHINESE IVORY MINIATURE PANELS AND A
ROUNDEL, LATE 19TH / EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each painted en grisaille, the rectangular panels with
mountainous river landscapes, the roundel of a woman framed by
trees, each to the verso with a poem, with metal rim mounts
suspended from chains, in case
2cm high or 1.5cm diameter
Provenance: The K.A. Johnson-Hill Collection, Hong Kong
£200-300

77
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78

79 part

78
A BRONZE BUDDHIST RITUAL BELL (GHANTA), TIBET, 19TH CENTURY
the sides with repeated kirtimukhas holding garlands, and borders of dorjes
above and below, the handle in the form of a half dorje
21.5cm high
£300-400

79
TWO BRONZE RITUAL BELLS, TIBET & INDIA,
19TH CENTURY
the first with moulded kirtimukha and garland design
on the sides, the handle in the form of a half phurbu
with closed vajra finial, the other of plain ridged form,
with rope-twist loop and large bulbous clapper,
together with a Buddhist ritual drum (damaru),
Tibet, early 20th century, wood and hide with cotton,
silk and shell attachments, the drum in the form of two
flattened hemispheres
19, 15cm high (bells); 11 x 19.5cm (drum)
Provenance: Private collection, Germany, acquired
during the 1960s in India by the vendor while working
in development assistance.
£80-120
80
A NECROMANCER’S RITUAL BONE APRON, TIBET,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
composed of rows of carved and pierced plaques
depicting deities, lamas and Buddhist emblems,
linked with rows of strung beads in a trellis, together
with a silk Lama’s headdress, with half vajra finial
and a Chinese pleated and brocade silk pelmet,
from an altar
66 x 80cm approx. (apron)
(3)
£400-600

80 part
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81
81
A THANGKA DEPICTING PADMASAMBHAVA (GURU
RINPOCHE), TIBET, CIRCA 1900
pigment on cloth, wearing voluminous polychrome robes, seated
on a lotus, surrounded by smaller figures of various deities in a
landscape, a stupa and Buddhist mantras painted in red on the
reverse
112 x 85cm

84
A THANG-KA DEPICTING GREEN TARA, TIBET, CIRCA 18TH
CENTURY
pigment on cloth, original brocaded silk surround, the central
figure seated in lalitasana within a tented enclosure in a
mountainous landscape, a column of mantras in Tibetan script on
the reverse
56 x 43cm (painting); 100 x 63cm (entire hanging)

£600-800

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£150-250

82
A THANG-KA DEPICTING MANJUSRI, TIBET, 19TH CENTURY
pigment with gold on cloth, silk and cotton surround, the fourarmed bodhisattva wielding bow, arrow and sword, his primary
left hand in vitarka mudra, seated on a lotus in a landscape,
surrounded by smaller figures of six other bodhisattvas, three
later lantsa letters on the reverse
53 x 37cm (painting); 95 x 63cm (complete hanging)
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

85
A MANDALA THANGKA, TIBET, 19TH CENTURY
pigment with gold on cloth, original brocade silk surround, the
central figure of Buddha surrounded by a lotus design, each petal
containing a Buddhist deity, within a diagrammatic cruciform plan
in a roundel, surrounded by five figures comprising three forms of
Buddha, a bodhisattva and a lama
41 x 26cm (painting); 84 x 61cm (complete hanging)

£300-500

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£300-500

83
A THANG-KA DEPICTING A SPIRITUAL TEACHER, POSSIBLY
ASANGA, TIBET, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
pigment with gold on cloth, original silk surround, the central
figure seated in lalitasana on a lotus in a rocky landscape, his face
with wide expressive eyes, wearing billowing brocaded robes, a
chain and a bowl of mangoes in his hands, two figures of Buddha
amidst leafy mango tree boughs above, two further figures of
Buddha flanking another mango tree in the foreground, mantras
in red Tibetan script on the reverse
64 x 43cm (painting); 100 x 62cm (complete hanging)

86
TWO BRASS FIGURES OF GODDESSES, DECCAN,
18TH/19TH CENTURY
depicting Durga Mahisasuramardini and Sri Devi
10.5; 8.5cm
Provenance: Private Collection, Northern England
£80-120

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£600-800
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82

83

84

85
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87 detail
87
A TIBETAN BRONZE FIGURE OF AMITAYUS, WESTERN OR CENTRAL TIBET, 13TH/14TH CENTURY
seated in padmasana, his hands in dhyana mudra, wearing elaborate five-leaf crown, floral earrings and
multiple necklaces, with long scrolling hair falling on his shoulders and tall chignon with opening bud finial,
his arms with kirtimukha bazubands and billowing scarf on either side, his eyes inlaid with silver, his lips with
copper, modern stand
34cm high approx.
Provenance: Private Collection, UK. Acquired around 1997.
The prominent lips and rounded facial features show how enduring the influence of Gupta styles from central
and Northern India many centuries earlier continued to have strong influence on Buddhist art as it spread
North and East beyond the boundaries of India itself. A bronze figure of Avalokitesvara from the Swat Valley,
dating from the 7th century in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (inv. no. 2012 247) represents an important
stage in the process, and its plump rounded body with copper and silver inlay underlines its connection with
our bronze. The metal in this Amitayus is cast quite thinly and this links it to other images of similar date, such
as a figure of Vajrapani, in the collection of Mr. and Mrs. John Gilmore Fort in the USA (Marilyn Rhie and
Robert Thurmann, Wisdom and Compassion, New York 1991, no.55, p.190). In the same vein is a figure of
Vajrasattva in the Newark Museum, albeit with rather more emphatically Tibetan features (op.cit. no.131,
p.331). The use of silver and copper inlay in the generally ungilded bronzes of this period is characeristic of
the style.
£15000-20000
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88 part

89

88
A BRONZE FIGURE OF NARASIMHA, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH
INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
the lion headed avatar of Vishnu seated on a raised throne,
holding his consort sitting on his knee, his two right hands in
abhaya mudra and holding a cakra, 8cm high; together with a
small figure of a Hindu goddess, possibly Lakshmi, Tamil
Nadu, South India, 18th/19th century, seated in sattvasana on a
lotus, her primary hands in abhaya and varada mudra, her upper
hands holding conch and noose, 5cm high
(2)
£150-250
89
A BRONZE IMAGE OF LAKSHMINARAYANA, TAMIL NADU,
SOUTH INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
the god Vishnu seated on a lotus throne, his consort, Lakshmi on
his left knee, both wearing tall conical headdresses
7.5cm high
Provenance: Private Collection, Northern England
£100-150

91

92

91
A TRIBAL BRONZE FIGURE OF SIVA AND PARVATI, CENTRAL
INDIA OR DECCAN, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
the divine couple seated together under a prabha, diminutive
figures of Nandi, Ganesha and a lingam with cobra at their feet
12.5cm high
£80-120
92
A BRONZE RELIEF DEPICTING DURGA
MAHISASURAMARDINI, CENTRAL INDIA, CIRCA 18TH
CENTURY
on separately-cast raised square base, the multi-armed goddess
grappling with the buffalo demon with an array of weapons,
within a prabha with serrated edges surmounted by kirtimukha
15cm high
£120-150

93
90
90
A BRONZE FIGURE OF KRISHNA VENUGOPALA, BENGAL,
EASTERN INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
standing with ankles crossed on a circular lotus base, playing the
flute (now missing)
22cm high

93
A BRONZE MUKHALINGA, NORTHERN INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
in two sections comprising a five faced lingam with tall coiffure
terminating in a sixth head, of Ishana, the lower section in the
form of a yoni
9cm high

Provenance: Private Collection, Northern England

Provenance: Private collection, London

£120-150

£150-200
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94
94
A JAIN BRONZE FIGURE OF PARSVANATHA, WESTERN INDIA, DATED SAMVAT 1213/1156 AD
seated in padmasana on a cushioned lion throne under a seven-headed cobra canopy, flanked by chauri bearers and apsarases, kalasa
finial at the top, inlaid with silver and copper, devanagari inscription on the reverse, including date
18.5cm high
Provenance: Private Collection, Italy. Acquired from Ethnoarte, Milan, about ten years ago.
Typical of earlier Jain bronze shrines is the sense of movement in the attendant figures, something which is not seen in the more rigid
compositions of 16th century shrines. For a closely related Parsvanatha shrine just 20 years later in date in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, see inv. no. IM.2-1939. Parsvanatha is the 23rd of the twenty-four Jain tirthankaras, and the easiest to identify with his
protective cobra canopy, which represents very similar iconography to figures of Buddha being sheltered from the great storm under
Mucalinda.
£2000-3000
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95

95
A JAIN SHRINE PROBABLY DEPICTING VIMALNATHA, GUJARAT, WESTERN INDIA,
DATED SAMVAT 1476/1419 AD
seated in padmasana on a silver and copper inlaid lion throne underneath a parasol, with
identifying boar(?) emblem engraved on the front, the raised openwork terracing with
unusual geometric pierced design and miniscule figural decoration along the front,
dedicatory inscription in devanagari script on the reverse including date
17.5cm high
£1200-1500

26
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96

96
A JAIN BRASS SHRINE DEPICTING SAMBHAVANATHA, GUJARAT, WESTERN INDIA,
DATED SAMVAT 1632/1575 AD
the central figure seated in padmasana on a cushion, with the tirthankara’s emblem, the
horse engraved below, surrounded by smaller further seated and standing jinas and
attendants, a parasol flanked by elephants above and kalasa at the top, parts inlaid with
silver, dedicatory inscription in devanagari on the reverse
24cm high
£5000-7000

27
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97
98
A BHUTA MASK, SOUTH-WESTERN DECCAN, INDIA,
19TH CENTURY
in the form of a fierce face of Bhairava, with pierced almond
shaped eyes, upturned moustache, disc earrings and cobra
headdress, mounted
25cm high

97
A PAIR OF BRONZE FIGURES OF THE BHUTA MAHISANDAYA,
KARNATAKA, SOUTH INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
the two bull figures standing with their heads raised, each with
long crescent shaped horns
22, 21cm long
The cult of bhuta or spirit worship is centred in Western Karnataka
and the bull Mahisandaya, also known as Nandigona, is best
known from the distinctive masks which occasionally appear on
the art market, as well as wood figures such as the example in the
Museum of Art and Photography, Bangalore (inv. no. FAT 00062).
As so often in India, there is a tendency for local cults to merge
with mainstream Hinduism, and an illustration of this can be seen
with the crescent emblem on the bulls’ heads, implying a link with
Siva and his bull vehicle Nandi. For a mask of another bhuta deity,
Panjurli, previously sold in these rooms, see 27 May 2017, lot 151.

For a note about the Bhuta cult, see previous lot. For two closely
related masks in the Museum of Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon, see
Subhashini Aryan, Unknown Masterpieces of Folk and Tribal Art,
Gurgaon 2005, p. 61f., nos. 110 & 111.
£1500-1800

£1200-1500

98
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99
99
A BRASS FIGURE OF BHADRAKALI, GUJARAT, WESTERN
INDIA, CIRCA 16TH CENTURY
the four-armed goddess holding sword, bowl, khatvanga and
trisula, a prostrate figure and her vehicle the lion at her feet,
surrounded by a lobed prabha topped with kalasa finial
9.5cm high
£500-700

101
101
A BRASS SHRINE DEPICTING BHADRAKALI, DECCAN,
SOUTHERN INDIA, 17TH/18TH CENTURY
in three sections, the four-armed goddess seated on a stool,
wielding trisula, damaru, kapala and khadga, a five-headed cobra
canopy above, the square base with five severed heads in front,
the scrolling aureole with kirttimukha finial
25cm high
For a note about Bhadrakali, see lot 113
£1200-1500

100
100
A JAIN BRONZE FIGURE OF AMBIKA, WESTERN INDIA, DATED
SAMVAT 1567/1510 AD
the mother goddess seated in lalitasana, her child on her left knee
and her lion at her feet, an attendant figure to her right, framed by
a prabha with small seated figure of a jina at the top, dedicatory
inscriptions in devanagari including date at the back
12.5cm high

102
102
A BRASS SHRINE DEPICTING VISHNU, GUJARAT, WESTERN
INDIA, 11TH/12TH CENTURY
the four-armed Hindu god standing erect, holding gada, padma,
sankha and cakra, flanked by female chauri bearers, surrounded
by openwork arched prabha with kalasa finial
13.5cm high
£1000-1200

£800-1200
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103

105

103
A BRONZE LINGAM COVER, DECCAN, SOUTHERN INDIA,
18TH/19TH CENTURY
of bell-shaped form, modelled with a moustachioed face of Siva
on one side, a socket for cobra canopy (now missing) at the back
14.5cm high
£600-800

105
A BRASS LINGAM COVER, MAHARASHTRA, WESTERN
DECCAN, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
of cylindrical form, with a moustachioed face of Siva on one side,
the projecting ears with cobra earrings, a diminutive further
lingam at the base, the back with open section
19.5cm high
£700-900

104
104
A BRASS SHRINE DEPICTING UMAMAHESVARA, WESTERN
INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
on square plinth, the four-armed god Siva seated on a raised lotus
stool, his consort on his left knee, his right foot resting on his
vehicle Nandi, while her vehicle the lion is below her, his upper
hands holding his axe and deer, wearing tall headdress, his eyes
and belly button inlaid with rubies,
16cm high
Provenance: Private collection, Italy. Acquired from Ethnoarte,
Milan, about ten years ago.
£800-1200

106
106
A BRONZE FIGURE OF RAMANUJA, DECCAN, SOUTHERN
INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
the Vaisnavite acharya seated on a lotus throne, his hands in
namaskara mudra, a pennant resting on his right shoulder,
Vaisnavite emblems on his forehead and body
15cm high
Ramanuja who lived in Tamil Nadu in the 11th century, and is
traditionally believed to have lived to the age of 120, is one of the
most important figures in the development of bhakti, or
devotional Hinduism. He spent much of his life as a priest at the
Varadaraja Temple, Kanchipuram
£500-800
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107
107
A BRASS FIGURE OF NANDI BULL, WESTERN DECCAN, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
crouching on a raised plinth, wearing ornamentation around his neck and tail, a small lingam in front
12 x 16 x 9cm
£1000-1500

108
108
A BRONZE FIGURE OF A JINA, DECCAN, SOUTHERN INDIA,
CIRCA 15TH CENTURY
seated in padmasana on an engraved rectangular plinth,
surrounded by separately cast prabha of arched form with
kirtimukha at the top
13cm high

109
109
A BRONZE FIGURE OF BALAKRISHNA, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH
INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
the infant deity depicted crawling on a lotus base, his right hand
raised holding a butter ball, his hair tied in a bun
6cm high
£250-300

£800-1200
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110

112

110
A BRONZE FIGURE OF SRI DEVI, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH INDIA,
18TH/19TH CENTURY
the goddess standing in tribhanga on a lotus base on raised
square plinth, holding a padma in her left hand, her right by her
side, wearing large disc earrings and tall conical headdress with
bud finial
16.7cm high

112
A BRONZE FIGURE OF VISHNU, DECCAN, SOUTHERN INDIA,
CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
standing on a circular base on raised plinth, the four-armed Hindu
deity with primary hands in varada mudra and resting on his
mace (now missing), his upper hands holding discus and conch,
wearing tall headdress with domed finial
19cm high

£500-700

£800-1200

111
111
A BRONZE FIGURE OF BHU-DEVI, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH
INDIA, 18TH CENTURY
the consort of Vishnu standing in tribhanga, her right hand raised
holding the utpala, her long hair cascading down her shoulders,
wearing tall headdress with bud finial, mounted
11cm high

113
A BRONZE FIGURE OF BHADRAKALI, WESTERN DECCAN,
CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
the four-armed Hindu goddess seated with legs loosely crossed
on a raised stool, carrying a sword, bowl of fruit(?), trident and
discus, with long waving hair and tall headdress
14.4cm high

Bhu-Devi is one of the two consorts of Vishnu, often depicted on
either side of the god. She carries the blue lotus with closed
petals, unlike Sri Devi who carries a pink lotus with petals open
(padma) and often wears the distinctive breast band (kuchabandha). For another figure of Sri Devi, see preceding lot.
£350-450

113

Bhadrakali (‘Auspicious Kali’) despite being one of the awesome
forms of Devi, often has a relatively benign appearance, with her
fierce attributes in this case only gently hinted at with her almost
decorative flaming hair and flower-like trident. For a Chola period
bronze Bhadrakali from South India in the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, see inv. no. M.83.48
£800-1200
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114
114
A BRASS SIVA MASK, WESTERN DECCAN, 19TH CENTURY
in the form of a moustachioed face of Siva, wearing conical headdress with budshaped finial
33cm high
For a closely related mask in the Museum of Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon,
see Subhashini Aryan, Unknown Masterpieces of Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon 2005,
p. 63, no. 113.
£1000-1500
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115

118

115
A BRONZE VIRABHADRA PLAQUE, WESTERN DECCAN, INDIA,
CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, depicting the four-armed deity in relief,
standing within a lobed arch under a cobra, flanked by diminutive
figures of Daksha and Sati, drilled for mounting in each corner
21 x 13cm
Daksha had offended Siva at a sacrifice and his daughter. Sati,
who was Siva’s wife, felt so insulted that she threw herself on the
pyre. Siva appeared as Virabhadra and cut off Daksha’s head to
avenge his wife. The gods pleaded for Daksha’s life but his
severed head could not be found, so the head of a goat was
substituted instead.
£250-350

119

118
A BRASS SIVA LINGAM, WESTERN DECCAN, INDIA, CIRCA
18TH CENTURY
in three sections, with turbanned and moustachioed head of Siva
under a canopy of a five-headed cobra, resting in its coiled body
on raised square base
20.5cm high (together)
(3)
£700-900
119
A BRONZE FIGURE OF SIVA ON NANDI, KERALA,
SOUTH-WESTERN INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
the Hindu god riding his vehicle, holding a sword (now missing)
and bowl in his outstretched hands, wearing tall looped
headdress
13cm high
£500-700
120
A GUPTA TERRACOTTA FRAGMENTARY RELIEF PANEL,
CENTRAL INDIA, 4TH/5TH CENTURY
depicting a cow(?) reaching for mangoes hanging on the branches
of a tree, mounted
25 x 26 x 10cm
Provenance: From the Estate of the late Aura Josefina Figueroa de
Williamson.

116

117

116
A BRONZE FIGURE OF GANESHA, TAMIL NADU, SOUTH
INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
the four-armed elephant headed deity seated on a lotus throne,
eating sweets held in his primary right hand, his left holding his
broken tusk, his upper hands holding a goad and a noose
8cm high
£280-320

£200-300
121
A BUFF SANDSTONE FIGURE OF AN ATTENDANT, MADHYA
PRADESH, CENTRAL INDIA, 11TH/12TH CENTURY
the male figure standing with body and flexed, holding a chauri in
his right hand, wearing large earrings and a tall headdress,
mounted
43cm high
Provenance: From the collection of the late Ken Shores, USA
(1929-2014)

117
A SMALL BRASS YONI-LINGAM, PROBABLY WESTERN
DECCAN, INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
of plain turned form, with projecting spout, topped with
cylindrical lingam
8cm high; 10cm long

£400-600

£280-320
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121

124

122

122
A PINKISH BUFF SANDSTONE FIGURE OF SURYA, MADHYA
PRADESH, CENTRAL INDIA, 9TH/10TH CENTURY
probably from a stele, standing erect, holding a padma in each
raised hand, wearing his characteristic pointed boots, a
diminutive figure of his consort in front, wearing large earrings
and faceted headdress, mounted
50cm high
£600-800

124
A PINK SANDSTONE FIGURE OF AN ATTENDANT, MADHYA
PRADESH, CENTRAL INDIA, 11TH/12TH CENTURY
the male figure standing with body and knee flexed, holding a
staff in his right hand, wearing large earrings, necklaces and
bracelets, a turban on his head, wood stand
40cm high
Provenance: From the collection of the late Ken Shores, USA
(1929-2014)
£400-600

123

125

123
A BUFF SANDSTONE PLINTH FROM AN IMAGE, CENTRAL
INDIA, 10TH/11TH CENTURY
carved in relief depicting a small central figure of Nandi on a cloth
with a Saivite devotee(?) flanked by a pair of rearing vyalas,
columns on either side with further vyalas and elephants at each
end, a line of devanagari script along the bottom, mounted
27 x 60 x 13cm

125
A GRANITE SEATED FIGURE OF AN ALVAR, SOUTH INDIA,
16TH/17TH CENTURY
seated in sattvasana on a raised plinth, his hands in vitarka mudra
and holding a book, his forehead with Vaishnavite emblem
49cm high
Provenance: Private collection, East Anglia, acquired in the 1960s.

The indistinct inscription includes a possible date which appears
to read samvat 1012 (956 A.D.)

The twelve alvars are historic figures, thought to have lived in the
second half of the first millenium A.D. and are often referred to as
Vaishnavite saints. Through their poetry (represented by the book
in his left hand) and teaching, they helped spread the devotional
form of Hinduism which has endured to this day.

£300-500

£500-800

Provenance: From the Estate of the late Aura Josefina Figueroa de
Williamson.
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128

126
126
A MAJAPAHIT TERRACOTTA FRAGMENT DEPICTING A
FEMALE BUST, JAVA, INDONESIA, CIRCA 14TH CENTURY
forming the upper part of an offering jar, with prominent breasts,
wearing large necklace and disc earrings, surmounted by
overhanging lotus-shaped opening
29cm high
Provenance: Private collection, London

128
A MAJAPAHIT FRAGMENTARY TERRACOTTA FIGURE OF A
DVARAPALA, JAVA, CIRCA 14TH CENTURY
comprising two fragments mounted together, a crowned head
with protruding fangs and bulging eyes, and a chest section,
wearing necklace and armlet, perspex stand
13 x 12 x 6cm (head); 12 x 20 x 7cm (chest fragment) approx.
(2)
Provenance: Private collection, London

£1000-1500

£600-800

127

129

127
A JAVANESE TERRACOTTA CORNER ANTEFIX, INDONESIA,
CIRCA 10TH CENTURY
in the form of a kirtimukha mask, with fierce expression, bulging
eyes and flaming hair
20 x 20 x 18cm approx.

129
A MAJAPAHIT TERRACOTTA FRAGMENTARY HEAD OF
KIRTIMUKHA, JAVA, CIRCA 14TH CENTURY
the fierce face with protruding fangs and bulging spiral eyes,
mounted
10cm high

Provenance: Private collection, London

Provenance: Private collection, London

£600-800

£200-300
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130
130
A PYU BUFF SANDSTONE FRAGMENTARY STELE, BURMA,
CIRCA 9TH CENTURY
depicting a bust of Buddha, with tall pointed usnisa, surrounded
by serpentine prabha
23cm high
Provenance: Private collection, London
£800-1200

132
132
A BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, PROBABLY LAOS, CIRCA
17TH CENTURY
seated in sattvasana on a cushioned openwork lion throne with
indistinct incised inscription, his hands in bhumisparsa and
dhyana mudra
41cm high
£600-800

133

131
131
A TERRACOTTA HEAD OF BUDDHA, LAOS OR THAILAND,
CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
with slanting eyes and tightly curled hair, mounted
13.5cm high

133
A SMALL SUKOTAI FRAGMENTARY BRONZE BUST OF
BUDDHA, THAILAND, CIRCA 14TH CENTURY
with tightly curled hair and elongated earlobes, mounted
9cm high

£150-250

Provenance: Private collection, London
£500-800
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135

136

134

137

134
A BRONZE RITUAL BELL, EASTERN JAVA, 10TH/11TH
CENTURY
of domed form, the segmented shaft with lion finial
17.5cm high
Provenance: Private collection, London
For a related bell from the Samuel Eilenberg Collection in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, see inv. no. 1987.142.240
£400-600

138
137
A BRACELET AND A PAIR OF FLARED CUFFS, THAILAND, LATE
PERIOD (330 BC-400 AD)
bronze, the bracelet plain except for three bosses along one side,
the cuffs with rope and reed designs
7.4cm diam. (bracelet); 7cm long approx. (cuffs)
For similar examples formerly in the collection of Samuel
Eilenberg, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, see
inv. nos. 2001.433.200 & 2001.433.184
£200-300

135
FOUR SMALL BRONZE RITUAL BELLS, JAVA, 10TH-12TH
CENTURY
three with loop attachments, the fourth with open vajra finial
11.5cm high and smaller
Provenance: Private collection, London
£300-400

Provenance: Private collection, London

136
THREE ANCIENT SOUTH-EAST ASIAN BRONZE OBJECTS
comprising a Ban Chiang anklet, 300 BC-200 AD, a Khmer
elephant bell, with iron suspension loop, circa 12th century, and a
Khmer flywhisk handle, circa 12th century
anklet: 16cm diameter; bell: 20cm high; handle: 21.3cm
For an almost identical elephant bell in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, see inv. no. IS.178-1991
£400-600

138
THREE KHMER GILT-BRONZE FRAGMENTS FROM A
DEVOTIONAL IMAGE, CAMBODIA, CIRCA 12TH CENTURY
probably from a monumental finial, each of irregular abstract
scrolling form, with settings for gemstone inlay
21 x 25 x 8cm approx. and smaller
For two gilt-bronze Garuda finials in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, with similar detailing, see inv. nos. 1986.501.4 &
2015.500.4.26
£600-800
139
A PRIEST’S OFFERING TRAY (TALAM), JAVA, CIRCA 10TH
CENTURY
of circular form, with convex cavetto and ridged rim
47cm diam.
Provenance: Private collection, London
For a talam from the Eilenberg Collection in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, see inventory no. 2000.284.35
£250-350
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139

140

142

141

143

140
A BRONZE ZODIAC BEAKER, EASTERN JAVA, CIRCA 14TH
CENTURY
of gently flared cylindrical form, with figural designs in low relief
comprising the twelve zodiac symbols below and eleven further
symbols above
10cm high

142
TWO SOUTH-EAST ASIAN POTTERY VESSELS, CAMBODIA
AND THAILAND, 12TH/13TH CENTURY AND LATER
stoneware with sgraffito decoration, comprising a Khmer brown
glazed ewer with zoomorphic handle, and a celadon ewer in the
form of a gourd
17.5cm diam. (water container); 18cm diam. (ewer)

For a related beaker dated 1332 in the Norton Simon Museum,
Pasadena, see inv. no. M.2010.1.98.S

For a closely related brown-glazed ewer in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, see inv. no. FE.130 1978

£120-180

£300-400

141
A CELADON GLAZED KENDI, SI SATCHANALAI, THAILAND,
CIRCA 15TH CENTURY
stoneware, in the form of a hamsa, with underglaze painted
monochrome feather decoration, narrow flared neck
14.5cm high

143
A BRONZE MINIATURE SHRINE, BURMA, PROBABLY
16TH/17TH CENTURY
of rectangular plan, with arched openings on each side, the roof in
two tiers
18.5cm high

For two vessels of similar form in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, see inv. nos. 67.264.3 & 1989.238.53

£300-400

Provenance: Private collection, London

£150-250
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148

144
144
A GILT LACQUER BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, THAILAND,
15TH/16TH CENTURY
standing with right hand in abhaya mudra, his left by his side,
with long earlobes and tall pointed usnisa, mounted
33.5cm

148
A MON-DVARAVATI BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, THAILAND,
8TH/9TH CENTURY
standing on a double lotus, both hands raised in vitarka mudra
15.5cm high

£500-800

£1200-1500

145

146

145
A SMALL KHMER BRONZE FIGURE OF A FOUR-ARMED DEITY,
PROBABLY VISHNU, CAMBODIA, CIRCA 12TH CENTURY
wearing necklace, belt and conical headdress, mounted
11cm excluding projecting tenon underneath
£300-500

Provenance: Private collection, London

147

149

150

149
A SMALL BRONZE HEAD OF BUDDHA, PROBABLY LAOS,
CIRCA 16TH CENTURY
with long crescent-shaped earlobes, tightly curled hair and flame
usnisa, mounted
10cm high
£180-220

146
AN AYUTHIA BRONZE HEAD OF BUDDHA, THAILAND,
16TH/17TH CENTURY
with tightly curled hair and arched eyebrows, mounted
11.5cm
£250-350
147
A SMALL AYUTHIA FRAGMENTARY GILT-BRONZE HEAD OF
BUDDHA, THAILAND, CIRCA 16TH CENTURY
mounted
7cm high

150
A PRABHA FROM A BRONZE SHRINE, JAVA, CIRCA 10TH
CENTURY
in the form of a row of columns, split in the middle to form an
arched opening, with three concentric layers, each supported on
either side by a makara, a kirtimukha at the top, the outer edge
fringed with flames
34cm high
Provenance: Private collection, London
£200-300

£150-250
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151

151
AN AYUTHIA BRONZE HEAD OF BUDDHA, THAILAND, CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
the eyes inlaid with mother-of-pearl, with tightly curled hair and elongated earlobes,
mounted
24cm high
£1200-1500
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152 part
152
TWO DOUBLE FOLIOS FROM A BUDDHIST MANUSCRIPT,
THAILAND, 19TH CENTURY
of horizontal form, gouache with black ink on thick paper, the
central panels inscribed in Pali in Khmer script, flanked by
illuminations each pair depicting Buddha on the left and
Moggolana and Sariputta on the right, each framed
29 x 69cm; 28 x 66cm (double folios)
For a similar manuscript in the British Library (inv. no. Or. 6630.
ff.1.43), see Wladimir Zwalf, Buddhism: Art and Faith, London
1985, no. 263.
£400-600

154
154
A CARVED AND PAINTED WOOD FIGURE OF A MYTHICAL
LION, POSSIBLY BARONG, BALI, INDONESIA, 19TH CENTURY
with bulging eyes and protruding fangs, a separately carved
figure of a devotee(?) riding on his back
32 x 36 x 13cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
£500-800

153
153
A GILT-LACQUER MANUSCRIPT (KAMAWA-SA), BURMA,
PROBABLY EARLY 20TH CENTURY
stiffened cloth, lacquered and gilt, with sgraffito decoration and
applied brown lacquer script, sixteen folios with single piercing,
twin lacquered wood covers (kyan) with similar decoration,
associated cloth wrapper and strap
61 x 15.5 x 5cm (together)
(18)

155

For a closely related Kamawa-Sa said to have been found in the
palace at Mandalay in 1885, now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, see inv. no. IS.11:26 to N-1969

155
A NARRATIVE HANGING, BALI, INDONESIA, 20TH CENTURY
ink and pigment on cloth, of rectangular form, depicting
Hanuman, monkeys and other figures, in scenes from the
Ramayana, framed
39 x 74cm (visible area)

£200-300

£120-180

Provenance: Acquired in Burma by the vendor about 30 years ago.
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156
156
A JAVANESE BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, INDONESIA, 10TH
CENTURY
the slender figure seated in sattvasana with hands in bhumisparsa
and dhyana mudra on a lotus on a throne with scrolling feet
9.5cm high

160

Provenance: Private collection, London
£1000-1500

158

159

157

Provenance: Private collection, London

159
A PAIR OF LACQUERED WOOD GRAIN SCOOPS, BURMA, 20TH
CENTURY
each with handle in the form of a peacock head
22cm long, each
(2)

£120-150

Provenance: Private collection, London

157
A LARGE RICE BOWL, BURMA, 20TH CENTURY
lacquered split cane, with ribbed sides terminating in six short
feet, burmese script on the underside
20cm high; 46cm diam.

£150-250
158
A LACQUER BOWL, BURMA, 20TH CENTURY
lacquered split bamboo, the red ground with black and amber
sgraffito animal and foliate decoration, labelled in burmese
20cm high, 24cm diam.
Provenance: Private collection, London

160
A SMALL BETEL BOX, BURMA, 20TH CENTURY
lacquered split bamboo, of cylindrical form, with slip over cover,
the red ground with black and amber engraved scrolling
decoration,
11cm high, 13cm diam.

£120-150

Provenance: Private collection, London
£120-150
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161

163

161 ‡
A KASHAN POTTERY BOWL, PERSIA, 13TH CENTURY
underglaze painted fritware, with straight flaring sides, painted
with arabesque designs in black and cobalt blue
9.2cm high; 19.4cm diam.

163 ‡
A KASHAN POTTERY BOWL, PERSIA, 13TH CENTURY
underglaze painted fritware, with straight flaring sides, painted
with arabesque designs in black and cobalt blue
8.8cm high; 19.2cm diam.

Provenance: European private collection

Provenance: European private collection

For similar Seljuk bowls in the British Museum, see inv.
nos.1923,0517.10 & 11

For similar Seljuk bowls in the British Museum, see inv.
nos.1923,0517.10 & 11

£1800-2200

£1800-2200
164 ‡
A TURQUOISE GLAZED RELIEF TILE, CENTRAL ASIA, 14TH
CENTURY
moulded red earthenware, of rectangular form, with geometric
lattice design around a central circular medallion
28.2 x 16cm
Provenance: European private collection
For a similar relief tile in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
originally from the Khodjar Akrar Madrasah outside Samarkand,
see inv. no. 1287 1893.
£1500-2500
165 ‡
AN ILKHANID CALLIGRAPHIC TILE, PERSIA, 14TH CENTURY
moulded glazed fritware, of rectangular form, the raised white text
outlined in black on cobalt blue ground, framed
11 x 35.5cm (tile)
Provenance: European private collection
For a closely related Ilkhanid mihrab tile dated A.H. 722/A.D. 132223 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, see inv.no.
1983.345 (Gift of William Mandel)
£1800-2200

162
162 ‡
A QAJAR POTTERY BOWL, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
underglaze painted fritware, depicting a princely couple with a
lion on a chain in a floral landscape, foliate and cross-hatched
border around the rim
21.5cm diam.
Provenance: European private collection
£600-800

44

166 ‡
THREE SAFAVID CUERDA SECA POTTERY TILES, PERSIA,
PROBABLY ISFAHAN, CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
each of square form, the polychrome design depicting scrolling
arabesques and floral tendrils on cobalt blue ground, mounted
together
23 x 70cm together
Provenance: European private collection; Theodore Sehmer
(1885-1979), sold at Christie’s London, 27 April 2004, lot 220.
£3000-4000
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164

165

166
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167

169

170

168

171

167 ‡
TWO NIELLO SILVER BOXES, CAUCASUS, ONE DATED AH
1293/1876 AD
each of cushion-shaped form, with twin hinged lids, engraved and
overlaid openwork foliate decoration, the dated box also inscribed
the work of al-Sabir Kalus
2 x 11 x 6.5cm; 2 x 10.8 x 6cm

170
A SILVER VESTA BOX, PROBABLY KASHMIR, INDIA, CIRCA
1900
of rectangular form with rounded corners, the hinged lid and base
inlaid with panels of turquoise fragments, with sides with chased
scrolling vine border, the interior gilt
2 x 5.7 x 3.6cm

Provenance: European private collection

£80-120

£800-1200
168
A REPOUSSE SILVER SALVER, BALKANS, 19TH CENTURY
the raised central roundel with a prancing horse in relief,
surrounded by cavetto with intricate design of acanthus, plantanimals and cruciform medallions
2cm high; 16.5cm diam.

171 
AN ANGLO-INDIAN SILVER SUGAR BOWL, CUTCH, WESTERN
INDIA, CIRCA 1900
of flared form, the sides with repousse design of floral lotus
petals, acanthus borders above and below
6.5cm high; 11.5cm diam.
Provenance: Private collection, London

For a closely related silver dish of similar size, see Christie’s South
Kensington, 30 October 2012, lot 56.

£60-80

£600-800

172
A COLLECTION OF INDIAN OBJECTS, MOSTLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising a bronze figure of Siva Nataraja, a brass figure of a
Hindu ascetic on a bed of nails, a silver huqqa mouthpiece, an
articulated fish, an amuletic pendant, a puja spoon, two copper
gilt vases stamped ‘Mallett Bath’, two small brass lidded bowls, an
Egyptian brass bowl and a rattan fan with bone handle
40cm length of fan and smaller
(12)

169
A SILVER FILIGREE BOX, PROBABLY KARIMNAGAR, DECCAN,
INDIA 18TH CENTURY
of oval form, the openwork design, the hinged lid and sides
decorated with dense scrolling openwork foliage
3.5 x 8.5 x 5.7cm
For a closely related, slightly larger, box, see Christie’s London,
11 October 2013, lot 578. A casket in the same technique, thought
to have been in the collection of Tipu Sultan (d.1799) is in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London. See inv. no. IS 4-2013.

Provenance: Private collection, London
£120-150

£400-600
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173
173 ‡
A SAFAVID COPPER BOWL, PERSIA, CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
of shallow form, with raised concave neck, the body engraved with dense scrolling floral and palmette decoration, a band of decorated
nastaliq text on the neck above, further engraved and embossed inscriptions underneath, including the Roman numerals 1418, traces of
tin and black lac
10cm high; 23cm wide
Provenance: European private collection
£1500-2000

174
174 ‡
A SAFAVID TINNED COPPER BOWL, PERSIA, 17TH CENTURY
of shallow form, with raised concave neck, the body engraved with interlaced scrolling flower motifs, a band of decorated nastaliq text
on the neck above, a border of repeated palmettes below,
10cm high; 23.5cm wide
Provenance: European private collection
£1000-1500

175
175
A LARGE BRASS LOTA, PUNJAB, PROBABLY LAHORE, NORTHERN INDIA, CIRCA 1880
of bulbous form with shallow neck and everted rim, the sides and top deeply engraved with Mughal style foliate motifs
31cm high; 39cm diam. approx.
Provenance: Private collection, London
£300-500
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179

176
176
SIX JAIN SHEET COPPER YANTRAS, WESTERN INDIA,
18TH/19TH CENTURY
each votive plaque with embossed diagrammatic designs and
inscriptions in devanagari script
45 x 30cm and smaller

179
A BRASS, COPPER AND SILVER LIMEBOX, SRI LANKA,
18TH/19TH CENTURY
of cushion-shaped circular form, decorated with concentric bands,
elaborate foliate hinge and catch at each end
10cm max length
£150-200

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
For closely related yantras in the British Museum, see inv.
nos.1889,0902.15, 1919,0722.1
£250-350

180

177
177
A MUGHAL BRASS EWER, NORTHERN INDIA, CIRCA 18TH
CENTURY
of bulbous form, on four short feet, with straight faceted spout
and scrolling makara handle, sides with engraved repeated leaf
designs
26cm high

180
A BRONZE TEMPLE INCENSE BURNER, DECCAN, SOUTHERN
INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
in the form of a seven-headed cobra, with scrolling handle
behind, each head pierced for incense stick
11.5cm high; 16cm long
£250-300

£150-250

181
178 part
178
TWO ITEMS OF METALWORK, INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
comprising a koftgari iron salver, with scallopped rim, decorated
in silver damascening with scrolling foliate and pineapple
designs, and a Jaipur School of Art brass incense burner, in the
form of a lidded kashkul on flared foot, the pierced lid, with
peacock medallions on either side
21.5cm diam. (salver); 16.5cm high (censer)

181
A BRASS RITUAL OIL LAMP, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA, 19TH
CENTURY
of elongated form, the squat turned oil reservoir with ladle
attached to a chain, a protruding wick holder on one side, an long
handle with cobra finial on the other
14cm high; 42cm long
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

Provenance: Private collection, England.

For a near-identical lamp in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, see inv. no.
02923(IS)

£80-120

£120-150
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182

183

182

182 ‡
A PAIR OF QAJAR STEEL BOTTLES, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
each of bulbous form, on flared foot, with slender neck,
overhanging mouth and cypress-shaped stoppers, the sides with
engraved and gold damascened foliate decoration
42cm, 40cm
Provenance: European private collection
£1800-2200
183 ‡
A QAJAR GOLD DAMASCENED STEEL GOBLET WITH LID,
PERSIA 19TH CENTURY
on flared ridged foot, the exterior with repeated floral motifs, the
domed lid with faceted conical finial
24cm high
Provenance: European private collection; acquired at Beaussant
Lefevre, Paris
£800-1200
184
THREE BRASS OBJECTS, INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
comprising Saivite pendant, a puja container and a cylindrical
incense burner
17cm long (incense burner) and smaller

186

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£120-150
185
TWO DECORATIVE TRAYS, INDIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each of circular form with repousse relief designs, one of pierced
brass, depicting a tree amidst dense scrolling foliage, with images
of Vishnu on one side and Siva on Mount Kailas on the other, the
other of copper with scenes from the Ramayana
57cm diam. approx. each

186
A QAJAR BRASS VASE, PERSIA, LATE 19TH CENTURY
engraved with bands of decoration, comprising figural
medallions, hunting scenes and scrolling arabesques, of slender
bulbous form, on flared rim foot
62.5cm high
£200-300

Provenance: Private collection, London
£100-150
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187

188

189

187 ‡
A QAJAR LACQUER PEN BOX, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, with convex hinged lid painted with a battle
scene, further scenes of hunting around sides and inner lid
5 x 27.5 x 6.4cm

189 ‡
A QAJAR LACQUER PEN BOX, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
of cigar shaped form, with monochrome gul-o-bulbul design,
interspersed with images of mother and child and a young couple
5 x 29 x 6cm

Provenance: European private collection

Provenance: European private collection

£500-800

£1500-2500

188 ‡
A QAJAR LACQUER PEN BOX, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
of cigar shaped form, the inner tray sliding out from cover, the
convex top and slightly flared sides painted with maidens and
princely figures, some with infants and hunting scenes
3.8 x 23 x 4.1cm

190
A GROUP OF KASHMIR LACQUER OBJECTS, NORTHERN
INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
comprising three small dishes, each polychrome painted with
three figures amidst profuse foliage with birds and other animals
and two small lidded bowls, painted with mythical figures and
animals amidst foliage
Dishes: 14cm diam. approx. each; Bowls: 12, 11cm high

Provenance: European private collection
£700-900

£700-900

190
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191

191 ‡
A QAJAR LACQUERED WOOD BOX, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
with removable coffered lid, on bracket feet, the sides, top and interior with
polychrome painted and gilt decoration comprising maidens, birds, rose bouquets,
and youths relaxing amidst wild animals and plants
19 x 38.2 x 26.2cm
Provenance: European private collection
£3000-4000
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192
192
A MOTHER OF PEARL DISH, WESTERN INDIA, 17TH CENTURY OR LATER
composed of small shaped panels attached with brass rivets, forming a stylised
foliate tondo laid on brass in the well, with radiating cavetto and serrated rim
3cm high; 20.5cm diam.
£1500-2000

193

194

193 ‡
A QAJAR ENAMELLED COPPER PANEL, PERSIA, 19TH
CENTURY
of square form, with central lozenge shaped medallion painted
with a maiden holding a rose, further roses with birds depicted in
each corner on gold ground
9.5 x 8.7cm

194 ‡
A QAJAR TURQUOISE INLAID GHALIAN CUP, PERSIA, 19TH
CENTURY
of inverted bell-shaped form, the sides inlaid with a spiral design
of small turquoises, later brass base
6cm high

Provenance: European private collection

£1200-1800

Provenance: European private collection

£1000-1500
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195

195 ‡
A QAJAR ENAMELLED PIPE, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
with flared bowl and tapered pipe attachment, the polychrome
painting on the exterior comprising a series of oval medallions
depicting portraits of young princely figures interspersed with
floral motifs
9cm long approx.
Provenance: European private collection
£1500-2500

196
196 ‡
SIX QAJAR ENAMELLED PIPE ELEMENTS, PERSIA, 19TH
CENTURY
comprising three pairs, each of cylindrical form, painted with oval
portraits and floral motifs
4cm long and smaller
Provenance: European private collection
£500-800

197
197 ‡
A PAIR OF QAJAR LACQUERED BOOKCOVERS, PERSIA,
DATED AH 1251/1835-6 AD
each painted on one side with a young woman by a palace
window, the other side with a narcissus and poppy motif, one
inscribed in nastaliq: Raqam-i Sayyid Mirza 1251 (‘the drawing of
Sayyid Mirza, 1251’)
24.4 x 16cm each
Provenance: European private collection
£800-1200
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198

201

198
THREE QAJAR LACQUERED BOOK BINDINGS, PERSIA, 19TH
CENTURY
painted papier-mache, the largest and smallest decorated with
polo scenes on each side, the other depicting two youths drinking
in a mountainous landscape
37 x 24cm and smaller

201
A PAIR OF POLYCHROME-PAINTED WOOD PRINCELY FIGURES,
GUJARAT, WESTERN INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
each crowned, wearing flared pleated coat, standing on
rectangular base, with one hand outstretched originally holding a
staff(?)
48cm high each approx.

£300-500

£600-800

202

199
199
A SHI’ITE TALISMANIC BOWL, PERSIA, 20TH CENTURY
greenish white alabaster, the sides with three engraved and gilt
calligraphic panels
8cm high; 12.5cm diam.
£150-250

202
TWO PAINTED WOOD GROUPS, KONDAPALLI, DECCAN,
INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
comprising a female vendor carrying a basket and a musician
couple(?), the woman playing the drum, inscribed in telugu on the
underside
19, 11cm high
£300-400

200
203

200
A MUGHAL BRASS INLAID WOOD PENBOX, NORTHERN
INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
with hinged lid, removable pen tray, brass inkwell and secret
lower compartments, the outside with stylised foliate decoration,
on ball feet
7.5 x 29.5 x 8.3cm

203
A TRIBAL DOWRY BOX, WESTERN INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
carved wood with iron mounts, on four baluster feet, the pitched
top with small hinged lid, the exterior decorated with a series of
carved radiating roundels framed by chevron borders
36 x 56 x 32cm

Provenance: Private collection, London

£120-150

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£200-300
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204 part
204
THREE SHADOW PUPPETS, DECCAN, INDIA,
19TH CENTURY
painted, cut and pierced vellum, one with
remaining split bamboo handle, each depicting
forms of Vishnu, one seated with his consort,
inscriptions in kannada
73 x 50cm approx. each
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
For a closely related puppet in the Museum of
Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon, near Delhi, see
Subhashini Aryan, Unknown Masterpieces of
Indian Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon 2005, p. 83,
no. 152.

205
A SINHALESE BRASS MOUNTED CHEST, SRI LANKA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
with moulded hinged lid, openwork foliate mounts and escutcheon and twin
crescent handles, the interior with various compartments
18 x 54 x 36cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
£500-800
206
A POLYCHROME PAINTED WOOD CASKET, NORTHERN INDIA, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
the sides painted with peacocks, a European with a horse and Balakrishna, with
hinged convex lid and brass and iron mounts
16 x 26 x 15.2cm (excluding handle)

The style of the imagery, the figures with
distinctive bulging eyes, is closely related to the
‘Paithan’ type of painting, several examples of
which can been seen in the Victoria and Albert
Museum (inv. nos. IS.18-29. 1991). It is now
believed that these paintings were in fact
produced in several centres further south,
something underlined by the kannada
inscriptions.

£200-300

£500-800

£100-150

205

207
A SMALL SINHALESE WOOD CHEST, SRI LANKA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, with decorative brass mounts, the hinged lid with handle at
the centre and catch at the front
16 x 33.5 x 26cm
Provenance: Private collection, London

206

207
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208
208
TWO LARGE PORTRAITS, DEPICTING THE EMPEROR AKBAR
AND HIS CONSORT, PROBABLY MARYAM UZ-ZAMANI, INDIA,
20TH CENTURY
oil on canvas, laid on board, each painted within an oval
medallion surrounded by a floral border, in elaborate frames
carved with stylised leaf design
100 x 74cm (painting) approx. each

210
A PAIR OF PORTRAITS, NORTHERN INDIA, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
depicting a ruler and his consort, gouache with gesso and gold on
card, devanagari inscription on lower border, Islamic inscription
on reverse and cover sheet
160 x 110mm (image)

£400-600

£60-80

Provenance: Private collection, London

211

209 part
209 ~
TWO PORTRAITS OF MUGHAL EMPERORS, DELHI, INDIA,
SECOND HALF 19TH CENTURY
gouache on ivory, depicting Aurangzeb and Bahadur Shah, each
mounted and framed
6.5 x 5cm approx. each

211
A PORTRAIT OF A RULER, RAJASTHAN, INDIA, CIRCA 1900
gouache with gold, gesso and mica(?) on paper, the figure
depicted at a balcony, holding his shield, wearing jewellery and
domed headdress, inscribed in white devanagari on top margin
33.3 x 24.2cm

Provenance: Private collection, London

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£150-200

£400-600
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212
212
LAILA SHAHZADA (PAKISTAN 1926-1994)
Nostalgia
oil on canvas, framed, signed in Urdu and English lower right, inscribed with title and the artist’s
name on the reverse
91.5 x 61cm
Provenance: Private Collection, East Anglia. Acquired as a gift from the artist, who was a
personal friend, in the 1980s.
Laila Shahzada was born in Sussex, but spent most of her life in Karachi and later, Islamabad,
exhibiting in Karachi and in London. She died tragically at the age of 68 in a gas explosion
in her studio.
£3000-5000
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213

215

213
A PORTRAIT OF MANIK PRABHU, INDIA, LATE 19TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, the Hindu philosopher, seated on a
rug in a courtyard with a female devotee in attendance
17.7 x 15.5cm

215
DURGA SLAYING THE BUFFALO DEMON, PUNJAB, PROBABLY
AMRITSAR, INDIA, CIRCA 1900
gouache with ink on folio from an illustrated manuscript, the fourarmed goddess depicted riding on her tiger-like lion, attacking the
demon who emerges from the decapitated buffalo, the reverse
with text in devanagari script, framed
23 x 17.5cm (image)

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
Manik Prabhu (1817-1865) lived in what is now the Indian state of
Karnataka. He is considered a saint by followers of his philosophy
of devotional Hinduism. As well as spiritual teacher, he was a poet
and mystic, writing in several North Indian and Deccani
languages.
£300-500

Provenance: Private collection, London
For closely related paintings from Amritsar in the Museum of Folk
and Tribal Art, Gurgaon, see Subhashini Aryan, Unknown
Masterpieces of Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon 2005, pp.130-131.
£150-250

214 part

216 part

214
INDIAN DANCERS, ANGLO-INDIAN SCHOOL, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
seven gouache paintings on paper, each of oval form, six
depicting kathakali dancers from Kerala, the other depicting a
dancer, probably from North-Eastern India, each mounted
14.5 x 9.5cm approx. each (within the mount)
Provenance: Private collection, London

216
THREE MAIDENS, NORTHERN INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
gouache with gilt-gesso and mica on paper, each of oval form,
one depicted dancing, the other with two infants, framed
15 x 10.5cm approx. each
Provenance: Private collection, London
£400-600

£200-300
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217 part
217
TWO PAINTINGS OF THE JAGANNATH DEITIES, PURI, ORISSA
(NOW ODISHA), EASTERN INDIA, CIRCA 1900
gouache with gesso on cloth (patachitra), of rectangular form, one
depicting the trio, Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra, within
the Puri temple shrine, surrounded by numerous small panels
with scenes depicting further images of the same and other
deities and devotees surrounded by a rosette border, the other
depicting the three iconic deities flanked by other Hindu gods
paying respects, surrounded by a similar border, each framed
57 x 77cm; 58 x 74cm

219
SIX MISCELLANEOUS DRAWINGS, NORTHERN INDIA, 19TH
CENTURY
ink and wash on paper, comprising two folios from an illustrated
treatise and four leaves of preparatory sketches
22 x 15cm and smaller
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£150-250

Jagannath is the ‘Lord of the World’, a form of Krishna
worshipped at the famous shrine at Puri. He and his brother
Balabhadra and their sister Subhadra are worshipped as a trio,
always depicted with large round eyes and often handless arms.
The cult is an example of the characteristic ability of Hinduism to
absorb popular local cults into the mainstream. It is likely that the
link between Jagannath and Vishnu occurred after the cult was
well established, and simple village origins are suggested by the
form of the deities.
Paintings of this type were produced as mementoes for pilgrims
visiting the famous temple in the seaside town, built in the 12th
century by Anantavarman Codagangadeva. For similar paintings
on cloth in the British Museum, acquired in 1880, see inv. nos.
1894,0613,0.47 & 1880,0.301

219 part

220 part

£1200-1800
218
FOUR DRAWINGS OF DESIGNS FOR OBJECTS, JAIPUR,
INDIA, LATE 19TH CENTURY
ink, watercolour and pencil on paper, comprising a throne with
lion and caryatid supports, a fan, with central image of Krishna
playing the flute, a palanquin with concertina canopy and a chauri
three with various notes, including prices in English
19.5 x 32cm and smaller
(4)

220
A FOLIO WITH TWO DRAWINGS, RAJASTHAN, 19TH CENTURY
ink and red gouache, depicting a princely figure sniffing flowers
and an elephant, three lines of devanagari and a small drawing on
the reverse
24.5 x 15.5cm
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£100-150

Provenance: Property of a Deceased Estate, sold by order of the
Executors. Previously Private Collection, Germany, sold in these
rooms, 20 April 2013, lot 108.
£60-80
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221 part
221
TWO NARRATIVE SCROLLS DEPICTING SCENES FROM THE
RAMAYANA, WESTERN INDIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
gouache with silver paint on paper, each of long rectangular form,
with a series of scenes vertically arranged, including Ravana, King
of Lanka, and Hanuman carrying the herb bearing mountain
390 x 31cm (the larger)

223 detail
223
A NARRATIVE SCROLL DEPICTING SCENES FROM THE
RAMAYANA, WESTERN INDIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
gouache with silver paint on paper, of long rectangular form, with
a series of scenes vertically arranged, including Ravana, King of
Lanka, and Hanuman carrying the herb bearing mountain
400 x 34cm approx.

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£200-300

£250-350

222 part

224 part

222
A COLLECTION OF MISCELLANEOUS MANUSCRIPT FOLIOS,
INDIA, 17TH-20TH CENTURIES
ink on paper, of horizontal rectangular format, mostly comprising
parts of Jain sutras, the devanagari script mostly in black, some
with punctuation and significant phrases in red ink
12.5 x 27cm average size
(a lot)

224
SEVEN HANDWRITTEN BOOKS, NORTHERN INDIA, 18TH/19TH
CENTURY
ink on paper, each with string binding, one with card cover, each
with devanagari text in black, four with significant phrases and
punctuation in red, two with various illustrations of yantras,
animals, princely figures and deities
17 x 13cm average size

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£200-300

£200-300
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225 part
225
SIX HOROSCOPE SCROLLS (JANAMPATRI), WESTERN INDIA,
19TH-20TH CENTURY
each of long rectangular form, six painted on cotton, two painted
on paper, and one printed on paper, each with charts and
symbols, including depictions of Hindu deities
700 x 20cm and smaller
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£200-300
226
A HINDU NARRATIVE SCROLL, BENGAL, PROBABLY
CALCUTTA, INDIA, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
gouache on paper, of long vertical rectangular form, the design
composed of a series of scenes from the story of Jagannath and
his siblings Balabhadra and Subhadra
172 x 40cm

Jagannath is a form of Krishna worshipped at Puri in Orissa. who,
along with his brother, Balabhadra, and their sister, Subhadra, is
worshipped as a trio, always depicted with large round eyes and
often handless arms. See also lot 217.

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£300-400

226 part
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228
228
A DEVI PATAKA, RAJASTHAN, INDIA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
gouache and ink on paper, with central figure of Durga within a
stellate yantra, surrounded by five concentric lines of devanagari
script, further figures and deities arranged around the sides, each
labelled in red, framed
51 x 47cm
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
For similar patakas in the Museum of Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon,
near Delhi, see Subhashini Aryan, Unknown Masterpieces of
Indian Folk and Tribal Art, Gurgaon 2005, pp. 88, 90 & 95.
£250-350

227 detail

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
Old British auction label, reading 11 April 1983, lot 109.

229 part
229
TWO LEAVES OF INDIAN DRAWINGS, RAJASTHAN, EARLY
19TH CENTURY
ink on paper, one depicting two drunken girls under a tree,
Saraswati on her peacock on the reverse surrounded by studies of
floral bouquets, the other laid on card, with studies of horses,
soldiers and a camel and rider
21 x 15cm; 22 x 32cm

£250-350

£100-130

227
A NARRATIVE SCROLL, BENGAL, 20TH CENTURY
gouache on paper, of vertical rectangular form, composed of
several sheets stitched together with cotton, depicting a series of
scenes from the life of Krishna
281 x 55cm
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230
230
A MEWAR PAINTING OF DEVOTEES OF VISHNU, UDAIPUR,
RAJASTHAN, INDIA, LATE 18TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, the god standing in a domed shrine,
sheltered by the Nagaraja Anantashesha, in a wooded landscape,
flanked by a pair of rulers paying respects, standing on a floral
carpet, indistinct part inscription in devanagari on the reverse
26 x 15.8cm

232
232
TWO SICK MEN BEING TENDED BY PHYSICIANS, PROVINCIAL
MUGHAL, NORTHERN INDIA, 18TH CENTURY OR LATER
gouache with gold on paper, laid on card
23 x 15.3cm
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£250-350

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£400-600

233 part

231 part
231
TWO INDIAN PAINTINGS, RAJASTHAN, INDIA, 19TH CENTURY
gouache on paper, one depicting a maiden seated in a verdant
landscape, the other depicting Sri Nath Ji in a shrine flanked by
two male devotees
15 x 10cm; 20 x 17cm approx. (image)
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£150-250

233
A GROUP OF SEVEN COMPANY SCHOOL PAINTINGS OF
MUGHAL MONUMENTS, AGRA OR DELHI, SECOND HALF
19TH CENTURY
framed together, comprising the Gateway to Akbar’s Tomb, The
Moti Masjid (Agra Fort), Salim Chishti’s Tomb, Three Views of the
Taj Mahal and the Palace at Dig, with modern identifying label
6 x 10cm (image) approx. each
£400-600
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234 part
234
FIVE COMPANY SCHOOL PAINTINGS, PATNA, MID-19TH
CENTURY
gouache on paper, one depicting a messenger with a document in
his hand and four depicting modes of transport, each inscribed in
English, together with an Anglo-Indian portrait of a sadhu, each
framed
21.7 x 17.5cm
£1500-2500
235
AN ELEPHANT FIGHT, MUGHAL, NORTHERN INDIA, 18TH
CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, laid on card with unrelated
manuscript illumination, partial inventory stamp on margin
9.5 x 14.5cm (image)

235

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£500-800
236
AN ELEPHANT FIGHT, PROVINCIAL MUGHAL, NORTHERN
INDIA, 18TH CENTURY
gouache and ink on paper, the two elephants with mahouts being
goaded by six men with javelins, three lines of devanagari script
on the reverse
12 x 17.3cm (image)
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£400-600
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237 part
237
JAIN SANGRAHANI SUTRA, WESTERN INDIA, CIRCA 17TH CENTURY
ink and gouache on paper, the 64 numbered loose folios of horizontal rectangular form, inscribed in devanagari
with illuminations, some pages in diagrammatic format, others with varying script size
10.5 x 24.5cm each folio
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
For similar leaves in the Detroit Museum of Art, see inv. nos.73.295.14B, 73.295.32A & 73.277.12B
£2000-3000
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238
238
TWO MAIDENS WITH AN ELDERLY WOMAN, DECCAN, CIRCA 1800
gouache with gold on paper, laid horizontally on an earlier album
page, the two young women resting on a charpoy on a garden
terrace, one listening to the older woman who stands resting on
her crutch, the album page with inscriptions in nastaliq and
shikasteh surrounded by a floral border in gold, dated on the
reverse AH 1188/1784 AD
44.5 x 25cm (folio)
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£700-900

239 part

240 part

239
SIX PAINTINGS OF INDIAN SERVANTS, COMPANY SCHOOL,
PATNA, LATE 19TH CENTURY
gouache on mica, comprising a chauri bearer, a huqqa bearer, a
table server, a tailor, a butter churner and a dish washer, each
mounted and framed
14 x 9.5cm approx. each inside mount
£300-400
240
INDIAN CHARACTERS AND TRADES, COMPANY SCHOOL,
PATNA, INDIA, LATE 19TH CENTURY
forty gouache paintings on mica, depicting various trades
including vendors, servants and dancers
10 x 7cm approx. each
£80-120
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241
241
NATH YOGIS AT A SHRINE, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA,
SECOND HALF 19TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, the male figures wearing orange
robes, wooden disc earrings and ‘horn’ pendants, seated in a
circle with their characteristic black hats, framed
21.3 x 14.5cm
Nath yogis are a Saivite sect of monks who established
themselves in the 13th century and remain an important bulwark
of Siva worship in many parts of rural Northern India.
£400-600
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242 part

242 ‡
FIVE COLOURED INK DRAWINGS OF ANCIENT PERSIAN
KINGS, SIGNED BY HAJ MUSAVVIR AL-MULK, PERSIA,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
drawn on paper, laid on card, each labelled in nastaliq,
comprising images of Bahram, Hushang, Keyqubad, Nawdar
and Manuchehr
16 x 14.2cm (excluding card mount)
£1500-2500
243 ‡
TWO QAJAR PAINTINGS: LAYLA AND MAJNUN, AND
YUSUF PULLED FROM THE WELL, PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
gouache on paper, each laid on an album page
12 x 5.5cm approx. each
Provenance: European private collection
£800-1200

243 part
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244
244 ‡
A HORSEMAN HUNTING AN ANTELOPE, STYLE OF MUIN MASAVVIR, ISFAHAN, PERSIA, 17TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, laid on an album page
8 x 16.7cm (image); 26.4 x 40.2cm (folio)
£1500-2000

245 part

246

245
THREE HAJJ CERTIFICATES, CAIRO, EGYPT, ONE DATED AH
1348-9/1930-31 AD
printed paper with block colour, depicting a stylised views of the
holy sites, various identifying and invocatory inscriptions
43 x 58cm; 49 x 68cm, 37 x 53cm
£150-250

246
AN OTTOMAN EDITION OF MUHAMMAD AL JAZURI’S
DALA’IL AL-KHAYRAT, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with gold and polychrome illuminations and illustrations of Mecca
and Medina, each page with eleven lines of naskh, the wide margins
with additional notes written diagonally, green leather binding, 100
leaves excluding endpieces, 10 replaced leaves at the back
18.5 x 11.2cm (folios)
£300-500
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247

248

247 ‡
A QAJAR PAINTING OF THE ROSE AND NIGHTINGALE
(GUL-O-BULBUL), PERSIA, DATED AH 1252/1836 AD
gouache on paper, laid on an album page, stamps and
inscriptions on painting and margin
25.5 x 13.3cm (image)
Provenance: European private collection
£800-1200
248 ‡
A ROSE BOUQUET, PERSIA, DATED AH 1336/1917 AD
gouache on paper, laid on an album page with gold-painted
scrolling foliate margin, inscriptions and stamp in nastaliq,
including ascription to Fursat al-Shirazi
23 x 14cm
Provenance: European private collection; acquired Christie’s
London, 25 April 1997, lot 97
£800-1200
249 ‡
A SAFAVID DRAWING OF A YOUNG SHEPHERD, PERSIA,
DATED AH 1049/1639 AD
ink with gouache and gold on paper, laid on an album page
14 x 7.5cm (image)
£2000-3000

249
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250
250 ‡
A LADY RECLINING ON A RUG, CENTRAL ASIA, PROBABLY
BUKHARA, 17TH/18TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, laid on an album page with
fragments from other illuminated leaves
9 x 11.5cm (main image)
Provenance: European private collection
£1000-1500

252

251
251
A DANCING MAIDEN, PERSIA, DATED AH 1322/1904 AD
gouache with gold on paper, signed and dated in bottom right
corner, framed
19 x 10.5cm inside mount
Provenance: Private collection, London
£120-180

252 ‡
A QAJAR ALBUM PAGE WITH A PAINTING OF A MAIDEN,
PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, laid on card, the image framed by
twin registers of nastaliq script, surrounded by profusely scrolling
gold painted foliate margin on red ground
42 x 28.2cm (album page)
Provenance: European private collection
£600-800
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253 part
253 ‡
THREE MUGHAL ALBUM PAGES, NORTHERN INDIA, 17TH CENTURY
with manuscript leaves, gouache with gold and ink on paper, each with two columns of nastaliq,
interupted with horizontal bands painted with birds, surrounded by triple floral borders, the larger
with gold painted margin
31.4 x 21cm (folio and smaller)
Provenance: European private collection
£1500-2500
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254

254 ‡
A QAJAR ALBUM PAGE WITH A FOLIO OF CALLIGRAPHY,
PERSIA, 19TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, gold painted scrolling floral
margin, mounted
8.7 x 17.5cm
Provenance: European private collection
£600-800
255 ‡
A QAJAR ALBUM PAGE OF SHIKASTEH SCRIPT, PERSIA,
19TH CENTURY
gouache with gold on paper, the small panel with two
columns of script, framed by multiple floral margins,
mounted
29.7 x 19cm (folio inside mount)
Provenance: European private collection
£600-800

255
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256
256 ‡
AN ILLUSTRATED FOLIO FROM A SHAHNAMA MANUSCRIPT: ISFANDIYAR KILLS THE
SIMURGH, PERSIA, 17TH CENTURY
gouache with ink and gold on paper, four columns of nastaliq text on either side
37 x 24.3cm (folio)
Provenance: European private collection
£1200-1500
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257 part

260

257
TWO LARGE CLOTH PANELS, GUJARAT, WESTERN INDIA,
20TH CENTURY
embroidered polychrome cotton with mirror glass applique, each
of rectangular form, comprising a shelf cover(?) with stylised
animal and floral designs, and a cover or hanging with stylised
foliate, animal and geometric designs, each lined
145 x 80cm; 233 x 114cm
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

260
AN EMBROIDERED, APPLIQUE AND SEQUINNED VELVET
HANGING (KALAGA), BURMA, 20TH CENTURY
of horizontal rectangular form, embroidered with coloured and
metal thread, with mirror glass bead applique, the quilted figural
design comprising a procession of elephants, with attendants and
riders, surrounded by a border of panels containing figures,
probably of nats, lined, with loops at the top for hanging
118 x 240cm (excluding lining)
Provenance: Private collection, London

£200-300

£400-600

258 part
258
TWO INDIAN FRAGMENTARY EMBROIDERIES, 19TH CENTURY
comprising a border panel from a Kashmir shawl, with design of
repeated botehs within floral arabesques, lined,
and a Kutch silk, metal thread and sequin chain stitch border
section, with design of scrolling roses
31 x 51cm (Kashmir, excluding lining); 12 x 84cm (Kutch)

261 part
261
THREE KENTE CLOTHS, GHANA, 20TH CENTURY
woven cotton and silk, each of rectangular form, composed of
stitched striped and ‘tartan’ lengths
180 x 120; 175 x 90; 205 x 116cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
£200-300

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£120-150

262 part

259
259
A GOLD PAINTED BORDER PANEL, PROBABLY DECCAN,
SOUTHERN INDIA, CIRCA 18TH CENTURY
from a pichhavai, of rectangular form, the gold decoration on red
cotton ground forming a scrolling carnation and acanthus frieze,
mounted on stretchers
14 x 87cm (excluding mount)

262
FOUR INDIAN TEXTILES, 20TH CENTURY
comprising an embroidered pachhisi layout, a silver and giltthread embroidered satin panel depicting two oversize birds
above the Taj Mahal, an embroidered and applique mirror hanging
and a printed sari with gilt-thread weave
500 x 108cm approx (sari); 66 x 66cm (pachhisi)

Provenance: Private Collection, London

Provenance: Private collection, London

£100-120

£100-150
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263
263
A PAINTED CLOTH HANGING (PICCHAVAI) DEPICTING
SHARADA UTSAVA, NATHDWARA, RAJASTHAN, SECOND
HALF 19TH CENTURY
pigment on cotton, of rectangular form, with central figure of
Krishna dancing with a gopi, surrounded by a ring of figures Sri
Nath Ji dancing with gopis, deities riding in celestial chariots
flanking the moon above the verdant forest behind, further
maidens and priestly devotees on the river bank in the
foreground, surrounded by a border of scrolling roses, modern
hanging attachment the top
204 x 168cm

Provenance: Private collection, London
Sharada Purnima celebrates the autumn moon which represents
the end of the monsoon season. The gopis rushed to the banks of
the Yamuna to dance the rasa mandala with their adored Krishna.
For two similar examples in the Calico Museum of Textiles,
Ahmedabad, see Kay Talwar and Kalyan Krishna, Indian Pigment
Paintings on Cloth, Ahmedabad 1979, pls.32 & 33
£5000-7000
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264 detail
264 ‡
A WOVEN WOOL SHAWL, KASHMIR FOR THE PERSIAN MARKET, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of long rectangular form, composed of sections, stitched together, the design comprising
repeated polychrome floral botehs amidst scrolling tendrils on saffron ground, white
embroidered inscription in one corner, separately made tasselled ends
313 x 120cm
Provenance: European private collection
£1200-1500

265 detail
265 ‡
A KIRMAN WOVEN WOOL SHAWL, PERSIA, MID-19TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, composed of sections stitched together, the design comprising repeated
polychrome leafy botehs amidst scrolling tendrils on saffron ground, white embroidered
inscription in one corner, tasselled ends
220 x 110cm
Provenance: European private collection
£800-1200
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266 detail
266 ‡
A WOVEN WOOL SHAWL, KASHMIR FOR THE PERSIAN MARKET, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of long rectangular form, the design composed of repeated registers of polychrome floral botehs
on white ground, embroidered yellow inscription in one corner
286 x 116cm
Provenance: European private collection
£800-1200

267 detail
267
A KIRMAN SHAWL, PERSIA, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
woven wool, of rectangular form, the design composed of registers of repeated foliate botehs
interspersed with stylised floral bouquet motifs, worked in red, green, black and blue on saffron
ground, embroidered inscription at one end, tasselled ends
215 x 104cm
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£600-800
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270

268 part
268
FOUR PHULKARIS, PUNJAB, 20TH CENTURY
cotton embroidered with polychrome floss silk, each of
rectangular form, with decorative geometrical design in green,
vermilion, saffron and indigo
245 x 145cm average size

270
A KANTHA, BENGAL, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
white cotton, of rectangular form, with polchrome embroidered
design comprising figures and animals around a central floral
roundel, multiple foliate and geometric borders around the edges
116 x 78cm

Provenance: Private collection, London

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

£300-400

£150-200

271 part

269
269
A PUNJAB PHULKARI, NORTHERN INDIA, 20TH CENTURY
floss silk embroidered woven cotton, of rectangular form, with
bold repeated lozenge design in vermilion, salmon pink and
orange, gurumukhi inscription in ink in one corner
250 x 120cm

271
THREE KANTHAS, BENGAL, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each in the form of a square mat (ason), white cotton with
polychrome embroidered decoration, each comprising figures and
animals surrounded a central stylised floral roundel, botehs or
floral borders around the edges
81cm square approx. each
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England

Provenance: Private collection, London

For a similar kantha in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
attributed to Khulna, East Bengal (now in Bangladesh), see inv.
no.IS 16 2008.

£100-150

£300-400
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272
272
A PAINTED CLOTH HANGING (PICCHAVAI) DEPICTING GOPASHTAMI UTSAVA, NATHDWARA, RAJASTHAN, MID-19TH CENTURY
pigment with silver and gold on cotton, of rectangular form, depicting Sri Nath Ji in a domed shrine, flanked by gopis bearing pots and
male devotees, deities riding in celestial chariots above the verdant forest in the background, a further scene below depicting a
herdsman with his cows and Krishna with the gopis and herdsmen by the Jumna at Vrindavan, surrounded by a register of small panels
depicting Sri Nath Ji and Hindu ascetics, surrounded by a floral border, lined
168 x 90cm excluding lining
Provenance: Private collection, London
Gopashtami is the festival celebrating Krishna’s maturity as a cow herd, and cows always feature prominently on depictions of this theme.
£4000-6000
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273 part
273
FIVE KANTHA EMBROIDERIES, BENGAL, INDIA, 19TH-20TH
CENTURIES
polychrome cotton on white ground, comprising three small
rectangular panels with stylised figural, animal and foliate
designs, three pouches with semi-abstract floral decoration,
together with a Pouch and Purse, Western India, 20th century,
with polychrome embroidered and woven geometric decoration
57.5 x 19.5cm and smaller

275
FOUR PAINTED COTTON HANGINGS (PICHHAVAI),
RAJASTHAN, 20TH CENTURY
comprising three pichhavais depicting sharada utsava and a
Mughal style court scene
168 x 230; 168 x 218; 172 x 227; 178 x 121cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
£200-300

Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
£200-300

274
274
A SMALL PAINTED COTTON COVER (KHANDAPATA),
RAJASTHAN, CIRCA 1900
in the form of a small Nathdwara pichhavai, the rectangular panel
depicting Krishna dancing on a hexagonal platform in the forest
by the river teeming with fish, flanked by a pair of cows,
surrounded by a border of rambling roses, the corners stitched
46 x 51cm (opened out)
Provenance: Private collection, Northern England
A khandapata is a cloth covering for the small side tables placed
next to the Sri Nath Ji shrine, for further images of Krishna. The
name is also used for the table itself. For a khandapata in the
Calico Museum, Ahmedabad, see Kay Talwar and Kalyan Krishna,
Indian Pigment Paintings on Cloth, Ahmedabad 1979, pl.22.
£200-300
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276 detail
276
A LARGE BLOCK PRINTED COTTON PANEL, PROBABLY
LAHORE, PUNJAB, 19TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, composed of three sections stitched together,
the central floral trellis design surrounded by concentric foliate
borders, a register of stylised carnations at either end
198 x 135cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
£300-400
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277
277
A PAINTED CLOTH HANGING (PICCHAVAI) DEPICTING GOPASHTAMI UTSAVA, NATHDWARA, RAJASTHAN, MID-19TH CENTURY
pigment on cotton, of rectangular form, depicting Sri Nath Ji enshrined, flanked by dancing gopis and priestly attendants, deities riding
in celestial chariots above the verdant forest in the background, two further panels below depicting Krishna with the gopis by the Yamuna
at Vrindavan and a herdsman with his cows, surrounded by a register of small panels depicting Sri Nath Ji, other forms of Krishna and
Hindu ascetics, surrounded by a floral border
132 x 88cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
See note to lot 272.
£2500-3500
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278
278
A BLOCK PRINTED AND RESIST DYED COTTON PANEL,
GUJARAT, WESTERN INDIA FOR THE SUMATRAN MARKET,
17TH/18TH CENTURY
of rectangular form, with a design of red stylised flowers and
floral sprigs on indigo ground, separately stitched narrow
scrolling leafy borders at either end
156 x 86cm
Provenance: Private collection, London
This cloth is probably a section from a triple-design cloth similar
to an example in the Karun Thakar collection. See John Guy and
Karun Thakar, Indian Cotton Textiles, Woodbridge 2015, no.5, p.30f.
The full size cloths were used both as garments and as hangings.
£250-350

279
A CHINTZ PRAYER MAT, MACHHILIPATNAM, SOUTH INDIA,
MID-19TH CENTURY
printed cotton, the design comprising of central bud motif under a
cusped arched mihrab, surrounded by concentric foliate and
chevron borders, a further scrolling floral border at the top, plain
cotton lining
185 x 102cm approx.
Provenance: Private collection, London
£200-300
280
AN EMBROIDERED VELVET PANEL, PERSIA, CIRCA 1800
of rectangular form, the design worked in silver thread
comprising central ogival floral arabesque medallion within a
serpentine cartouche, surrounded by three concentric scrolling
floral borders, on alternating green and maroon ground
140 x 98cm approx.
£700-900

280

279
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European Works of Art
Lots 281 to 632

Sale Day: Thursday 23rd May 2019 at 12 noon

281

283

281
A BERLIN (WEGELY) FIGURE OF CUPID IN DISGUISE,
CIRCA 1755
modelled as a violinist, underglaze blue W mark, impressed
numbers and inscribed ‘Va’
10cm high

283
A GROUP OF FOUR MEISSEN FIGURES OF CUPID IN
DISGUISE, SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
modelled as The Miner’s Wife, The Drummer, The Flautist or The
Fiddler, blue crossed swords marks
10.5cm highest

£150-250

£500-800

282
282
A GROUP OF FIVE MEISSEN FIGURES OF CUPID IN DISGUISE,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
each on gilt edged Rococo scroll bases, modelled as The Cardinal,
The Lantern Carrier, The Postillion, The Dandy or Cupid Carrying a
Flail, blue crossed swords marks
10cm highest

284
A GROUP OF FIVE MEISSEN FIGURES OF CUPID IN DISGUISE,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
each on a mound base, modelled as Scaramouche, The Huntsman,
The Fisherman, The Gardener or The Dishevelled Soldier, three
with blue crossed swords mark
9.5cm highest

£600-900

£600-900

284
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285
285
A GROUP OF FIVE MEISSEN FIGURES OF CUPID IN DISGUISE,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
each on a mound base, modelled in a variety of female guises, two
as tambourine players, one with fan, one as a dancer and another
dancer in hooped skirt, four with blue crossed swords mark
9.5cm highest
£600-900

287
287
TWO ITALIAN PORCELAIN GROUPS, PROBABLY NOVE,
LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the white, each modelled with a young couple, one with
a lady showing a letter to a seated gentleman with a tree
between them, the other with a peasant holding a fowl and
his seated companion with a basket of grapes, the mound
bases on drum socles moulded with Neo-classical swags
22cm highest
£500-700

288

286

288
A PAIR OF DOCCIA COFFEE CUPS AND SAUCERS,
MID 18TH CENTURY
white glazed and applied with brown twig handles;
together with a Doccia coffee cup and saucer,
mid 18th century,each with applied prune branches to the
white glaze
(6)

286
A PAIR OF MEISSEN FOUR-LIGHT CANDELABRA, LATE 19TH
CENTURY
the shaped square bases painted with birds and insects, the stem
modelled with either a young man or an opposing woman
holding a child balancing on their thighs, the flower encrusted
branches each of three scroll arms and central light, underglaze
blue crossed swords mark, incised D176 and D177
48cm high, damage to one set of branches

Provenance for single cup: The Henry and Martha Isaacson
Collection, Seattle (with paper label No. 107); Armin B.
Allen, New York (with paper label)

£700-1000

£200-300
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Lots 289 to 315
MEISSEN FIGURES FROM A PRIVATE COLLECTION
The collection started by Sir Thomas Dalmahoy Barlow, GBE (1883-1964), banker and industrialist, also known as an art
collector and historian, and added to by his son Basil Stephen Barlow (1918-1991); thence by family descent.

289

289
A MEISSEN GROUP OF A LIONESS AND CUB, MID 18TH
CENTURY
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775) in circa 1745,
the lioness seated with its right paw raised and mouth open to
reveal its teeth, the cub lying below, on a mound base with
flowers and leaves
13cm high, some restoration
£1000-1500
290
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A DANCER, CIRCA 1750
modelled standing with arms and left leg raised, wearing a yellow
cape, black and white striped bodice, white apron and striped pink
and turquoise skirt, the pad base applied with a flower,
underglazed blue crossed swords mark to rear of base
12.5cm high, some restoration
£600-800

290
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292
A MEISSEN OUTSIDE DECORATED PORTRAIT BUST
OF PRINCESS MARIE-ZEPHYRINE DE BOURBON,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775),
with white patterned headscarf and applied flower
corsages, a puce drape across her shoulders
24cm high
Princess Marie Zepherine de Bourbon (1750-1755) was
the daughter of Louis, Dauphin of France (1729-1765)
and Maria Josepha of Saxony (1731-1767), and the
granddaughter of Augustus III of Saxony, under whose
aegis the portrait busts of her and her brother, Prince
Louis Charles de Bourbon (1751-1761) were
commissioned in about 1753. See Len & Yvonne
Adams, ‘Meissen Portrait Figures’, London, 1987, p.24.
£800-1200

292

291
A MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A
VEGETABLE SELLER, CIRCA 1755
modelled by Peter Reinicke (1715-1768) standing with a basket
of green vegetables under her left arm, a knife strapped to her
right hip, on a gilt-edged scroll moulded base, underglaze blue
crossed swords mark to rear of base, impressed numeral ‘5’
14cm high, some restoration
Modelled by Reinicke after the 1753 drawings by Christophe
Huet (1700-1759) for ‘Cris de Paris’ figures, the drawings still
held by the Meissen archive. Another example is illustrated in
Martin Eberle, ‘Cris de Paris-Meissener Porzellanfiguren des
18.Jahrhunderts’, Leipzig, 2001, No.37.
£800-1200

291
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293

293
A MEISSEN GROUP OF A PUG AND HER PUPPY, MID 18TH CENTURY
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775), the dog on her haunches
with left paw raised, the puppy suckling beneath
21cm high, some restoration
Kändler’s work records list in February-May 1741: ‘Ein Mopß Hündigen, wie
er an dem alten säugt’ [A pug dog as he suckles at the old] and in his Taxa:
‘1 Mittelmäßiger Möpßhund mit einem jungen Möpßgen natürl.
vorgestellet, vor Ihro Maj. den König.’ [A medium-size pug dog with a young
pug naturally depicted, for his Majesty the King].
£2000-3000
294
A MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A WAITER, CIRCA 1745
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775) standing before a stove
proffering a chicken on an oblong dish, wearing a white coat with blue
revers, a long pale yellow apron and puce breeches, pad base applied with
flowers
15cm high, some restoration
For another example of this model, where the waiter holds a pot in one
hand and its cover in the other, see the Collection of Peggy and David
Rockefeller: English & European Furniture, Ceramics and Decorations, Part I,
Christie’s, New York, 9 May 2018, lot 261.
£1500-2000

294
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295

296

295
A MEISSEN GROUP OF A REARING STALLION AND MOORISH
GROOM, CIRCA 1900
after the Kändler model, the groom holding the horse by the
reins, wearing a yellow tunic and plumed puce and stiped turban,
underglaze blue crossed swords mark, incised A.51X, indistinct
impressed numerals
23.5cm high, restoration to reins

296
A MEISSEN GROUP OF A REARING STALLION AND MOORISH
GROOM, SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775), the groom
holding the horse by the reins and wearing a lilac tunic and
plumed turban, the trunk support and base applied with flowers
and leaves, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
26cm high, some restoration

See the following lot for a version of the group that often
accompanies this model.

The model is probably that listed by the Parisian marchandmercier Lazare-Duvaux in June 1753 as ‘un cheval de porcelaine
de Saxe avec une figure à côté’. A ‘Mohr mit Pferd’ is also
mentioned in the ‘Konditorei’ of Count von Brühl the same year.
Also see Ulrich Pietsch, ‘Meißner Porzellanplastik von Gottlieb
Kirchner und Johann Joachim Kaendler’, 2006, p.30, cat. No.26.
For a 19th century version of the group that often accompanied
this model, see the preceding lot.

£800-1200

£800-1200
297
A MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A CARP
SELLER, THIRD QUARTER EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
modelled by Peter Reinicke (1715-1768) with hands on hips, her
fish on a tray attached to her waist, holding a basket in one hand,
wearing a white apron, pink jacket and green skirt, on a gilt-edged
scroll moulded base, underglaze blue crossed swords mark to
rear of base, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
13cm high, some restoration
Modelled by Reinicke after the 1753 drawings by Christophe Huet
(1700-1759) for ‘Cris de Paris’ figures, the drawings still held by
the Meissen archive. Another example, together with Huet’s
drawing, is illustrated in Martin Eberle, ‘Cris de Paris-Meissener
Porzellanfiguren des 18.Jahrhunderts’, Leipzig, 2001, No.39.
£300-500

297
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298

298
A MEISSEN OUTSIDE DECORATED FIGURE OF A HOUND,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
probably later painted, the dog with grey marking to its fur,
modelled seated on quilted puce cushion with yellow braiding
and tassels to the corners, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
24cm high, damage to one paw and crack to base
£600-800

299
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A CHILD AS PULCINELLA, CIRCA 1765
modelled by Johann Joachim Kändler (1706-1775) dancing with
raised leg and outstretched arms, wearing a yellow hat, turquoise
and puce humped jacket and yellow breeches, impressed 24
13.5cm high, some restoration and chips
From Kändler’s ‘Komödienkinder’ series, supposedly first made
for Count von Kayserling in 1765, after an engraving by Johann
Esaias Nilson (1721-1788), ‘L’amour triomphant par les intrigues
d’Harlequin’. For an example of this model from the Hans Syz
Collection see The Gardiner Museum, Toronto, Object
No.G96.5.308. The Commedia dell’Arte hunchback character
Pulcinella was anglicised to Punchinello, hence evolving into that
Lord of Misrule, Mr Punch.
£500-700

299
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300

301

300
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A HARE, MID 18TH CENTURY
modelled crouching on a mound base applied with flowers
and leaves
10cm long, some restoration
£1000-1500
301
A MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A FIFE AND
DRUM PLAYER, CIRCA 1760
modelled by J.J. Kändler and/or P. Reinicke, the young man
leaning forwards, his drum balanced on his left hip and his left
hand holding the fife to his lips, his drumstick in his right hand,
foliate applied moulded gilt-edged scrollwork base, underglazed
blue crossed swords mark, impressed numeral 2
14cm high, some restoration
Examples of this figure, whether after Bouchardon or Huet’s
drawings, are usually depicted in a hat; for another example of
this hat-less version of the figure, see Christie’s, London, 9 July
2001, lot 242.
£800-1200
302
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A PILGRIM, CIRCA 1750
modelled standing holding a staff in her left hand, wearing a pale
yellow hat, pink bodice and white skirt painted with ‘indianische
Blumen’, underglaze blue crossed swords mark to rear of base,
underside impressed ‘9.’
13.5cm high, some restoration
£500-700

302
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303

303
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A SPANIEL, LATE 18TH CENTURY
the black and white animal modelled seated with open mouth, on
a yellow cushion painted with scattered flowers, with puce and
gilt tassels to the corners, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
25cm high
A figure of a spaniel was modelled in October-November 1734 for
the Japanese Palace and attributed to Kändler, see Ulrich Pietsch,
‘Die figürliche Meißner Porzellanplastik von Gottlieb Kirchner und
Johann Joachim Kaendler: Bestandskatalog der
Porzellansammlung Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden’,
Munich, 2006, pp.305-306. For other examples of this model see
The Collection of Sir Gawaine & Lady Baillie, Sotheby’s, London,
1 May 2013, lot 215 and one from the Eugenia Woodward Hitt
Collection, Christie’s, New York, 31 March 2016, lot 1295.
£2000-3000
304
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A PUTTO, LATE 19TH CENTURY
modelled standing playing a lyre, wearing a laurel leaf in his hair
and a turquoise line puce cape, on a mound base with gilt edged
scrollwork, underglaze blue crossed swords mark, incised 2562
16.5cm high, chips
£150-250

304
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305

306

307

305
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A FOX, MID 18TH CENTURY
modelled standing four square looking ahead, its fur marked in
reddish-brown, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
10cm long, some restoration

307
A MEISSEN MINIATURE FIGURE OF A PUG, 19TH CENTURY
modelled standing four square wearing a blue collar with gilt
bells, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
5cm high

£200-300

£150-250

306
A MEISSEN MINIATURE FIGURE OF A DOG, MID 18TH
CENTURY
modelled seated wearing a brown collar, with black and brown
marking to its fur
5.5cm high, some damage and restoration

308
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A NANNY GOAT, LATE 18TH CENTURY
modelled standing four square, with brown painted detailing to
the fur
10.5cm long, restoration
£200-300

£100-200
309
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A DEER, LATE 18TH / EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
the dark brown doe modelled leaping, the stump support applied
with leaves, the shaped oval base additionally applied with
flowerheads, underglaze blue crossed swords mark, incised ‘B’
10.5cm high, some restoration
£200-300
310
A VIENNA MINIATURE EQUESTRIAN FIGURE OF A HUNTER,
SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
modelled with the man carrying a rifle whilst riding a galloping
horse, the base applied with fowers and leaves, blue shield mark
to base
10cm high
£100-150

308

310
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311

314

311
A MARCOLINI MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A
LEMON SELLER, LATE 18TH / EARLY 19TH CENTURY
after the model by Peter Reinicke (1715-1768) with the young
woman holding a basket in one hand and a couple of lemons in
the other hand, a balanced tray of lemons around her waist,
wearing a white headscarf and bodice, blue apron and flowersprigged skirt, on a gilt-edged scroll moulded base, underglaze
blue crossed swords and asterisk mark, impressed numeral ‘17’
13.5cm high, some restoration

314
A MEISSEN ‘CRIS DE PARIS’ SERIES FIGURE OF A VEGETABLE
SELLER, SECOND HALF 18TH CENTURY
after the model by Peter Reinicke (1715-1768), with a basket of
vegetables on a strap round her neck, holding a white radish in
her right hand, wearing a green jacket and puce striped skirt, gilt
edged scroll moulded base, underglaze indistinct blue crossed
swords to rear base
14cm high, some restoration

Modelled by Reinicke after the 1753 drawings by Christophe Huet
(1700-1759) for ‘Cris de Paris’ figures, the drawings still held by
the Meissen archive.
£180-220

This appears to be a variation of the white raddish seller, from the
Christophe Huet drawings.
£200-300

312
THREE CONTINENTAL PORCELAIN FIGURES, 20TH CENTURY
comprising a Herend white glazed group of a rearing horse and
groom, blue printed mark, 25cm high, a Vienna figure of a stallion
titled ‘Hofburg Wien’, blue printed mark, 22cm high, and a figure
of a girl with vines, gold anchor mark, 14cm high
(3)

315
A PAIR OF DERBY FIGURES OF A GALLANT AND COMPANION,
CIRCA 1820
each standing wearing colourful attire on scroll moulded bases,
blue crossed swords marks, incised ‘No.317’, 18.5cm high;
together with a Derby figure of a putto, with basket of flowers,
13cm high; and a Staffordshire pearlware female figure, with
tambourine, 23cm high, some damage and restoration
(4)

£60-80

£100-200

313
A MEISSEN FIGURE OF A FOX, LATE 18TH CENTURY
in the white, modelled cowering and with finely incised fur
markings, underglaze blue crossed swords mark
17cm long, restoration to both ears
£200-300

313
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316

316
A GROUP OF DRESDEN PORCELAIN, LATE 19TH CENTURY
comprising a set of eleven harlequin quatrelobed cups and saucers, each
painted with panels of courting couples alternating with floral panels
against variously coloured grounds (one cup and saucer mismatched),
blue AR marks, saucers 12.5cm wide, and a part cabaret service, with
similarly painted panels against a yellow ground, consisting of a shaped
oval tray, a pear shaped coffee pot and cover and a jug (cover lacking),
blue Meissen style marks, also a circular sugar bowl, cancelled Meissen
crossed swords mark
tray 36cm wide
(27)
£300-400
317
AN ENGLISH DELFTWARE PLATE, PROBABLY BRISTOL, CIRCA 1730
of pancake profile, painted in blue with a bird perched in a tree with
manganese sponged leaves, 22cm diameter; together with an English
Delftware plate, circa 1760, painted in blue with a Chinese export style
jardinière of flowers, 22cm diameter; a Dutch Delft plate, 18th century,
painted in blue with flowers and a rock, 22cm diameter; and a tin glazed
lobed plate, damaged, 22.5cm diameter
(4)
£200-300
318
A BOW SWEETMEAT DISH, CIRCA 1755
of triple shell form on a shell and seaweed encrusted rockwork base,
polychrome painted
18.5cm long, some damage
£150-250

317

319
A GROUP OF ENGLISH POTTERY, 19TH CENTURY
comprising: a large Ridgway ‘Tuscan’ pattern jug, 32cm high, another
large painted pottery jug, two yellow-ground printed jugs and a saucer
(5)
£60-80
320
AN ENGLISH PORCELAIN JARDINIERE AND STAND, PROBABLY
COALPORT, CIRCA 1810
the yellow ground painted with a panel of flowers inside a gilt frame,
13cm high, stand repaired; together with an English porcelain demilune bough pot, probably Chamberlain’s Worcester, circa 1810,
painted with a white and gilt key pattern band, 23cm diameter; and a gilt
and marbled cup and saucer and a cachepot and stand painted with
floral borders (a.f)
(6)

318

£80-120

319 part

94

320 part
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321
321
A WEDGWOOD BLUE JASPER TABLET, CIRCA 1860
after the design by Camillo Pacetti (1758-1826), the midblue jasper sprigged in white relief depicting Thetis
Delivering Achilles to the Centaur and Achilles on the Back
of the Centaur Hunting the Lion, applied with formal berried
leaves and flowerheads delineating the outer pale blue
jasper border, impressed WEDGWOOD mark, in a
rectangular silvered wood frame set with canted mirror
panels
the plaque 19cm x 51.5cm, overall 65cm long
‘Camillo Pacetti (1758-1826) was engaged by Josiah
Wedgwood in Rome from 1787 under Flaxman’s
supervision. He modelled six tablets illustrating the life of
Achilles in 1788. A pen and wash drawing by Pacetti of
Achilles on the back of Centaur hunting a Lion is in the
Wedgwood Museum, Barlaston. The source of the design
was a classical marble, the Luna Disc, of c. 800-400 BC in
the Capitoline Museum.’ (The Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, Object No.C.36-1935)
£700-1000

322
322
A STAFFORDSHIRE PORCELAIN BOTANICAL DESSERT
SERVICE, CIRCA 1840
painted with flower specimens inside green leaf and gilt
borders, comprising: fourteen plates, four oval stands, four
circular stands and a comport, impressed wreath and
anchor mark, painted pattern No. 560
comport 34.5cm across entwined loop handles
(23)
£400-600
323
A SPODE STONE CHINA PART DINNER SERVICE, 1820s
Indian Tree (or Willis) pattern, gilt trefoil and red pellet inner
border, comprising: nineteen plates, a soup tureen and
cover, a vegetable dish and cover, a sauce tureen, cover
and stand, a meat dish, a Mazarine liner, and two smaller
dishes in sizes, printed factory ‘Stone China’ marks and
painted pattern No.2147
one plate in pieces, one small dish cracked and chipped,
some rim chips and some wear to enamels
(30)
£200-300

323
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324

327

324
A CHELSEA DISH, CIRCA 1755
scalloped circular with stalk-like handle, moulded and painted
with willowherb fronds, the green leaves turning to puce, red
anchor mark
25cm long
£200-300
325
A WORCESTER PORCELAIN VASE, CIRCA 1758-62
of slender ovoid form with waisted neck, painted in Meissen style
with scattered flower sprays, sprigs, insects and a cob, Zorensky
collection label
17.5cm high, very fine body crack, probably lacking cover

327
A WORCESTER PORCELAIN LEAF DISH, CIRCA 1765-70
moulded as two overlapping yellow and green edged leaves,
painted with flowers from which issue puce feathery veins,
branch-like handle, Klaber & Klaber and Barbara Leake collection
labels
22.5cm long
Provenance: with Klaber & Klaber, London; Barbara Leake, Hove;
Bonham’s, London, The Barbara Leake Collection of English
Porcelain, 12 March 2008, lot 186
£300-500

Provenance: Milton and Jeanne Zorensky, St Louis, U.S.A.;
Bonham’s, London, The Zorensky Collection, Part III, 22 February
2006, lot 41
Literature: Simon Spero and John Sandon, ‘Worcester Porcelain
1751-1790 The Zorensky Collection’, Woodbridge, 1996, Fig.81
£200-300
326
TWO ENGLISH PORCELAIN CACHEPOTS AND STANDS,
PROBABLY COALPORT, CIRCA 1810
in sizes, each painted with grisaille landscape vignettes, pattern
No.382
largest 13.5cm high, some damage
£70-100

326

96
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328
A DOULTON LAMBETH SILVER-MOUNTED STONEWARE LEMONADE JUG,
SGRAFFITO DECORATED BY HANNAH BARLOW, 1877
tapered cylindrical, incised with a broad band depicting a stag flanked by
further recumbent deer in a Highland landscape with Hannah Barlow
monogram, with borders of applied florets and incised overlapping leaves,
plain silver rim mount hallmarked London, 1877, impressed and incised marks
and monograms to underside
25.5cm high
£180-220

329
328

329
A SET OF FIVE ENAMELLED HOCK GLASSES, PROBABLY AUSTRIAN, LATE
19TH / EARLY 20TH CENTURY
each cupped bowl enamelled with a crest (a dexter arm embowed issuing from
the sea holding an anchor) above the initial B on a ground of trailing flowers,
with prunts to the double knopped stems and domed feet
16cm high
£150-250
330
A GERMAN SALTGLAZE STONEWARE BARTMANN JUG, PROBABLY
MAXIMINENSTRASSE WORKSHOP, COLOGNE, CIRCA 1530-40
globular on spreading foot, typical brown glaze, applied all over with tendrils
with oak leaves and acorns, also scattered with flowerheads, the girdled neck
with beard below a lacking section
16.5cm high
This form of Bellarmine (or Bartmannskrug in German), covered in oak leaf
tendrils, is usually ascribed to what is thought to be the largest workshop at the
time in Cologne in the Maximinenstrasse.
Provenance: discovered by the vendor’s father under the foundations of a
house in Canon Row, off Parliament Square, in the early 1980s.
£800-1200
331
A PEWTER SPOON RACK AND FIVE SPOONS
the rack probably Dutch, pierced and engraved backplate, with twelve spoon
apertures, 30.5cm high, the spoons comprising a set of three trefid spoons,
with probably institutional stamps to terminal, early 18th century, a trefid spoon
with marriage triad to terminal and rat-tail bowl, circa 1700, and a latten sliptop, 17th century; together with a pair of Persian steel cutters, 25cm long
(7)
£70-100

330
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333

332
332
A RENAISSANCE CHALCEDONY CAMEO ‘HERCULES’,
PROBABLY ITALIAN, SECOND HALF FIFTEENTH CENTURY
oval, carved as the bust in profile to right of a young man with
strongly muscled back and tightly curled hair clasping a club
which rests on his shoulder, on a dark stained ground
3.5cm high
£1500-2500

333
A CARVED COQUILLA NUT FLASK, 18TH / 19TH
CENTURY
the bone stopper with gold chain plugging the mouth of
the ‘bugbear’ mask collet set with rose diamond eyes,
the body carved with three Marian scenes: The
Deposition, Meeting Jesus on the Road to Calvary and a
shrine to the Virgin, the screw-in terminal carved as a
leaf-capped crocodile head
10cm long
£250-350
334
A SILVER INLAID STEEL BASIN, ATTRIBUTED TO
ANTONIO CORTELAZZO, VICENZA, MID 19TH
CENTURY
in Renaissance Revival taste, the distressed central boss
bearing traces of The Battle of Fornovo after a medal by
Bartolo Talpa, the convex border applied with raised
silver putti, birds and dogs amid delicate scrolling foliage
surrounded by a well embellished with ovals with raised
silver classical cameos (after intaglios by the Pichler
family) alternating with gilded panels of figures or
foliage, the outer border with further figures amid
foliage, with pellet borders between and corded rim
49cm diameter

334

Antonio Cortelazzo (1819-1903) had extraordinary
metalworking skills. At the start of his career, these were
exploited by some dealers who passed off his works as
genuine Antiquities or Renaissance works. This practice
may explain the distressed central boss on this basin.
Following his ‘discovery’ by the archaeologist Sir Henry
Austen Layard (1817-1894), he became well known in his
own right. The decoration to this ewer was probably
inspired by the ‘grottesche’ of Giovanni da Udine (14871564), which in turn were animated by decorative
schemes found in Nero’s Domus Aurea. The classical
ovals can be traced to the Roman family of gem carvers,
Johann-Anton, Giovanni and Luigi Pichler, whose late
18th century intaglios were published and widely
disseminated, usually cast as plaster or glass copies.
See the Art Institute Chicago (Ref. 1982.2128a-b) for an
arm defense, attributed to Cortelazzo, decorated in a
similar style. Also see a basin of the same shape, with
its ewer, made by Cortelazzo for Sir William Drake in
circa 1870, in the Indianapolis Museum of Art
(Ref.2002.78A-B).
£800-1200
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335
335
A PAIR OF GERMAN JUGENDSTIL FIGURAL CANDLESTICKS,
WUERTTEMBERGISCHE METALLWARENFABRIK (WMF),
GEISLINGEN AN DER STEIGE, CIRCA 1900
the shaped circular bases rising to stems formed as a semi-naked
maiden or youth holding behind them a flowerhead sconce,
‘Antique Finish’ and electroplated
18.5cm high
£250-350
336
A PAIR OF BRONZE AND BRASS ‘STORK’ CANDLESTICKS,
THOMAS ABBOTT, BIRMINGHAM, SECOND QUARTER 19TH
CENTURY
the opposing birds with crown collars each holding leafage below
a leafy pan and foliate vase-shaped sconce, on rocky mound
bases with metal weights
40cm high

336

Thomas Abbott, listed as a “Lamp Maker and Brass Founder” of
Birmingham in his will dated 12 March 1849, is primarily known
for two patterns of wading bird candlesticks, the present example
and another of herons with fish in their beaks supporting similar
pans and sconces and on the same mound bases. These are
normally stamped ‘Abbott’ to the weighting under the bases,
probably replaced in the present lot.
£300-400
337
A SET OF FOUR VICTORIAN BRASS CANDLESTICKS
the square bases with beaded and stiff leaf borders rising to fluted
columnar stems, with detachable nozzles, 31.5cm high; together
with a pair of cast brass candlesticks, modern, square bases
and screw-in columnar stems, 29cm high
(6)

337

£150-250
338
A BRASS SABBATH CANDELABRUM, GERMAN, 19TH CENTURY
with Prussian eagle finial flanked by four vase shaped sconces on
openwork scroll support centred by a Lion of Judah figure, knopped
stem with leaf borders, broad circular base with four lion masks
52cm high
Provenance: Collection of Dr Richard Teltscher (1888-1974), London
£60-80
339
A PAIR OF VICTORIAN COPPER WALL GASOLIERS, PROBABLY
WEST MIDLANDS, CIRCA 1880
each cast as a winged mermaid holding aloft the light in one hand,
a chained drop to the other (detached), with indecipherable Patent
Office Design Registry lozenge, with circular wood wall mounts
39cm high excluding later green glass shades

339

£200-300
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341

340
340
A FRENCH WALNUT BRACKET CLOCK, SECOND QUARTER 19TH CENTURY
eight-day bell striking movement, white dial with Roman numerals, the glassfronted cover released from the ogee bracket by an acorn pull-piece
40cm high
£150-250
341
A FRENCH ORMOLU MANTEL CLOCK, SECOND QUARTER 19TH CENTURY
movement striking on a bell and with silk suspension, the engine-turned dial with
Roman numerals, rectangular casing applied with Neo-classical foliate motifs
surmounted by a swan supporting a book of music and flanked by Apollo and his
kithara to one side and by a musical trophy and ball and column to the other, the
plinth applied with a globe flanked by swans and Neo-classical baskets of fruits and
flowers, on pad feet, with key (pendulum lacking)
38cm high
£400-600
342
A FRENCH CARRIAGE CLOCK, DUVERDREY & BLOQUET, ST NICHOLASD’ALIERMONT, CIRCA 1900
eight-day timepiece movement with lion passant trademark, white enamel dial with
Roman numerals, brass corniche case, with key
14.5cm high with handle raised
£30-40
343 ~
AN ART NOUVEAU CARVED IVORY PLAQUE, FRENCH, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
the rectangular panel depicting in low relief the head of a young woman, her hair
up and a chiffon-like material swirling below her bare shoulders, monogrammed EC
or FLC and with a shield of fleurs-de-lys bottom right, in original fitted green leather
case gilt tooled with alternate rows of fleurs-de-lys and roses, cream velvet lined
panel 17 x 10.8cm
£60-80
344
ALFRED BOUCHER (1850-1934): LA FANEUSE (THE HAYMAKER)
a French white marble figure, circa 1900, the young female worker modelled
leaning by her elbow on a bronze pitchfork, circular base signed ‘A. BOUCHER’
93.5cm high
Related Literature: J. Piette, Alfred Boucher 1850-1934: L’oevre sculpté, catalogue
raisonné, Mare Martin, 2013, pp. 190-195, no. A39
£1000-1500

344
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345
345 ~
A PAIR OF GERMAN PARCEL-GILT-SILVER FIGURES OF
MONARCHS, L. NERESHEIMER & CO., HANAU, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
modelled after the statues of Clovis I, King of the Franks and
Ferdinand I, King of Portugal, with carved ivory faces, each with
detachable sword and his heraldic shield, Clovis with spiked
crown and full beard, Ferdinand with hinged visor to his helmet,
each on a cut-cornered square plinth with openwork cast foliate
sides, stamped ‘925’, Reichsmark and maker’s mark
24.5cm high
The original statues of 1509 are part of an extraordinary set of
twenty-eight early 16th century larger-than-life bronzes by a
number of artists, which surround the cenotaph of the Holy
Roman Emperor Maximilian I at the Hofkirche in Innsbruck.
The story goes that there was no known portrait of Ferdinand,
hence the visor.
£1500-2500
346
A GERMAN SILVER-GILT DESK ORNAMENT, PROBABLY
HANAU, LATE 19TH CENTURY
the shaped oval base chased with an oval boss of an illustrious
Renaissance figure and another of figures in an interior flanked by
small cast deer and centred by a foliate chased cylinder applied
with a candle sconce and flowerhead cast handle, the detachable
finial formed as a helmeted bust, the base additionally set with a
detachable kidney shaped box, its cover with lion handle, the
gallery with military trophies, Renaissance roundels and
embellished piercing, on rosette headed paw feet, pseudo marks
33.5cm long, 1035gr (33oz)

346

£600-800
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347
347
A SET OF FOUR PERSIAN SILVER BOWLS,
ISFAHAN, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
bulbous, covered in finely engraved bands of foliage
and birds, each inlaid with a band of turquoise
pellets above the main border featuring vignettes of
pairs of birds alternating with further pairs of birds
in arabesque panels, interior bases engraved with
three fish swimming in a circle, Farsi makers mark
only to underside
12cm diameter, 703gr (22oz)

350
350
A GERMAN SILVER WINE TASTER, BALTHASAR HAYDT, AUGSBURG,
LATE 17TH CENTURY
shaped oval with two applied scroll handles, the bowl embossed and chased
with flowers, foliage and birds, the centre applied with a cast bird upon a
small dome, gilt interior
16cm wide, 150gr (4oz 16dwt)
£400-600

£400-600

351
351
A GERMAN SILVER WINE TASTER, BALTHASAR HAYDT, AUGSBURG,
LATE 17TH CENTURY
applied with two small scroll handles, the shaped oval bowl embossed at the
center with a bird perched above a bakset of fruit, the sides with stylised
foliage, gilt interior
14.7cm wide, 116gr (3oz 14dwt)
£300-400

348
348
A CHINESE SILVER JUG, LUEN WO, SHANGHAI,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
applied in relief with mounted warriors skirmishing
amidst trees against an engraved landscape
background, the handle modelled as bamboo
10cm high, 213gr (6oz)
£200-300
349
A SMALL CHINESE SILVER BEAKER, LUEN HING,
SHANGHAI, CIRCA 1900
slightly flared cylindrical and applied with a dragon,
gilt interior, 6cm high; together with a silver caster,
W.I. Broadway & Co., Birmingham, 1986, in
baluster octagonal George I style, 17cm high;
and a silver pepperette, William Neale & Son Ltd.,
Birmingham, 1933, slightly bulging octagonal,
8.5cm high
254gr (8oz)
(3)
£80-120

352
352
A HUNGARIAN GILT COPPER SOUVENIR WINE TASTER, HERRENGRUND,
CIRCA 1745
oval with shaped lip, richly embossed and chased with grapes and other fruit
and vegetables within feathery foliage, applied cast handles, the underside of
lip pricked: ‘Eisen . War . Ich . Küpfer . Bin . Ich . Silber . Trag . Ich . Golt .
Bedeckt . Mich .’
18.2cm wide
The inscription (which may be translated as ‘Iron I was, copper I am, silver I carry,
gold covers me) refers to the method of obtaining copper in the Herrengrund
mines, in the mountains north of Budapest, in modern day Slovakia. The local
water had a high concentration of copper sulphate. Iron scraps were placed in
hollows where the water collected and reacted with the copper sulphate to
precipitate copper out of solution. The copper either settled as a sludge or formed
a crust over the surface of the iron. This gave rise to the legend that the water had
mysterious, if not magical properties and the consequent production of such
souvenir dishes, tumbler cups and tobacco boxes.
£250-350
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353

354
353
A SILVER-GILT PLAQUETTE, PROBABLY DUTCH, SECOND
HALF 19TH CENTURY
oval, finely chased in relief after a print of Jacob Jordaens
painting below its title ‘Soo D’oude Songen Soo Pepen De
Jongen’ (As the old sing, so the young pipe), the broad rim
chased with tulips and fruits interrupted by grotesque masks,
French ‘ET’ mark and two indecipherable marks
29cm long, 354gr (11oz)
Jacob Jordaens (1593-1678) painted a number of versions based
on this moralistic proverb; the earliest from 1638, preserved in the
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten, Antwerp, inv.no.67, was
widely reproduced as a print, hence the transposed figures on this
plaquette.

355
355
A GERMAN SILVER DISH, MASTER OF THE ‘B & ANCHOR’
MARK, PROBABLY HANAU, THIRD QUARTER 19TH CENTURY
in Renaissance style, oval, relief chased in fine detail with Diana
and three nymphs in a landscape flanked by city walls and a
windmill, the rim also richly chased with fruits and matted foliage,
pseudo marks of a B and anchor conjoined, an animal’s head
facing, a fruit, and an eagle displayed
22.5cm, 191gr (6oz)
See footnote to previous lot.
£150-250

£400-600
354
A GERMAN SILVER-GILT DISH, MASTER OF THE ‘B & ANCHOR’
MARK, PROBABLY HANAU, THIRD QUARTER 19TH CENTURY
in Renaissance style, oval, relief chased in fine detail with the
‘Judgement of Paris’, the rim also richly chased with fruits and
foliage interrupted by four heads, pseudo marks of a B and anchor
conjoined, an animal’s head facing, a fruit and an eagle displayed
26cm, 272gr (8oz)
A number of fine ‘Historismus’ style pieces bearing this mark have
been recorded, but sadly the maker remains unidentified. He was
clearly working to fulfill an expanding market for old silver. W.H
Singer in The Art Journal of 1880, pp. 313/314, records ‘it is curious
that at the present time Germany is the country where are
produced nearly all the forgeries of old silver work, such as ewers
and hanaps (Old French for a cup) with which the London shops
and salerooms are filled...’. See the exhibition catalogue ‘Macht &
Pracht, Europas Glanz im 19. Jahrhundert’, 2006, p.264, dedicated
to German 19th century decorative arts in earlier styles, where a
table centrepiece by the B and anchor maker and stamped with an
‘N’ mark is ascribed to the firm of Neresheimer of Hanau. This
may well be an incorrect attribution, since the B and anchor maker
would appear to have been working considerably earlier in the
19th century than Neresheimer. For a magnificent parcel-gilt and
enamelled cup and cover with the same marks as this dish, see
Sotheby’s, London, 1 November 2017, lot 842.

356
356
A SILVER TRAY, APPARENTLY UNMARKED, PROBABLY
GERMAN, LATE 19TH CENTURY
oval, chased in relief with three children and a goat in a riverside
garden with a ruin amidst hills to the background, within a fluted
border and corded rim
38cm long, 697gr (22oz)
£300-500

£400-600
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360

359

357

357
TWO DUTCH SILVER SALT CELLARS, HAARLEM, 1764 AND 1767
almost matching, shaped oblong, embossed with scrolls,
diaperwork and foliage below shell and scroll lips, maker’s marks
badly struck
11.5cm long, 140gr (4oz 10dwt)
£200-300

359
A SILVER-GILT PART TOILET SET, 19TH CENTURY ASSEMBLED
WITH EARLIER ELEMENTS
comprising an oblong brush, the top a cut-down panel chased in
high relief with a maenad and faun and an oval brush chased with
Cupid flanked by an amorous and a warring couple, chasing to
both probably Netherlandish or German, late 17th century; a
small oblong hand mirror, the handle with depictions of Venus;
and the following with mythological scenes: a canister with screwon cast and chased cover, a small circular brush with cast scene
and a small circular box and cover, probably early 18th century, all
with post 1814 Dutch import mark
13cm longest
(6)
£500-700
360
A PAIR OF SILVER-GILT MOUNTED RAZORS, PROBABLY
ENGLISH, SECOND QUARTER 19TH CENTURY
the silver guards decorated in relief with Renaissance figures
between scroll borders, one razor with ladies and gentlemen at
leisure in gardens, the other with soldiers marching or at combat,
the pivoting steel blades, perhaps later, Mappin Brothers of
Sheffield marks, the silver with post 1814 Dutch import mark only
16.5cm long closed
£150-250

358
358
A DUTCH SILVER CASKET, ALLE DE HAAS, SNEEK, 1884
rectangular, the canted lid with a pierced panel of Adam and Eve
in the Garden of Eden surrounded by geometric pierced borders,
the sides with similar piercing surrounded by stylised foliate
engraved borders, on bracket feet, 833 standard, also with pseudo
marks
16cm long, 792gr (25oz) including green baize lining

361
361
ITALIAN SILVER ECUELLE, MAKER’S MARK GB OVER V, TURIN,
MID 18TH CENTURY
plain circular with reeded lip, the applied cast and pierced lug
handles decorated with stylised foliage
20.2cm over handles, 213gr (6oz 16dwt)

£300-500

£300-500
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362
362
A GERMAN PARCEL-GILT SILVER LARGE TANKARD, PROBABLY B. NERESHEIMER & SOEHNE, HANAU, LATE 19TH CENTURY
in 17th century style, the lid surmounted by a cast figure of Diana with a hound above three straps topped by eagles and foliate chased
lobes, the body with a frieze of cast figures at leisure in a garden above two bands of bosses, on openwork bun feet, the handle with a
cast rampant lion finial and a leafy terminal, small pseudo marks to thumbpiece
49cm high, 2719gr, (87oz)
For a tankard of very similar pattern, but with differing sleeve and handle, with marks for B. Neresheimer & Söhne, see Sotheby’s,
New York, 18th October 2018, lot 715
£6000-8000
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366

366
A GERMAN SILVER INKSTAND, CIRCA 1820
oval base with a central shallow pedestal wafer bowl
flanked by cylindrical holders, the two bottle supports
each of three classical maidens, on paw and foliate panel
feet
22.5cm long, 519gr (16oz) excluding two blue glass
bottles
£180-220

363
363
A PAIR OF GERMAN SILVER-MOUNTED GLASS DECANTERS ON
SILVER COASTERS, HALLER & RATHENAU, BERLIN, 1854-63
one blue and one green bottle with scrolling openwork and vine leaf
embellished mounts, the cork-mounted stoppers with trailing vine and
grape finials, the coasters with everted vine embellished rims and turnedwood bases, the detachable openwork climbing vine supports with
bayonet fittings, maker’s mark, town mark and second wardens mark for
L. Th. Wendelboe
42cm high overall

367
TWO NORWEGIAN PROVINCIAL SILVER BEAKERS,
LATE 18TH / EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of tapering cylindrical form, both with rustic flat-chased
decoration, one apparently unmarked, 13 and 14cm high;
together with a French provincial beaker, plain bellshaped body, maker’s mark NJ only struck thrice, 10.8cm
high; another French beaker, milled decoration, Bouclier
& Paris, circa 1900, 8.2cm high; and a small beaker with
applied milled girdle, gilt interior, 5cm high
515gr (16oz 11dwt)
(5)
£200-300

£600-800
364
A MODEL OF A DHOW, PERSIAN GULF, MODERN
the twin masted vessel with prominent prow, stamped ‘925’, on a blue
velvet canted stand in a fitted and glazed case
model 45.5cm high, 1970gr
£400-600
365
A GROUP OF MISCELLANEOUS EUROPEAN SILVER ITEMS, THE
MAJORITY 19TH CENTURY
comprising: a two-handled bowl in the form of a Dutch brandy bowl,
18.5cm wide; a small circular bowl, embossed with flowers and foliage,
12.2cm diameter; two Scandinavian kovsh-shaped bowls, one dated 1820,
14 and 16cm wide; a fluted oval bon-bon dish with central holder for
spoons, Roman warrior finial, 15.7cm wide; a small two-handled bowl or
salt cellar, circular, fluted, 10cm wide over handles; a Dutch candlestick or
lighter (incomplete), 22.3cm high; a small shaped circular salver with
embossed border, 22.2cm diameter; and a cylindrical etui, chased with
rococo scrolls and flowering foliage, the interior with four items,
unmarked, circa 1760, 10.5cm high
1191gr (38oz 5dwt) all in
(9)
£300-500
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368
369
368
A GERMAN SILVER SUGAR BOX, FRIEDRICH JACOB STOLTZ,
BERLIN, CIRCA 1770
oval, the lid with an applied foliate thumbpiece and chased with a
leafy floral spray, the baluster sides with further flowers on ribbon
swags, on four shell pad feet, zigzag assay, maker’s and 13 loth
marks
12cm long, 171gr (5oz)
£600-800
369
A GERMAN SILVER SMALL TRAY, JOHANN MARTIN SATZGER,
AUGSBURG,1765-67
shaped oval, chased below the moulded rim with birds in fruiting
branches
15cm long, 92gr (2oz 18dwt)
£300-500
370
A PAIR OF ITALIAN SILVER CANDLESTICKS, EMANUELE
CABER, MILAN, CIRCA 1830
the circular bases, stems and sconces with milled or cast borders
of formal motifs, lozenges and anthemions, fixed nozzles
24.9cm, 669gr (21oz 10dwt)

370

£500-800
371
A DUTCH SILVER NOVELTY WINDMILL WAGER CUP, H.
HOOIJKAAS, SCHOONHOVEN, 1887
the bell-shaped cup engraved with farmyard scenes surmounted
by scroll supports to the windmill with the miller at the door and
his wife at the window, with rotating sails, 833 standard
24cm high, 278gr (8oz 18dwt)
£200-300
372
A GERMAN SILVER BEAKER, PROBABLY HANAU, LATE 19TH
CENTURY
simulating a barrel, with a shaped cartouche of young boys
carousing in tavern, 9cm high; together with a Swedish silver-gilt
beaker, maker’s mark APL, 1831, typical flared form, pricked
with a band of scroll foliage flanking a heart-shaped cartouche
intialled OLS/MBD, with a band of lobes above the rim foot,
13.5cm high
(2)
£120-180

371
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375

373
TWO ITALIAN SILVER CANDLESTICKS, MARKS
INDECIPHERABLE, ONE MAKER’S MARK AS, PROBABLY
VENICE, CIRCA 1800
on plain raised circular bases, one engraved with the initials ES,
slightly tapering stems, bell-shaped sconces with fixed nozzles
23cm high, 651gr (20oz 18dwt)

375
A FRENCH PROVINCIAL SILVER STAND, PIERRE TUDIER II,
BEZIERS, CIRCA 1755
shaped oval, with a band of short lobes above another of flutes,
the Rococo scroll and foliate decoration cast to the base and
bottle top supports and pierced and chased to the bottle holders,
engraved with a coat of arms between, full marks to underside,
discharge marks only to bottle holders
31.5cm long, 1041gr (33oz) excluding associated blue glass
inkwells

£350-450

£600-900

373

374
374
A GERMAN SILVER FOUR-PIECE CAFE-AU-LAIT SET,
PROBABLY HANAU, LATE 19TH CENTURY
of small size, comprising a pair of pots with turned wood handles
at right angles to the spouts, a lidded sugar bowl and a milk jug,
the swirl fluted baluster bodies with crowned cartouches, each on
four splayed legs, crowned A mark only
pots 11cm high, 477gr (15oz) all in
£120-180

376
376
AN ITALIAN FOUR-PIECE TEA AND COFFEE SET, CALEGARO,
MODERN
in Empire style, spun vase-shaped bodies with formal leaf
borders, comprising: teapot, coffee pot, milk jug and sugar bowl
and cover, stamped ‘800’, the coffee pot, 28.7cm high, 1385gr;
together with a matching electroplate tray, Calegaro, oval, two
handled, 49.2cm wide over handles
(5)
£400-600

377

377
THREE PAIRS OF DUTCH SILVER BEAKERS, LATE 19TH CENTURY
each of flared hexagonal outline, covered in scroll foliage and
figural vignettes
12.5cm highest, 856gr (27oz)
£200-300
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378
A GERMAN SILVER-GILT AND GLASS CLARET JUG,
P. BRUCKMANN & SOEHNE, HEILBRON, CIRCA 1890
in 16th century style, the silver chased with strapwork and foliage on a matted
ground, knopped pedestal base, straps with a vacant and a crested oval securing the
ovoid glass body cut with scroll foliage between bands of fluting, with slender neck,
scrolling handle and an open strapwork finial to the lid, import marked for John
George Smith & Co., London, 1890, also stamped ‘925W’
39cm high
An ewer of similar pattern is illustrated with other items manufactured by P. Bruckmann
in ‘The Watchmaker, Jeweller and Silversmith’, London, 1 August 1889, p.33,
reproduced in John Culme’s ‘Nineteenth Century Silver’, London, 1977, p.192.
£800-1200

378

379

380 part

379
AN ITALIAN SILVER HOLY WATER STOUP, ASSAY MASTER
GIUSEPPE VERNONI, TURIN, CIRCA 1820
cast with figures of Faith and Hope flanking a flower garlanded
crucifix, the hemisperical reservoir engraved with an episcopal
coat of arms, cast cherub head terminal
19.5cm long, 191gr (6oz)
£300-400
380
TWO SILVER CASTERS, CONTINENTAL, LATE 18TH CENTURY
AND LATER
both swirl fluted baluster, one pricked on the underside with
initials and the date 1782, maker’s mark apparently AS, Hamburg,
late 18th century, the second on three cast hoof and flower
pattern feet, pseudo marks, German, 20th century
18 and 21cm high, 510gr (16oz 7dwt)

381
381
A PAIR OF ITALIAN SILVER CANDLESTICKS, MAKER’S MARK
A?, NAPLES, CIRCA 1850
in Neo-classical style with milled borders, circular bases, tapering
cylindrical stems and campana shaped sconces, 834 standard
24.5cm high, 574gr (18oz)
(2)

£200-300

£300-400
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386
382
382
A DUTCH SILVER TEA CADDY, THEODORUS GERARDUS
BENTVELD, AMSTERDAM, 1823
plain tapering oblong, the curved hinged lid with applied reeded
border
10cm high, 319gr (10oz 5dwt)
The manufacturing silversmith, Bentveld, is known to have
supplied silver for retail by the well known firm of Bennewitz &
Bonnebacker, as well as their successor businesses.
£500-700

386
A GERMAN SILVER BEAKER, MAKER’S MARK A HORN BELOW
TWO STARS, PROBABLY HAMBURG, CIRCA 1700
tapering cylindrical, the sides chased with three flowering plants, later
inscribed at the lip, gilt interior, 9cm high; together with a Dutch
silver-gilt decorative spoon, cast handle with Charity figure terminal,
maker’s mark (?) CS only, 18th/19th century, 18.4cm long; all in a fitted
morocco case, the plum-coloured velvet and silk lining with retailer’s
gilt stamp: ‘C.J. HILL late CATCHPOLE & WILLIAMS JEWELLERS
DIAMOND SETTERS & SILVERSMITHS 228 OXFORD STREET’
171gr (5oz 9dwt)
(2)
The inscription reads: ‘BERKELY DIGBY GEORGE, 1876.’
Provenance: given to Sir Berkely Digby George Sheffield (18761946) as a Christening present.
£500-700

383
384
383
AN AUSTRIAN SILVER SALT CELLAR, MAKER’S MARK ?R,
VIENNA, 1813
the gadroon rim bowl on a curved feather-headed tripod ending in
hoof feet, the stepped base flat-chased with a band of arcaded
trefoils on a matted ground, 812 standard
8cm high, 130gr (4oz)
£200-300
384
A RUSSIAN PARCEL-GILT-SILVER SALT CELLAR, PROBABLY
FEDOR FEDOROV, MOSCOW, 1811
the gilt bowl supported by the splayed wings of the cast eagle
crouched on an openwork roundel and stepped gilt foot, 875
standard
6cm diameter, 84gr (2oz)
For two salts by differing makers, Moscow, 1810/13, with similar
eagle stems, see Christie’s, London, 7 June 2011, lot 12

387
387
A GERMAN THREE-PIECE TEA SET AND A DISH, OTTO
WOLTER, SCHWAEBISCH GMUEND, THIRD QUARTER 20TH
CENTURY
ribbed baluster, comprising a teapot with composition insulators,
a milk jug and a two-handled sugar bowl and cover, the dish with
scalloped rim, stamped trademarks and ‘925’
teapot 20.5cm high; 941gr (30oz) all in
£250-350

£300-400
385
A DUTCH SILVER INKSTAND, J.M. VAN KEMPEN & ZONEN,
VOORSCHOTEN, 1861
the shaped base with a scroll handle behind two waisted glass
inkwells with domed silver covers, wood base
15cm long
Provenance: Private collection, London
£80-120
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388
388
A CZECHOSLOVAKIAN SILVER BOWL, FRANZ BIBUS & SON,
MORAVSKA TREBOVA, CIRCA 1935
ribbed shaped circular, hammer finished, on three amber
composition ball feet, 19.5cm diameter; together with two
Czechoslovakian silver dishes, circa 1935, one shaped circular
with moulded rim, the other shaped oval with applied foliate rim,
oval dish 35.5cm long; all 800 standard
1058gr (34oz) all in
(3)

391 ~
A CZECHOSLOVAKIAN SILVER COFFEE POT AND A MILK JUG,
CIRCA 1925
plain tapering cylindrical, maker’s mark AP, 800 standard
coffee pot 20cm high, 1116gr (35oz) including ivory insulators to pot

£250-350

£250-350

391

389
A PORTUGUESE SILVER INKSTAND, LISBON, MID 19TH
CENTURY
circular, pierced gallery border above three similar panel
supports, the base embossed with foliage and fitted with three
small cylindrical pots in pierced holders, 21.6cm diameter;
together with the following silver: two circular pots and covers,
probably from an inkstand, 8cm high; and two smaller cylindrical
inkstand pots and covers, 4.3cm high, European, mid 19th century
773gr (24oz 17dwt) all in
(5)
£150-200

390

390
A FRENCH SILVER ECUELLE, BERGER & NESME, LYONS,
CIRCA 1900
circular, 33cm across stylised shell handles; together with a
French silver plate, circa 1900, shaped circular, engraved BG
below the reeded rim, 27cm diameter; both 950 standard
1317gr (42oz)
(2)

392
392
A PAIR OF ITALIAN SILVER CANDLESTICKS, MAKER’S MARK
ONLY DO IN SCRIPT WITHIN A BEADED OVAL, CIRCA 1820
the circular bases chased with formal foliage blow plain tapering
stems and chased and fluted sconces
29.5cm, 833gr (26oz 15dwt)
£350-450

£400-600
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393

393
A DANISH SILVER ‘LOUVRE’ CENTREPIECE BOWL, GEORG
JENSEN, COPENHAGEN, 1926
designed by Georg Jensen in 1912, hammer finished, the bowl
with crimped rim on an openwork pedestal of stiff leaves and
berries, with welled spreading base, stamped with model No.19B,
STERLING, full Jensen marks, Copenhagen mark and assay
master’s mark for Christian F. Heise
24.4cm diameter, 1011gr (35oz)
Called a ‘Louvre’ bowl because the Musée des Arts Décoratifs at
the Louvre in Paris acquired a bowl of this pattern for their
permanent collection in 1914.

394
A COLLECTION OF DUTCH SILVER-GILT DECORATIVE
SPOONS, 19TH CENTURY
comprising: a set of five, the stems cast with cherubim and foliage
beneath the terminal of a mother and young children, with figshaped bowls; three Christening spoons, with cast stems and
pricking to the bowl; a pair of spoons with lozenge patterned
stems; and a hoof end knopped stem spoon
798gr (25oz)
(11)
£200-300

£3000-5000
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395
395
A SET OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN TABLE SILVER, FRANZ BIBUS &
SON, MORAVSKA TREBOVA, CIRCA 1935
Art Deco design with chamfered edges, complete for twelve of
each of the following:
tablespoons
table forks
table knives with stainless steel blades
dessert forks
dessert knives with stainless steel blades
fish forks
fish knives
cake forks
teaspoons
tea knives with stainless steel blades
ice spoons
coffee spoons
and fifteen assorted serving implements, all in two fitted trays,
800 standard
weighable silver 5649gr (181oz)
(159)

396
A DUTCH SILVER STRAINER LADLE, SVANTE STRIEDBECK,
AMSTERDAM, 1785
the reeded handle initialled ‘S’, the geometric pierced bowl with
beaded rim
18cm long, 70gr

397
A SET OF SIX MALTESE SILVER TEASPOONS, LT. GENERAL
HILDEBRAND OAKES PERIOD, CIRCA 1815
Fiddle pattern, engraved armorials, F under stag’s head mark for
950 ‘French’ standard and figural maker’s mark: together with the
following Maltese items, mid 20th century: a set of six tot cups,
slightly bulbous mug shaped with scroll handle, Francis Meli for
retail by Michael Borg, Valletta, 4.5cm high with an oval tray with
scalloped edge, German, retailed by Michael Borg, 16.5cm long, a
Fiddle pattern sauce ladle, stamped ‘800’, and a paper knife with
decorative cast terminal, stamped ‘917’
542gr
(15)

£2000-3000

£150-250

£80-120

398
A SWEDISH SILVER PUNCH LADLE, ERIC GUSTAF STENQUIST,
ENKÖPING, 1859
the bowl with lip to one side, short silver stem and turned wood
handle, 45.5cm long; together with a French silver serving
spoon, Pierre Nicolas Sommé, Paris, 1788/89, Fiddle pattern,
later engraved with a crest, 28cm long
(2)
£150-200
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399
399
A SET OF AMERICAN TABLE SILVER, ALVIN CORPORATION,
PROVIDENCE RI, PROBABLY SECOND QUARTER 20TH
CENTURY
Della Robbia pattern (designed by Peter J. Gordon in 1922),
comprising:
six tablespoons
twelve table forks
twelve table knives with stainless steel blades
twelve dessert spoons
twelve dessert forks
twelve dessert knives with stainless steel blades
eleven salad forks
eleven butter knives
twelve soup spoons
twelve bouillon spoons
twelve tea forks
twelve parfait spoons
twelve grapefruit spoons
twenty-four teaspoons
ten demi-tasse spoons
a meat carver and a fork, a poultry carver and a fork, a steel, and
eight assorted serving pieces
all stamped with trademark and ‘STERLING’
weighable silver 4591gr (147oz)
(195)

400
MISCELLANEOUS SILVER, ENGLISH AND DUTCH, CIRCA 1750LATE 19TH CENTURY
comprising: a silver-gilt mote spoon, engraved stem on one side,
pierced bowl, bottom marked, circa 1750; four pairs of sugar
tongs, bright-cut, reeded, beaded or twist stems, Thomas Wallis,
circa 1795, P. & A. Bateman, 1798, William Chawner, 1815 and
Henry Lias & Son, 1867; four crested Reeded Shell pattern salt
spoons, marks rubbed, Eley, Fearn & Chawner, 1810; a pair of
stork-shaped ribbon pullers, maker’s mark badly struck, ?.W.W.,
1867, all London; and another pair of similar ribbon pullers,
unmarked; a pair of bright-cut sugar tongs, Dorothy Langlands,
Newscastle, circa 1805; two Dutch sugar sifters, variously
engraved, 1850 and 1855; a small Dutch decorative spoon, the
circular bowl embossed with a figure sowing seeds near a
windmill, 1850; and two small beaded pattern bon-bon forks,
Continental, mid 19th century
505gr (16oz 4dwt)
(17)
£100-200

£1500-2000
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401
A PAIR OF GEORGE III SILVER MEAT SKEWERS,
CHARLES KANDLER, LONDON, 1783
slightly tapering, crested, with drop suspension
rings
34cm long, 236gr (7oz)

401

£250-350
402
A SET OF THREE GEORGE III SILVER MEAT
SKEWERS, ELEY & FEARN, LONDON, 1805/06
typical tapering form, each engraved with a crest
below the ring terminal, comprising a pair and one
longer
36.5cm longest, 362gr (11oz)

402

£400-600
403
TWO GEORGE II SILVER MARROW SCOOPS,
PHILIP ROKER, LONDON, 1735 AND CIRCA
typical form, later crested, one maker’s mark only
four times
20cm long, 88gr (2oz)

403

£150-250
404
A GEORGE I SILVER MARROW SPOON,
BENJAMIN WATTS, LONDON, 1721
with rat-tail bowl, engraved OC in monogram,
Britannia standard
23cm long, 52gr (1oz 12dwt)

404

£200-300
405
TWELVE GEORGE II TABLE KNIVES AND TWELVE
CHEESE KNIVES, MARKS RUBBED, LONDON,
CIRCA 1745
the loaded reeded silver handles each terminating
in a shell, some of the steel blades etched:
‘KINGDON’

405

£200-300
406
AN IRISH GEORGE III SILVER STRAINER SPOON,
SAMUEL NEVILLE, DUBLIN, 1799
Fiddle pattern, engraved with the initials JG below a
crest, 30cm long; together with an Irish George III
silver gravy spoon, George Nangle, Dublin, 1810,
Fiddle pattern, initialled D, 30.5cm long
252gr (8oz)
(2)
£250-350

406

407
A GEORGE III SILVER SOUP LADLE, HESTER
BATEMAN, LONDON, 1787
Old English pattern, initialled JMC, 34cm long;
together with a George III silver meat skewer,
Peter, Ann & William Bateman, London, 1805,
typical tapering form with ring terminal, plain,
30.5cm long
219gr (7oz)
(2)
£150-250

407
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408
A SET OF VICTORIAN TABLE SILVER, CHARLES BOYTON,
LONDON, 1863/64
Queens pattern, complete for six of each of the following:
tablespoons
table forks
dessert spoons
dessert forks
and a pair of sauce ladles; together with a set of six teaspoons,
William Hutton & Sons Ltd., London, 1906, Kings pattern
2278gr (73oz)
£700-1000

408

409
A HARLEQUIN SET OF GEORGIAN TABLE SILVER,
PREDOMINANTLY LONDON, 1787-1810
Old English pattern, comprising: twelve crested tablespoons,
Richard Crossley, 1787-91; another initialled A, Hester Bateman,
1790; six crested table forks, John Beldon, 1795; six plain dessert
spoons, Mitchell & Russell, Edinburgh, 1818; twelve teaspoons
initialled W, Peter, Ann & William Bateman, 1804; a pair of plain
teaspoons, Peter & William Bateman, 1810; a pair of initialled salt
spoons, Sarah & John William Blake, 1814; and a pair of sauce
ladles initialled JMC, Richard Crossley, 1806
1678gr (53oz)
(43)
£500-700

409

410
A SET OF GEORGE III TABLE SILVER, ELEY, FEARN &
CHAWNER, LONDON, 1808-1811
Fiddle pattern, engraved with a crest, comprising twelve of each
of the following:
tablespoons
table forks
dessert spoons
dessert forks
teaspoons
and four sauce ladles and a pair of gravy spoons, all in an
associated oak canteen
3512gr (112oz)
(66)
£1200-1800
411
A SET OF GEORGE V TABLE SILVER, LEIGHTON BROTHERS,
LONDON, 1927
Old English pattern, engraved with the initial O, comprising: three
tablespoons, four table forks, six dessert spoons, nine dessert
forks, five soup spoons, four teaspoons, four table knives and five
dessert knives all with stainless steel blades etched ‘LEIGHTON /
BURLINGTON ARCADE. W’; together with a small silver pickle
fork and a pair of silver salt spoons, similarly engraved
1773gr (57oz)
(43)
£600-800

410

412
AN IRISH GEORGE III SILVER GRAVY SPOON, JOHN PITTAR,
DUBLIN, 1789
Old English pattern, plain
31.5cm long, 90gr (2oz 17dwt)
£100-150

412
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413
414
A SET OF SIX IRISH GEORGE III SILVER TABLE FORKS, LAW &
BAYLY, DUBLIN, 1794
Old English pattern, probably later feather edged, engraved with a
crest, 20.5cm long; together with a set of six Georgian silver
teaspoons, probably George Smith of London, mid 18th
century, similar pattern and later decorated, maker’s and lion
passant marks only 12.5cm long
444gr (14oz)
(12)

413
A SET OF FRENCH TABLE SILVER, HENRI SOUFFLOT & CIE,
PARIS, CIRCA 1900
Caron pattern, engraved with entwined initials HW, comprising:
eighteen tablespoons
eighteen table forks
eighteen table knives with steel blades
twelve dessert spoons
twelve dessert forks
twelve dessert knives with steel blades
eighteen teaspoons
a pair of salad servers and a soup ladle, all in three fitted black
leather boxes engraved on brass with the same initials; together
with a French silver Serving Scoop, circa 1900, with silver blade
and loaded silver shaped handle; all 950 standard
weighable silver 4798gr (154oz)
(112)

£150-250

Provenance: Jean d’Herbécourt (Chevalier de la Légion
d’Honneur, 1871-1934), who married Magdeleine Walter (18751967) on 22 January 1901; thence by family descent to the present
owner.
£1800-2200

414
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418
418
A HARLEQUIN SET OF TABLE SILVER, LONDON OR DUBLIN,
1806-1873
Fiddle pattern, all variously engraved with a crest or initials,
comprising: eleven tablespoons, all Dublin, nine John Power,
1806, two William Law, 1807; twelve table forks, William Bateman,
London, 1818; six dessert spoons, Stephen Adams, London, 1808;
six dessert forks, Holland, Aldwinckle & Slater, London, 1873; and
six salt spoons, Eley, Fearn & Chawner, London, 1807/08
2196gr (70oz)
(41)

415
415
A PAIR OF GEORGE IV SILVER SERVING SPOONS, WILLIAM
JOHNSON, LONDON, 1823
Fiddle pattern, plain
30cm long, 229gr (7oz)
£100-200
416
GEORGIAN AND VICTORIAN TABLE SILVER, VARIOUS
MAKERS, LONDON, 1806-1873
Fiddle pattern, predominantly initialled, some crested,
comprising: two tablespoons, eight table forks, six dessert
spoons, four dessert forks, nine teaspoons, a sifter spoon and a
salt spoon
1294gr (41oz)
(31)
£350-450
417
TEN GEORGIAN SILVER TABLESPOONS, LONDON, 1726-1812
comprising: one Hanoverian Rat-tail pattern, initialled B/W*M,
maker’s mark indecipherable, 1726, five Old English pattern, four
initialled, 1793-1812 and three Fiddle pattern, initialled, 1808/11
603gr (19oz)

£700-1000
419
A SET OF TWELVE GEORGE V SILVER TEASPOONS, JOSEPH
GLOSTER LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 1919
single struck Lily pattern; together with a set of twelve German
tea knives and twelve forks, early 20th century, the loaded
silver handles with bound reeded borders, with gilt-metal tines
and blades, 800 standard, in case with one tray
teaspoons 235gr (7oz)
(36)
£100-200
420
A SET OF SIX EDWARDIAN SILVER DESSERT KNIVES AND SIX
FORKS, CHARLES BOYTON & SON, LONDON, 1906
with feather-edge silver tines and blades and mother-of-pearl
handles; together with four silver berry spoons, typical Victorian
decoration, one Hester Bateman, all London, circa 1770-1797,
233gr (7oz)
(16)
£150-250

£150-250
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421
421
A SET OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN TABLE SILVER, JOSEPH
REINER, VIENNA, 1863
Fiddle pattern, each engraved with initials EMS, comprising
twelve of each of the following:
tablespoons
table forks
table knives with steel blades
dessert knives with steel blades
teaspoons
and a pair of gravy spoons and a soup ladle, all in a fitted leather
case; together with twelve silver dessert forks, matching pattern
and initials, J.C. Klinkosch, Vienna, late 19th century; all 800
standard
2970gr (95oz) excluding knives
(75)

424
TWELVE SILVER DESSERT FORKS, ALL LONDON,
PREDOMINANTLY 1824/27
Kings pattern, crested; together with six Portugese dessert forks,
Oporto, circa 1800, the ridged stems with rounded ends,
initialled K
1021gr (32oz)
(18)
£250-350

£1000-1200

422
422
A GEORGE II SILVER BASTING SPOON, JAMES WILKS,
LONDON, 1729
Hanoverian pattern
31cm long, 133gr (4oz)
£300-400
423
A GEORGE III SILVER SALAD SERVER, RICHARD CROSSLEY,
LONDON, 1794
Old English pattern, crested; together with another silver salad
server, Eley & Fearn, London, 1815, Fiddle Thread and Shell
pattern, perhaps adapted, crested; and a gravy spoon, Thomas
Northcote, London, 1787, Old English pattern, engraved with a
crest
serving spoon 33cm long, 448gr (14oz)
(3)

423

£300-500
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426
425
GEORGIAN AND VICTORIAN TABLE SILVER, VARIOUS
MAKERS, LONDON, 1791-1857
Fiddle pattern, some crested, comprising: five tablespoons, six
table forks, six dessert spoons, six dessert forks, six teaspoons;
together with five silver egg spoons, Elizabeth & John Eaton,
London, 1858, Fiddle Thread pattern, initialled W, with gilded
bowls; and a Chinese export silver butter knife, WE/WE/WC,
Canton, mid 19th century, Fiddle Thread and Shell pattern
1490gr (47oz 18dwt)
(35)

426
A SET OF GEORGE III TABLE SILVER, ELEY, FEARN &
CHAWNER OR RICHARD CROSSLEY, LONDON, 1808-1811
Fiddle pattern, engraved with a crest, comprising:
fifteen tablespoons
fifteen table forks
fourteen dessert spoons
fifteen dessert forks
nine teaspoons
3530gr (113oz)
(68)

£400-600

£1200-1800
427
A VICTORIAN SILVER SOUP LADLE AND A GRAVY SPOON,
GEORGE ADAMS FOR CHAWNER & CO., LONDON, 1852
Fiddle Thread and Shell pattern, engraved with a crest
ladle 33.5cm long, 501gr (16oz)

427

£300-400

428

428
A PAIR OF WILLIAM IV SILVER GRAVY SPOONS, WILLIAM
EATON, LONDON, 1830
Queens pattern, engraved with the crest of Sheffield of Normanby
30cm long, 391gr (12oz)
£150-250
429
A PAIR OF WILLIAM IV SILVER SERVING SPOONS, JOHN LIAS
& SONS, LONDON, 1831
Fiddle pattern, initialled T
30cm long, 229gr (7oz)

429

£100-200
430
A GEORGE III SILVER STRAINER SPOON AND A GRAVY
SPOON, WALTER TWEEDIE, LONDON, 1776
Old English pattern, with later engraved crests and wrigglework
borders
gravy spoon 29cm long; 217gr (6oz 19dwt)

430
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431
A GEORGE V SILVER-GILT AND ENAMEL TEN-PIECE
DRESSING SET, CHARLES DUMENIL FOR GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS CO. LTD., LONDON, 1918-21
with pink guilloche enamel and plain silver-gilt rims, comprising:
a large bulbous circular powder jar with silver cover and a pair of
scent bottles with stoppers concealed by hinged silver lids, the
glass bodies with ‘rock crystal’ style cut-glass bodies, a heavy
rectangular tray, a rectangular box, a hand mirror, a pair of hand
brushes, a pair of oblong brushes and a comb, all in their cream
velvet and crushed silk lined fitted case of gilt-tooled pink leather,
with printed label for Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co. Ltd.
tray 28cm. long
£1200-1800
432
A PAIR OF SILVER CANDLESTICKS, L.J. MILLINGTON,
BIRMINGHAM, 1994
reeded borders, circular bases rising to flared stems and vase
shaped sconces
19cm high, loaded
£50-70
433
A GEORGE V SILVER SIX-PIECE CONDIMENT SET, WALKER &
HALL LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 1928
shaped oval, on pad feet, comprising a pair of mustard pots, a
pair of salt cellars, a pair of pepperettes, a pair of mustard
spoons and a pair of salt spoons, in their original fitted case
mustards 7.5cm wide, 230gr (7oz) excluding four blue glass
liners
(10)
£70-100
434
A SILVER CIGARETTE BOX, DINGLEY (OR DAVIES)
BROTHERS, BIRMINGHAM, 1961
rectangular, engine-turned canted lid initialled S.A.E.L,
presentation inscription to front, cedar lined, 14cm long;
together with a silver pen rest, maker’s mark ZB, London,
1967, formed as hinged tapering cylinder resting on a leaf,
mounted on an ebonised tapering oblong plinth with applied
silver presentation plaque, 16.5cm high
(2)
Provenance: Worshipful Company of Tobacco Pipe Makers and
Tobacco Blenders
£60-80

431
435
A GEORGE V SILVER SALVER, WILLIAM HUTTON & SONS LTD.,
SHEFFIELD, 1927
in circular Regency style, plain within the gadroon rim, on three
ball and claw feet
25cm diameter, 675gr (21oz)
£200-300
436
A GEORGE V SILVER ROSE BOWL, BARKER BROTHERS
SILVERSMITHS LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 1928
almost hemispherical, with moulded shaped rim, engraved with
a presentation inscription, on spreading foot, underside with
retailer’s inscription RUSSELL / SILVERSMITH / MALVERN
22cm diameter, 651gr (20oz 18dwt)
The inscription reads: Charlotte & Bernard Shaw to H.K. Ayliff /
in friendly memory of the First Malvern Festival in August 1929.
£200-300

436
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437

437
A FIVE-PIECE SILVER TEA AND COFFEE SET, C.J. VANDER LTD.,
LONDON, 1976-78
in plain George I octagonal style, comprising a teapot, a coffee pot,
a hot water jug, a milk jug and a sugar bowl
coffee pot 27.5cm high; 3188gr (102oz) including fibre handles
£1200-1800
438
AN EDWARDIAN SILVER TEA KETTLE ON STAND WITH BURNER,
ATKIN BROTHERS, SHEFFIELD, 1902
the plain Regency style kettle with fixed handle, the stand with three
curved legs ending in stylised shell feet
26.5cm high, 682gr (21oz) including composition mounted handle
and finial
£180-220

438

439 ~
A SCOTTISH GEORGE V SILVER TEAPOT AND A HOT WATER
JUG, R. & W. SORLEY, GLASGOW, 1918
elongated decagonal outline, on leaf-headed scroll supports,
engraved with the initial T, with fluted oblong finials
hot water jug 22.5cm high; 1516gr (48oz) including ivory insulators
£450-550
440
A GEORGE V SILVER PORRINGER, S.W. SMITH & CO.,
BIRMINGHAM, 1908
in old Dutch style, the fluted oval bowl embossed with alterinating
panels of flowers, cast caryatid handles, 18.3cm over handles; a
circular mustard pot in early 19th century style, gilt interior, 6cm
high, Holland, Aldwinckle & Slater, London, 1890; an electroplate
mustard spoon; and a silver pepperette cover, Reilly & Storer,
London, 1840
239gr (7oz 13dwt) excluding blue glass liner and moulded glass
pepperette
£70-100

439
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441

441
A GEORGE V SILVER INKSTAND, D. & J. WELLBY LTD.,
LONDON, 1922
of large size, rounded rectangular, with reeded borders, the pen
depressions flanking the two oval inkwells centred by a seal box
with taperstick cover complete with detachable nozzle and
chained extinguisher, on tapered panel feet
35.5cm long, 2300gr (73oz 18dwt) excluding two glass inkwells

442

£800-1200
442
A GEORGE V SILVER PEDESTAL BOWL, JAMES DEAKIN &
SONS LTD., SHEFFIELD, 1928
plain, the almost hemispherical body with two handles, on
spreading stem and square base
26.5cm long, 815gr (26oz)
£250-350
443
A GEORGE V SILVER FOUR-PIECE ‘TETE-A-TETE’ TEA SET,
HARRISON BROTHERS & HOWSON, SHEFFIELD, 1927-29
plain Georgian baluster style, moulded spouts, the teapot and hot
water jug with fibre handles
18.5cm high, 1148gr (36oz 18dwt) all in
£350-450
444
A PAIR OF SILVER CIGARETTE BOXES, S.J. ROSE & SON,
LONDON, 1964
rectangular, the lids engine-turned around a coat of arms, front
with presentation inscription, cedar lined interior, in plywood case
18cm long
Provenance and coat of arms: Worshipful Company of Tobacco
Pipe Makers and Tobacco Blenders, presented by the Hon. A.B.
Money-Coutts, Master 1964-65

443

£120-180
445
AN EDWARDIAN SILVER COFFEE POT, CRICHTON BROTHERS,
LONDON, 1910
in plain octagonal Queen Anne style, girdled baluster, the
underside stamped: ‘CRICHTON BROS. / NEW YORK & LONDON’,
Britannia standard
22cm high, 724gr (23oz) including fibre handle and finial
£250-350

445
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446
446
A LARGE GEORGE V SILVER SALVER, WILLIAM COMYNS & SONS
LTD., LONDON, 1928
in George II shaped circular style, moulded rim, on three scroll pad feet
44.5cm diameter, 2334gr (75oz)
£700-1000

449
449
A SET OF THREE GEORGE V SILVER CIGAR
LIGHTERS, EDWARD TESSIER, LONDON, 1910
each cylindrical body with reeded girdle and rims,
underside engraved ‘E. TESSIER 26 NEW BOND ST.
W.’, French ‘swan’ control mark
7cm high, 554gr (17oz) including some wick
£200-300

447
447
TWO PAIRS OF GEORGE V SILVER TAPERSTICKS, CRICHTON & CO.
LTD., LONDON, 1925/27
in George I octagonal style, the stepped bases with later presentation
inscriptions rising to knopped stems and elongated sconces, in
plywood case, French ‘swan’ control marks
11.5cm high
(4)
Provenance: Worshipful Company of Tobacco Pipe Makers and Tobacco
Blenders, presented by John W. Solomon, Master 1989-90
£500-800
448
AN EDWARDIAN SILVER ROSE BOWL, NATHAN & HAYES OF
BIRMINGHAM, CHESTER, 1903
circular, applied at the rim with cast scrolls interrupted by cherub
heads, the bowl chased with scrolling leafy fruits and a vacant
cartouche above curved lobes and beading, on spreading foot
21cm diameter, 633gr (20oz)
£200-300

448
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450
AN EDWARDIAN SILVER BOWL, CHARLES EDWARDS,
LONDON, 1903
circular, hammer finished, with three stylised tendril and scroll
handles, on three tall feet, stamped ‘THOMAS / 153 NEW BOND
ST.’ below trademarks
25cm long, 1022gr (32oz)

450

£300-500

451
451
A GEORGE V FOUR-PIECE SILVER TEA SET, VINERS LTD.,
SHEFFIELD, 1927
oblong part lobed pattern, engraved with the initial R, comprising:
a teapot, a hot water jug, a lidded milk jug and a lidded sugar
bowl
hot water jug 22.5cm high, 2143gr (68oz) including composition
handles and finials

453
453
A VICTORIAN SILVER VASE, WILLIAM COMYNS & SONS,
LONDON, 1893
trumpet shaped, stamped and pierced around a vacant cartouche
with scrolls and foliage
33cm high, 395gr (12oz)
£180-220

Tea sets with a covered sugar bowl were usually supplied to the
Indian and other overseas markets where the climate necessitated
protection from insects.
£600-800
452
A VICTORIAN SILVER INKSTAND, JOHN GRINSELL & SONS,
LONDON, 1898
oblong, in George III style, with gadroon borders, the rim interrupted
by shells and foliage, on ball and claw feet, the two detachable silvermounted diaper-cut glass inkwells centred by a fixed stamp box with
inscription to interior lid, flanking pen depressions
27cm long, 732gr (23oz) excluding inkwells

452

£250-350
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455
454
454 ~
A VICTORIAN SILVER SHAVING MUG, WILLIAM COMYNS & SONS,
LONDON, 1896
gadroon bordered cylindrical, die-stamped with birds, flowers and
foliage, hinged lid, turned ivory handle, gilt interior
9.5cm, 287gr (9oz 4dwt) all in
£120-180

456

455
A PAIR OF VICTORIAN SILVER SAUCEPANS, HUNT & ROSKELL,
LONDON, 1878
circular, each engraved below the moulded rim with a monogrammed
B below an Earl’s coronet and set opposite with a turned wood handle
with silver screw mount, stamped ‘HUNT & ROSKELL / LATE / STORR
& MORTIMER 7649’ and ‘Breadalbane’
30cm long, 936gr (30oz) excluding handles
Provenance: Gavin Campbell (1851-1922), the Earl of Breadalbane and
Holland when acquiring these saucepans, subsequently created 1st
Marquess of Breadalbane in 1885, who was a Liberal politician, held a
number of high offices and as an enthusiastic silver collector is known
to have stamped his pieces with his name; probably sold Christie’s,
London, The Breadalbane Sale, 12 May 1926.
£600-900
456
A WILLIAM IV SILVER-GILT SWEETMEAT DISH AND COVER,
WILLIAM BATEMAN FOR RUNDELL, BRIDGE & CO., LONDON, 1835
in Charles II style, oval, the cover chased with matted acanthus leaves
within a band of ornate bosses, with stylised serpent handle, the
compressed body with further lobes and on four scroll feet
19cm long, 718gr (23oz)
£500-700

457
457 ~
A VICTORIAN SILVER TEAPOT, JOHN & HENRY LIAS, LONDON, 1843
the compressed circular body chased with matted acanthus to the
shoulder, on cast shell and scroll panel feet, silver handle with ivory
insulators, cast leafy gourd finial (unmarked)
28cm long, 744gr (23oz 18dwt) all in
£250-350

458

458
A PAIR OF GEORGE III SILVER SALT CELLARS, S.C. YOUNGE & CO.,
SHEFFIELD, 1815
in George II style, each cauldron body applied with three cast lionheaded feet between flower swags, with cast leafy shell and gadroon
rims, gilt interiors
9cm diameter, 467gr (15oz)
£150-250
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459

460
459
A WILLIAM IV SILVER INKSTAND, CRESWICK & CO., SHEFFIELD, 1835
shaped oblong, with applied leafy scroll rim, on leafy scroll panel feet, reeded supports to
the silver topped cut-glass inkwell and pounce pot flanking the silver taper box with
chamberstick cover complete with detachable nozzle and probably associated extinguisher
25cm long, 487gr (15oz) excluding glass
£300-500
460 ~
AN IRISH GEORGE IV SILVER TEAPOT, JAMES FRAY, DUBLIN, 1829
the compressed circular lobed body chased to the shoulder with large matted leaves with
flowerheads between, on cast shell and and scroll panel feet, leafy silver handle with ivory
insulators, the lobed lid with associated cast leafy gourd finial, finial with J.E. Terrey & Co.,
London and duty marks only
32cm long, 954gr (30oz) all in
£300-500
461
A GEORGE III SILVER AND LATER CHASED COVERED VASE, MAKER’S MARK
INDECIPHERABLE, LONDON, 1772
the ogee body later chased with bold ribs between shaped panels of fruit and foliage on a
matted ground, the hinged lid similarly decorated below a cast flame finial, the short
pedestal foot with bands of foliage
21.5cm high, 976gr (31oz)
£350-450

461

462
A PAIR OF VICTORIAN SILVER
CANDLESTICKS, WILLIAM HUTTON &
SONS LTD, LONDON, 1895
die-stamped in the style of Sheffield
originals of the 1770s, the bases decorated
with urns between foliage, rams’ head and
ribbon-tied pendant stems, detachable
beaded nozzles, one stem snapped
19.6cm high, loaded
£150-250

463

463
AN ELECTROPLATED SHEFFIELD PLATE
FIVE-LIGHT CANDELABRA, CIRCA 1830
with lead-filled foliate borders, the circular
base rising to a knopped and tapered
stem, the branches of four scroll reeded
arms terminating in drip-pans and
campana-shaped sconces, the central light
with flame finial, all with detachable
nozzles, 52cm high; together with an
American electroplated five-light
candelabra, 20th century, similar, with
flared stem, 46cm high
(2)
£200-300
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465
465
A SET OF THREE GEORGE III SILVER SALT CELLARS, THOMAS
WALLIS, LONDON, 1801
pedestal navette shaped rectangular with incurved corners,
applied reeded rims, gilt interiors
8.7cm long, 202gr (6oz)
(3)
£100-200
466
A GEORGE III SILVER BRANDY SAUCEPAN AND COVER, EMES
& BARNARD, LONDON, 1818
with turned wood handle at right angle to the spout, the cover
with wood button finial and hinged spout cover, engraved to body
and cover with the crest of Sheffield of Normanby
22cm long, 357gr (11oz) all in

466

£400-600
467 ~
A GEORGE III SILVER TEAPOT, SAMUEL WHEATLEY & JOHN
EVANS, LONDON, 1811
oblong, the part-lobed ridged body with a gadroon rim, on ball
feet, the lid with oblong lobed finial, silver simple scroll handle
30cm long, 691gr (22oz) including ivory insulators
£200-300

467

468
469
468
468
A GEORGE III SILVER MUSTARD POT, NO MAKER’S MARK,
LONDON, 1806
rectangular, on four ball supports, the curved sides engraved with
a crest below a gadroon lip, dome hinged lid, ball finial, gilt
interior, 8.5cm wide; together with a George IV silver mustard
pot, John Wakefield, London, 1827, compressed melon-shaped,
leaf-capped handle, hinged lid, 8cm high
411gr (13oz 4dwt)
(2)

464

£150-250

464
A GEORGE IV SILVER MAZARINE, WILLIAM BURWASH,
LONDON, 1820
oval, elaborately pierced, engraved at the centre with crest of
Sheffield, baronets
49.7cm
1202gr (38oz 12dwt)

469
A GEORGE III SILVER MUSTARD POT, ROBERT HENNELL,
LONDON, 1815
plain baluster, engraved with a crest, lobed handle, bun finial to
lid, gilt interior
11cm long, 192gr (6oz) excluding blue glass liner

£400-600

£100-150
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470
470
A SET OF TEN IRISH GEORGE III SILVER PLATES, JAMES LE
BAS, RETAILED BY JACOB WEST, DUBLIN, 1814
shaped circular, the border engraved with the crest of Sheffield of
Normanby within a gadroon rim, each plate numbered to
underside from 15 to 24 consecutively and with scratch weights at
just over 20oz each
24.5cm diameter, 6090gr (195oz)
£2500-3500
471
AN IRISH GEORGE III SILVER MILK JUG, PROBABLY WILLIAM
BOND, DUBLIN, 1795
oblong outline with flutes to the corners, engraved with a crest
above the initial F, with a rib to the elongated loop handle, 13.5cm
high; together with and a silver box and cover, Francis Howard
Ltd., London, 2008, circular, beaded borders, facsimile
handwritten inscription to side, 6cm diameter
240gr (7oz)
(2)
£100-200
472
AN IRISH GEORGE III SILVER BASKET, ROBERT BREADING,
DUBLIN, 1797
of large size, rectangular with in-curved corners, reeded rims and
swing handle, pierced and bright-cut with a band of scrolling
leafage, pale pierced oval spreading foot
37cm long, 1064gr (34oz)
£1000-1500

472
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474
473

475

473
A PAIR OF GEORGE III SILVER DISHES, PARKER & WAKELIN, LONDON,
1766
cushion shaped, gadroon rims, engraved with a coat of arms within a Rococo
cartouche flanked by fronds, undersides with numbers and scratch weights
‘No. 3 / 22=18’ and ‘No. 4 / 22=9’
25.5cm long, 1333gr (42oz 19dwt)
£600-800
474
A SCOTTISH GEORGE III SILVER TEAPOT STAND, ROBERT GRAY & SON,
EDINBURGH, 1810
circular, engraved with a heraldic achievement, gadroon rim, on three panel
feet
14cm diameter, 166gr (5oz)
The arms are those of Foster for John Foster (1798-1879), see lot 497 for
another piece with the same arms.
£80-120
475
A GEORGE III SILVER SAUCEBOAT, PROBABLY JACOB MARSH, LONDON,
1766
oval, gadroon rim, shell-headed pad feet and scroll handle, underside
engraved ‘PP / FSW / 1773’
19cm long, 364gr (11oz)
£250-350

476 part

476
A GEORGE III SILVER SUGAR BASKET, WILLIAM VINCENT, LONDON, 1788
oval pedestal foot, fluted boat-shaped body, swing handle, gilt interior, 12.2cm
wide; together with the following silver: a pair of pin trays, shaped oblong,
bats-wing fluted, 21.2cm long, William Comyns, London, 1895; and a hair-pin
box, oval, lobed, gilt interior, Deakin & Francis, Birmingham, 1895, 16.7cm long
439gr (14oz 2dwt)
(4)
£200-300
477
A GEORGE III SILVER-GILT WAX JACK, PROBABLY SARAH BUTTALL,
LONDON, 1771
the wheel-like base with leaf-capped C-scroll handle, the cylinder stem with
scissor action for the taper below a wrythen knop
15cm high
£600-800
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478
A GEORGE II SILVER PEPPERETTE,
MAKER’S MARK W.P, LONDON, 1754
the baluster body engraved above the girdle
with the initials P / A*S, the other side later
engraved with the Sheffield crest, bunshaped cover, 10.3cm high; together with
another silver pepperette, similar, the
underside engraved with the initials LM,
maker’s mark apparently JC, London, 1722,
8cm high; and a silver caster, the vaseshaped body later engraved with the crest of
Sheffield, maker’s mark badly struck, London,
1769, 13cm high
172gr (5oz 9dwt)
(3)
£300-400
479
A GEORGE III SILVER PEPPERETTE,
PROBABLY STEPHEN ADAMS, LONDON,
1816
spherical, engraved with a crest and motto,
pellet pierced lid, on pedestal foot with
reeded base
7cm high, 50gr (1oz)
£70-100

480 part
480
FOUR GEORGE III SILVER PEPPERETTES,
1785-1816
comprising: one vase-shaped, die-stamped
and pierced, engraved with the initials FP,
bun-shaped cover, Frenton, Creswick & Co.,
Sheffield, 1785; another similar, the plain
body engraved with initials, Robert Hennell,
London, 1786; one with square pedestal foot,
later-shaped ovoid body, detachable cover,
ball finial, maker’s mark TF, London, 1807; and
one with banded and crested beaker-shaped
body above a gadroon-bordered pedestal
foot, bun-shaped cover, maker’s mark W?,
London, 1816
7.5-10.3cm high, 225gr (7oz 4dwt) excluding
blue glass liner for the first
(4)

481
A PAIR OF GEORGE III SILVER CANDLESTICKS, WILLIAM CRIPPS, LONDON, 1771
cast with gadroon borders throughout, the shaped square bases with alternate shells
and acanthus leaves rising with swirled ribs to similarly swirled stems, with girdled
sconces and detachable nozzles, underside pricked with numbers and scratch weights
‘No.2 / 25-15’ and ‘No.4 / 26-10’
28.5cm high, 1553gr (49oz 18dwt)

£400-600

£2000-3000

481
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482 ~
A GEORGE III SILVER COFFEE POT,
FRANCIS BUTTY & NICHOLAS DUMEE,
LONDON, 1768
of unusually large size, the baluster body on
short pedestal foot, finely chased with
Rococo scrolls, foliage, spume and flowers,
the single cartouche later engraved with a
crest, with a cast foliate and fluted spout and
bud finial, unmarked silver scroll handle
37.5cm high, 1350gr (43oz) including ivory
insulators
£2000-3000

482

483
A GEORGE III SILVER MILK JUG, PETER & ANN BATEMAN,
LONDON, 1793
pedestal vase shaped on a square base, beaded rim, wrigglework
borders and bright-cut foliate swags surrounding an oval intialled NEP,
gilt interior
14.4cm high, 114gr (3oz)
£80-120
484
A GEORGE III SILVER MILK JUG, R. & D. HENNELL, LONDON, 1796
helmet-shaped, engraved with intitials in a bright-cut cartouche,
similar borders, 10.5cm high, 110gr (3oz 10dwt); together with the
following silver-mounted cut-glass items: a condiment bottle with
detachable cover, unmarked, probably London, circa 1760; two
condiment bottles with detachable pierced covers, Robert Hennell,
London, 1815; a condiment bottle, detachable pierced cover,
Birmingham, 1833; also two small inkwells with electroplate mounts
(7)

483

132

484 part

£200-300
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485
A GEORGE III SILVER BASKET, CHARLES
ALDRIDGE & HENRY GREEN, LONDON, 1771
oval, the sides with a variety of geometric and scroll
piercing between beaded curved ribs, the rim cast
with berried foliage, the swing handle of interlaced
loops, on a pierced rim foot
36cm long, 934gr (30oz)

485

£800-1200
486
THREE GEORGIAN SILVER MILK JUGS, MAKER’S
MARK H?, THOMAS SHEPHERD AND NATHANIEL
APPLETON & ANNE SMITH, LONDON,
RESPECTIVELY 1743, 1770 AND 1776
the first on three scroll supports, leaf-capped double
scroll handle, the baluster body chased with scrolls,
festoons of flowers and shellwork, the others on
circular pedestal bases, embossed baluster bodies
and beaded lips, one with flowers, the other with
ribbon-tied festoons, leaf-capped handles, the first
two with gilt interiors
11.5cm highest, 247gr (7oz 18dwt)

486

£120-180
487
TWO GEORGE III SILVER SWEETMEAT BASKETS,
LONDON, 1765/68
shaped oval: the earlier with openwork swing handle,
embossed with flowers and beading and pierced
between, no maker’s mark; the later example
engraved with a coat of arms, with pierced rim and
twisted swing handle, probably George Baskerville
15cm long, 207gr (6oz)
£250-350

487
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488

488
A SET OF THREE GEORGE III SILVER-GILT TEA CADDIES LATER MOUNTED
AS AN INKSTAND, ALL LONDON, THE CADDIES PROBABLY SAMUEL
WHITFORD I, 1768, THE STAND AND LINERS SAMUEL WHITFORD III, 1874
the caddies of bombé outline chased to the shoulders with floral swags and to
the bases with anthemion between ribbed corners, the lids with further floral
chasing between ribs, gadroon rims and beneath wrythen finials, on openwork
scroll panel feet, two caddies later fitted with removable inkwells, the central
larger caddy with a divided liner set with a hinged taper holder, the shaped
oval tray with pen depression and gadroon rims to the concave gallery, on
similar openwork scroll panel feet
37cm long, 2171gr (69oz) excluding two glass inkwells (one damaged)
The maker’s mark of a gothic SW (Grimwade No.3807) is of uncertain
attribution, but usually ascribed to Samuel White or Wheat. Given that Samuel
Whitford III was responsible for the stand and liners, and that Samuel Whitford
II made tea caddies and had a mark very similar to the maker’s mark on these
caddies, it seems likely that Grimwade No.3807 may be more accurately given
to Samuel Whitford I. It might be inferred that these caddies remained in this
family of silversmiths (or less likely were returned to the same firm) and more
than a hundred years later the work of his grandfather was transformed by
Samuel Whitford III into the present inkstand.
£2000-3000
489
AN IRISH SILVER-GILT STAND, JOHN NICOLSON, CORK, MID 18TH
CENTURY
probably for snuffers, shaped circular base, knopped short stem about which
pivot the scrolling arms terminating in U-shaped supports, scratch weight ‘517’, maker’s and ‘STERLING’ marks
14cm high, 169gr (5oz 8dwt)
£400-600

489
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491

490

491
490
TWO PAIRS OF GEORGE III SILVER-GILT SNUFFER SCISSORS,
LONDON, 1775 AND 1791
the box of one decorated with flat-chased flowers flanking a
stylized basket, maker’s mark WA incuse, 1775; the other with
reeded borders, pierced handles, maker’s mark WS (William
Stroud?), 1791
16.5cm longest, 146gr (4oz 13dwt) all in

490

£200-300
491
TWO PAIRS OF GEORGE III SILVER SNUFFER SCISSORS,
LONDON, 1780 AND 1806
one engraved with a crest within bright-cut borders, beaded
handles, John Booth, 1780; and one with plain box and pierced
reeded handles, Wilkes Booth, 1806
17cm longest, 175gr (5oz 12dwt) all in
The unrecorded maker’s mark IB, most frequently found on silver
snuffers and asparagus tongs hallmarked in London between the
1760s and the 1780s, has been ascribed convincingly by Peter
Cameron to John Booth. Until now this mark was often thought to
be that of John Buckett (Grimwade, p. 453). The latter, whose
actual name was John Beckett, is a most unsuitable candidate,
however; not only was he sword cutler and belt maker to George
III, he died in 1767. (Will proved, 18 September 1767, National
Archives, PROB 11/932). John Booth, silversmith of St. John’s
Square, Clerkenwell died in 1787. He was buried on 4 October that
year, leaving to his eldest son, Wilkes Booth (1752/53-1817) of
Albemarle Street, Clerkenwell, silversmith, ‘all my Shop Tools and
Utensils of Trade for his own sole use.’ (Will proved 4 October
1787, National Archives, PROB 11/1157). A week later, on 11
October 1787, Wilkes entered his first mark, giving his occupation
as ‘snuffermaker.’ Wilkes’s brother, Richard Booth (1759-1839), a
lawyer, had several children, one of whom was Junius Brutus
Booth (1796-1852) who emigrated to the United States where he
became the most celebrated American actor of his generation. By
his second wife, Junius Brutus’s son, John Wilkes Booth (18381865) assassinated President Abraham Lincoln at Ford’s Theatre,
Washington on 14 April 1865.

493

493
A GEORGE III SILVER SNUFFER TRAY, PROBABLY THOMAS
HANNAM & JOHN CARTER, LONDON, 1765
in-curved rectangular, engraved with a coat of arms, C-scroll
handle, the gadroon rim with a shell to each corner, on pad feet
19cm long, 245gr (7oz)
£400-600

£200-300
492
TWO GEORGE III SILVER MILK JUGS, HESTER BATEMAN,
LONDON, 1776 AND 1785
on spreading circular bases, the baluster bodies embossed with
flowers or ribbon-tied festoons below punched lips, leaf-capped
double-scroll handles, gilt interiors
11cm high, 289gr (9oz 5dwt)
£100-150

492
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494
A GEORGE II SILVER TEA CADDY, EDWARD WAKELIN
FOR WICKES & NETHERTON, LONDON, 1755
Rococo embossed with lion masks, shells, scalework,
foliage and scrolls surrounding an asymmetric vacant
cartouche to each side, sliding cover with cast flower
sprig handle, scratch weight 15=11
13cm high, 462gr (14oz 16dwt)
Paul de Lamerie tea cannisters of this form first appear
in the 1740s. By the 1750s close variants of the model
presented here start to appear, usually with Chinoiserie
figures chased to the cartouches, but with the same lion
masks, shells and scrolls: for examples see: a pair,
Thomas Heming 1752, Freeman’s, Philadelphia, 15
November 2013, lot 3; and a set of three, Thomas Gilpin
1752, Sotheby’s, London, 4 June 2008, lot 231. For a pair
of Wakelin examples with engraving to the cartouches,
see Elaine Barr, ‘George Wickes, Royal Goldsmith 16981761’, London, 1980, pl.79.
£600-900
495
A PAIR OF GEORGE III SILVER TAPERSTICKS,
EBENEZER COKER OR ELIZABETH COOKE, LONDON,
1762
cast with shaped square stepped bases, knopped stems
and girdled waisted sconces, with detachable nozzles
13cm high
£800-1200

494
496
A GEORGE I SILVER SNUFFER TRAY, JAMES GOULD,
LONDON, 1735
the waisted and shaped oblong tray engraved with a
crest, with C-scroll handle and on pad feet, scratch
weight ‘10 - 7’
17cm long, 215gr (6oz 18dwt)
Given the discrepancy, the scratch weight probably
originally included a pair of snuffer scissors.
£400-600

495

496
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497
AN IRISH SILVER CUP, MATTHEW WEST, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1760
leaf-capped two-handled, the otherwise plain bell-shaped body
engraved on one side above the applied moulded girdle with a
motto and rococo cartouche enclosing a later coat-of-arms, rococo
cartouche and motto ribbon in mid 18th century style, the
underside engraved with the initials IB
14cm high, 360gr (11oz 11dwt)
The arms are those of Foster for John Foster (1798-1879), a
worsted cloth manufacturer of Bradford, West Yorkshire. In 1819
he established a business which was the foundation of his
fortune. In 1835 he erected the first part of the Black Dyke Mills on
land leased from his father-in-law at nearby Queensbury. Foster
eventaully retired to live at Hornby Castle. His business, Foster &
Son, is still well-known for its manufacture of worsted and mohair
fabrics. The world-famous Black Dyke Band, formerly John Foster
& Son Black Dyke Mills Band was formed in 1855, the inspiration
for which was John Foster himself, who was a French horn player.
This coat-of-arms can be found on various banners and
associated items connected with the Band. See lot 474 for
another piece with the same arms.
£400-600

497

498
A GEORGE II SILVER SNUFFER TRAY, ANN CRAIG & JOHN
NEVILLE, LONDON, 1742
the waisted shaped oblong tray later flat-chased with scrolls and
foliage on a matted ground flanking a vacant cartouche, with Cscroll handle and pad feet
19cm long, 299gr (9oz)
£250-350

498

499
499
TWO GEORGIAN SILVER MILK JUGS, BOTH SAMUEL
MERITON, LONDON, 1757 AND 1775
the first on shaped cast foot decorated with leaves and
flowerheads, both with baluster bodies chased with foliage,
flowers and curved flutes, scroll handles, the first leaf-capped
13.5cm highest, 434gr (13oz 19dwt)
£100-150
500
A GEORGE III SILVER MUG, MAKER’S MARK W.O
(UNRECORDED), LONDON, 1775
baluster, stepped spreading foot, leaf-capped scroll handle
12cm high, 347gr (11oz)
£300-400

500
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503

502

502
A PAIR OF GEORGE II SILVER SALT CELLARS, EDWARD
WOOD, LONDON, 1741
cauldron form, cast and applied with lion mask paw feet
and fruit and flower garlands between, waved lobed rims,
gilt interiors
8.5cm long, 339gr (10oz)
£200-300
503
A SET OF FOUR GEORGE II SILVER SALT CELLARS,
MAKER’S MARK INDECIPHERABLE, LONDON, 1749/51
each cauldron-shaped body chased with flower swags and
an armorial engraved cartouche between three cast femalemask-headed pad feet
7.5cm diameter, 415gr (13oz)
£100-200

504
501
501 ~
A GEORGE II SILVER COFFEE POT, RICHARD BAYLY, LONDON,
1738
tapering cylindrical, later engraved with a coat of arms
22cm high, 709gr (22oz) including ivory handle
£1000-1500

504
TWO GEORGE III SILVER CRUET FRAMES, ONE SAMUEL
WOOD, THE OTHER JABEZ DANIELL & JAMES MINCE,
RESPCTIVELY LONDON 1760 AND 1768
both of similar form, each for five bottles, shell supports
and central handles, the first with applied cartouche
engraved with the initials WN and plain bottle rings, the
second with gadrooned bottle rings
both approximately 24cm high, 1294gr (41oz 12dwt)
£500-700

138
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505
A GEORGE II SILVER TEA KETTLE, JOHN JACOB, LONDON, 1753
ogee shaped, chased to the shoulders and domed lid with Rococo
scrolls and foliage surrounding two cartouches engraved with a crest,
the leather insulated swing handle mounted above cast and applied
shells terminating in grotesque masks, with cast vine finial; together
with an associated silver stand and burner, the tripod stand with a
foliate chased band above openwork cast scroll foliage between the leafcapped scroll supports ending in shaped pad feet, the fixed burner with
foliate chased rim, the stand apparently unmarked, mid 18th century, the
burner maker’s mark W.G twice only
41cm high, 2255gr (72oz)
(2)
£700-1000
506
A GEORGE II SILVER CUP, SARAH PARR, LONDON, 1730
two-handled, on spreading circular foot, the bell-shaped body applied
with a moulded girdle, engraved on either side with a crest, the
underside engraved with the initials B over IM
14.7cm, 534gr (17oz 3dwt)
£400-600
507
A GEORGE II SILVER CREAM BASKET, MAKER’S MARK WM BELOW
A MULLET (GRIMWADE NO. 3894), LONDON, 1757
banded bucket form, pierced fixed handle, 9cm high; together with the
following silver items: a shaped circular salver, on three supports,
Ebenezer Coker, London, 1770, 27.6cm diameter; a bougie box and cover,
cylindrical, later flat-chased with foliage and flowers, complete with
detachable conical extinguisher, Phipps & Robinson, London, 1792, 5.7cm
high; and an embossed oval soap box, W. Comyns, London, 1889, 8.5cm
808gr (25oz 19dwt)
(4)
£220-280

505

508
508
TWO GEORGE I SILVER BUN PEPPERS, WILLIAM FLEMING,
LONDON, 1718
typical girdled baluster form, one with pellet pieced cover, underside
initialled K/P*M, the other with scroll pierced cover, underside initialled
I.W, gilt interior, Britannia standard
8cm high, 130gr (4oz)

506

£250-350
509
A GEORGE II SILVER MUG, JOHN EDWARDS, LONDON, 1745
plain slightly tapering body, double scroll handle, underside initialled
A*L
12cm high, 378gr (12oz)
£300-500

509
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510
510
A PAIR OF WILLIAM III SILVER CASTERS, WILLIAM
GAMBLE, LONDON, 1700
the cylindrical bodies later engraved with a crest above
an applied girdle, stepped lobed foot, bayonet fitting
cover with geometric piercing below further lobes and a
knopped finial, Britannia standard
15cm high, 286gr (9oz)
£800-1200

512
512
A SILVER SALVER, JOHN WHITE, LONDON, CIRCA 1725
shaped circular, centred by contemporary engraving of a coat of arms in a
lozenge framed by Venus and Neptune beside scroll foliage on a diaper
ground and masks above and below, applied moulded rim, on three
dolphin mask feet, modern additions marks to feet and rim, London Assay
Office case No.9259, maker’s mark, late 17th century leopard’s head and
lion passant marks
41cm diameter, 2212gr (71oz)
The arms are those of Venor or Venour of Lincoln and London impaling another.
Provenance: The Barons Bagot of Bagot’s Bromley. The salver may have
been acquired by a member of the family in the mistaken belief it bore their
coat of arms, since the sinister arms appear (but for the colours) to be same
as those for Bagot.

511
511
A QUEEN ANNE SILVER MUG, EDMUND HOLADAY,
LONDON, 1711
tapering cylindrical, with an engraved reeded border and
an applied girdle, probably later chased with bands of
‘bats-wing’ fluting between, scroll handle with a rat’s tail
below the thumbpiece, gilt interior, Britannia standard
11.5cm high, 357gr
£400-600

In 1720 a duty of sixpence per ounce was applied to silver. Silversmiths
were frequently tempted to avoid or reduce the tax by recycling old
hallmarks, submitting a very much lighter piece of silver for assay and
subsequently inserting the marks into a much heavier piece, or simply
stamping the piece with their maker’s mark only. Resulting silver items are
known as duty dodgers. John White, although known for interesting and
high quality silver, is also known to have been a transgressor when it came
to paying duty. It would appear with this ‘duty dodger’ salver that John
White in about 1725 remodelled a late 17th century piece, adding the
border, the feet and his own maker’s mark, to produce the salver we see
today. Although this infraction against British hallmarking laws was
committed almost 300 years ago, it remains a crime and the salver would
be illegal without the modern additions marks. The LAO case number has
also been struck in case clarification might be needed in the future.
£1200-1800

513

513
A PAIR OF QUEEN ANNE SILVER SNUFFER SCISSORS, JOHN FAWDERY,
LONDON, 1702
of typical form, interior to chamber engraved with the initials HB and
scratch weight ‘oz dwt / 2 - 18’, Britannia standard
14cm long, 89gr (2oz)
£600-900
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514

514
A GEORGE III SILVER-GILT-MOUNTED MEERSCHAUM PIPE,
JOSEPH ASH, LONDON, 1808
the mounts with borders of overlapping discs and beading,
further decorated with a variety of bright-cut engraving, the
hinged wind-cap with Greek key to the sides, the top pierced with
ovals surrounding a roundel with stylised foliage between, the
stem mount with scroll foliate and vermiculated bands, plain
bulbous L-shaped meerschaum bowl, with double chain to the
perhaps associated long stem of turned horn with a corded
section below the mouthpiece, stem probably German or Austrian
late 19th century
73cm long overall
£600-800

517
A DUTCH SILVER MINIATURE TABLE, APPARENTLY NO
MAKER’S MARK, ALKMAAR, 1882
the shaped oval tilt top chased to the dished centre with a flowerfilled urn and a border of further flowers, the baluster stem on three
cast openwork scroll supports, 833 standard, 13.5cm wide; together
with a Dutch silver pill box, Schoonhoven, 1902, circular, covered
in figural scenes to top and bottom and scrolls to bombé sides, 833
standard, 5.5cm diameter; and a German silver pill box, Simon
Roth, Hanau, circa 1895, the circular box on four ball feet,
decorated with scrolls and figures below a cone-shaped pedestal
topped by a cast cherub, import marked for London, 1895, 5cm high
196gr (6oz)
(3)
£100-200

515

517 part

516 part

515
A GERMAN SILVER TRINKET, GEBRUEDER GLASER, HANAU,
CIRCA 1910
modelled as an ornate 18th century coach-and-pair manned by a
postillion and a coachman, the carriage with cone finial to the
hinged roof, import marked for Boaz Moses Landeck, Chester,
1910
12.5cm long, 142gr (4oz)

518
518
A FRENCH SILVER AND NIELLO SNUFF BOX, A. DUBOIS, MID
19TH CENTURY
ovoid, squeeze opening, decorated all over with two mounted
hunters and hounds chasing a stag and a doe amidst a variety of
leafage, gilt interior
8.5cm long, 67gr
£200-300

£60-80
516
A VICTORIAN SILVER NOVELTY CARD CASE, JACOB & SONS,
LONDON, 1899
modelled as a Rococo sedan chair with chased scrolls, flowers
and trellis on a matted ground, with hinged roof to the gilt
interior, 9.5cm high; together with a Victorian silver box, William
Comyns & Son, London, 1884, rectangular, the slightly domed
lid hinged to the shorter side chased with lobes and flutes
surrounding a vacant oval, the sides similarly flat-chased, with
crimped rims, 12cm long
314gr (10oz)
(2)
£150-250

519
519
A PAIR OF NORWEGIAN GILT AND ENAMEL NOVELTY ‘OWL’
PEPPERETTES, DAVID-ANDERSEN, OSLO, SECOND HALF
20TH CENTURY
the birds with white guilloché enamel, underside with DavidAndersen marks and stamped ‘STERLING’
5.5cm high
£120-180
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523

522

520
520
A RUSSIAN SILVER CIGARETTE CASE, ADAMZ, MOSCOW,
1898-1908
the lid with a rectangular troika scene in relief, the base applied
with a shield enamelled with a spur below a noble’s cornonet, the
gilt interior inscribed ‘Erindring Jûlen 1915, / Dolli’, 875 standard
Kokoshnik marks for assayer Ivan Lebedkin
11.5cm long, 201gr
£150-250

524

523

522
A RUSSIAN SILVER CIGARETTE CASE, MAKER’S MARK IK
(IN CYRILLIC) IN A TRIANGLE, MOSCOW, 1899-1908
oblong, applied with gold initials KK surrounded by Art Nouveau
style strapwork foliage, with green cabochon pushpiece, 875
standard
11cm long, 171gr all in
£120-180
523
A SOVIET RUSSIAN SILVER-GILT-MOUNTED ONYX
CIGARETTE CASE, LENINGRAD (ST PETERSBURG), 1954-58
rectangular, plain mottled peach toned onyx top and base, reeded
rim mounts, carbuncle pushpiece, 875 standard, 9cm long;
together with a Russian silver combined cigarette and vesta
case, Michael Ivanov, St Petersburg, 1868, oblong, applied with
a variety of scrolling initials and a pair of horseshoes, with vesta
compartment to one end and wick channel to rear, 875 standard,
10.3cm long
(2)
£150-250

521
521
A RUSSIAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE CASE,
PETR MILYUKOV, MOSCOW, 1908-1917
oblong, the lid chased with a boyarina traditionally dressed and
wearing a kokoshnik leaning in to kiss her suitor seated awkwardly
on a log against an en plein matt enamel background of birch trees
and the steppe, sapphire cabochon pushpiece, gilt interior, 875
standard kokoshnik and maker’s marks to both interior sides
11cm long, 145gr all in

524
A RUSSIAN SILVER COMBINED CIGARETTE AND VESTA CASE,
ALEXANDER KARPOV, ST PETERSBURG, 1908-1917
plain rounded oblong, the flush hinged lid applied with a gold
Imperial eagle, the gold thumbpiece with sapphire cabochon, with
a vesta compartment to one end and wick channel to rear, gilt
interior, 875 standard
11cm long, 247gr all in
£200-300

For other en plein enamelled Milyukov cases see Jackson’s
International, Cedar Falls, 22 May 2012, lot 16 and Sotheby’s,
London, 8 June 2011, lot 405.
£700-1000
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525
A RUSSIAN SILVER-GILT AND CLOISONNE ENAMEL
CIGARETTE CASE, NIKOLAI ZVEREV, MOSCOW, 1908-1917
oblong, covered in typical stylised scrolling foliate enamel
cloisons on a matted ground, turquoise pellet outer borders, gilt
interior, 875 standard kokoshnik and maker’s marks to both outer
sides
10.5cm long, 161gr all in
£500-700
526
A SILVER BODKIN/THIMBLE CASE AND A CASE FOR A PAIR OF
SCISSORS, UNMARKED, CONTINENTAL, EARLY 18TH
CENTURY
both with pendant rings and connecting ring
the scissors case 9cm high, 58gr (1oz 17dwt)
£80-120
527
A SMALL GEORGE V SILVER FIGURE OF AN AFRICAN
RIFLEMAN, GOLDSMITHS & SILVERSMITHS CO. LTD.,
LONDON, 1929
probably depicting an askari of the King’s African Rifles, on
spreading loaded socle, underside with ivorine printed label for
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co. Ltd.
10.5cm high

525

£100-150
528
THREE CIGARETTE CASES, 20TH CENTURY
all rectangular, comprising: one silver example, with engineturned base, the top covered in a probably later acrylic varnished
depiction of an RAF biplane (probably a Hawker Audax, serial
number K72424), gilt interior, Herbert Bushell & Son Ltd.,
Birmingham, 1930, 11.5cm long, another silver example, with
engine-turned base, the top covered in a probably later acrylic
varnished depiction of a foxhound in full cry and another
clambering over a picket fence, gilt interior with presentation
inscription, William Neale & Son Ltd., Birmingham, 1937, 10.6cm
long, one gilt-metal example, the top enamelled with a coastal
scene of sunlit cliffs and trees, probably Austrian or English, circa
1935, 8.7cm long
silver cases 314gr all in
(3)

526

530 part

£150-250
529
A GERMAN SILVER-GILT CIGARETTE CASE, E.G. BEK,
PFORZHEIM, CIRCA 1930
rectangular, with Art Deco bold geometric lobing and black
composition rectangular pushpiece, maker’s butterfly mark and
‘925’
11.4cm long, 218gr all in
£80-120

527

530
FIVE SILVER BOXES, VARIOUS DATES
comprising: a navette-shaped nutmeg grater,
bright-cut, grille missing, John Whittingham,
London, 1790, 5.5cm; a heart-shaped spice box
(hovedvandsæg), crown finial, gilt interior,
unmarked, probably Danish, late 18th/early 19th
century, 6.7cm high; a circular pill box, the
detachable cover inset with a cast copy of an
ancient Syracuse coin with profile and dolphins,
unmarked, probably Giacinto Melillo or Chiurazzi
Foundry, Naples, early 20th century, 5cm diameter;
an engraved oval snuff box, Paris, 1789, 7cm wide;
and a rectangular box for two small decks of playing
cards, engraved ‘Xmas 1905,’ gilt interior, William
Hutton & Sons Ltd., Birmingham, 1904, 7.2cm high
£200-300

528 part

529
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531

531 ~
A PAIR OF SILVER-GILT, IVORY AND ROCK CRYSTAL FIGURAL
CANDLESTICKS, PROBABLY GERMAN, LATE 19TH CENTURY
the rectangular bases and panel feet cast with leafy scrolls below
a band of rocaille set with gemstones and pastes, each supporting
an opposing ivory figure of a young countryman or woman with
silver detailed clothes and hat standing beside a flower-filled gem
and paste-set hamper on stump support, set behind with an ivywreathed cylindrical candlestick with drip-pan below the
urn-shaped sconce with detachable nozzle
26cm high
£5000-7000
532
A GREEK GOLD SMALL FRAME ON STAND, VOURAKIS,
ATHENS, CIRCA 1930
the rectangular frame with beaded inner border surmounted by a
white enamelled cross centred by a ruby cabochon and flanked by
scrolling blue and white enamel ribbon, the A-shaped stand with
hinged easel strut, frame and stand both stamped ‘750
VOURAKIS G(in Greek)73’, 18 carat
frame 9cm wide

532

144

Founded in 1926 by Ioannis Vourakis at 8 Voukourestiou Street, the
premises from which the Athenian jewellery business of Vourakis
continues to operate.
£800-1200
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533
533 ~
A PAIR OF AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN IVORY VASES AND COVERS WITH ENAMELLED SILVER MOUNTS, KARL ROESSLER, VIENNA,
LATE 19TH CENTURY
ivory veneered, of cut-cornered square outline, with pedestal flared bodies below flared necks and domed covers, applied at intervals
with gem-set mounts of guilloché and opaque enamel, the covers each with a torch-bearing figure of a Vestal Virgin, the bodies with a
female figure seated on each corner holding a garland, applied to each side with openwork foliate strapwork panels centred by female
figures, on one personifying the four elements, the other with the seasons of spring, summer and autumn (twice), the pedestals with
attributes of the figures above
66cm high
£15000-20000
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536

536
A JEWELLED GOLD AND ENAMELLED BOX AND
COVER, CONTINENTAL, 1920s
circular, the cover diamond and pearl set, blue enamel
ground with filigree and wirework borders, with sides with
scrolls and white pellet enamel flowerheads, on four volute
feet, with unidentified marks ‘G / CHA’ and ‘SS below an
emblem’, numbered 514 and 18KT
5.8cm wide, 86gr all in
£800-1200

534
534
A DIAMOND, GOLD AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE CASE, 1890s
oblong, the front applied with an enamelled swallow flying through a
rose diamond set hoop hung with creamy enamelled vine leaves and
fruit of circular diamonds, cabochon sapphire pushpiece, interior incuse
stamped BS (in cyrillic) and ‘56’
9.4cm long, 142gr all in
£1500-2000

537
537
A GOLD-MOUNTED AGATE SNUFF BOX, UNMARKED,
PROBABLY ITALIAN, 20TH CENTURY
cartouche shaped, top and bevelled base with brown moss
agate, the gold sides bright-cut with scroll foliage
5.9cm long
£300-400

535
535 ~
A COLLECTION OF SEVEN CARD CASES, ENGLISH, CIRCA 1820-1860
comprising: three small plain rectangular tortoiseshell examples, 8.5cm
long; a similar, larger example, the surface delicately decorated with
silver piqué dots, 10cm long; and three others of similar size, all
rectangular, one veneered in mother of pearl lozenges, another similarly
decorated with tortoiseshell and engraved mother of pearl lozenges, the
third inlaid on one side with engraved silver border and cartouche
£120-180

538
538
A SMALL AMERICAN GOLD DISH, TIFFANY & CO.,
NEW YORK, CIRCA 1960
moulded in the form of a maple leaf, the design first
produced in 1937, with a ball foot opposite the stalk,
stamped TIFFANY & Co. / MAKERS / 14KT.GOLD / 22475 / L,
fourteen carat
8cm long, 40gr
£600-900
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539

539
A CONTINENTAL ENAMELLED SILVER NOVELTY COMPACT, PROBABLY
ITALIAN, CIRCA 1929
formed as a stylised Alfa Romeo 6C with James Young drophead coupé
coachwork, the top enamelled as the red bodied automobile with black, yellow,
grey and blue details, the sides with geometric or foliate bright-cut bands, the
reverse with the motor car delineated by a variety engine-turning, the rear spare
tyre clamp unscrewing for the scent reservoir, the wheels hinging open to powder
or rouge compartments, the window cabin concealing a lipstick, the body
springing open to another compartment with mirrored lid, import mark for
H.M.M., London, 1929, also marked ‘LA/93’ (or 99)
15cm long
Production of Alfa Romeo’s 6C series started with the 1500 in 1927, the enlarged
engine version, the 1750, apparently winning every major race it entered in 1929,
including the Grands Prix of Belgium, Spain, Tunis and Monza, as well as the Mille
Miglia, the Brooklands Double Twelve and the Ulster TT. This silver compact may
well have been made as a promotional object for the company.
£1000-1500
540
A GERMAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE CASE, LOUIS KUPPENHEIM,
PFORZHEIM, 1925-30
oblong, the ground of burnt orange guilloché enamel, the lid decorated in
Japonesque style with an iridescent blue peacock before a flowering tree in gold
inlay and opaque enamel, dot and chevron silver sides, blue cabochon paste
thumbpiece, gilt interior, maker’s, circled crown, ‘935’ and ‘STERLING’ marks
8.3cm long, 132gr all in
Louis Kuppenheim, founded in 1857, became a renowned firm of gold and silver
boxmakers and smallworkers in Germany in the early 20th century. They were
famed for their high quality enamelling, having at least 200 employees at their
Pforzheim factories in their heyday, as well as a shop in Paris and an international
export business. As the Kuppenheims were of Jewish extraction, after 1933
business declined and Nazi persecution saw to the liquidation of the concern in
1939 and the disappearance (by suicide, emigration, or deportation to the camps)
of the family from the jewellery hub that was pre-war Pforzheim. (http://louiskuppenheim.de/Geschichte/History-Louis-Kuppenheim - accessed 01.02.2019)
£400-600

540
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541
541 ~
A FRENCH TORTOISESHELL SNUFF BOX WITH FIXE-SOUSVERRE MINIATURE, PARIS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
rectangular, the lid set with the reverse glass painted miniature
after Carle Vernet (1758-1836) of a galloping Arab horse having
unseated his sword wielding rider whilst an alarmed attendant
runs towards them in an Egyptian landscape, plain gold frame
and thumbpiece
9cm long

543
AN AUSTRIAN GOLD PILL BOX, MID 20TH CENTURY
rectangular, engine-turned, 14 carat
2.8cm long, 11.8gr
£180-220
544
A PERSIAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CASE, ISFAHAN, EARLY
20TH CENTURY
the obverse enamelled with a view apparently from the rear of
Isfahan’s Abbasi Great Mosque within a white scroll blue ground
border, the reverse with carpet-like enamelling of a medallion of
tulips reserved against a white scroll black ground and white
spandrels, the white enamelled interior with a green exotic bird
and foliage
10.3cm long

Although the original image after which this miniature is painted
has not been traced, there can be little doubt as to its inspiration:
Antoine Charles Horace Vernet (called Carle Vernet) executed
many such ‘Mameluke’ or arab horse subjects, often reproduced
as lithographs.
£700-1000

£80-120

542
A GOLD AND AGATE SNUFF BOX, CONTINENTAL, PROBABLY
SECOND QUARTER 20TH CENTURY
rectangular, the lid and base each as a canted agate panel within
narrow foliate gold borders, the gold sides engraved with trailing
flowers and the initials G.B, small indecipherable marks to rim
6cm long

545
A PORTUGUESE SILVER-GILT FILIGREE CIGARETTE CASE,
ALBERTO DIAS MAGALHAES, GONDOMAR, 1913-38
oblong, formed of bands of typical scrolling filigree, two of the
bands enamelled with the crosses of the Portuguese Order of
Christ within blue enamel arabesque straps, 833 standard
8.3cm long, 62gr

£180-220

£100-150

542

545
544
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546

546
AN AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE
CASE, OTTO HUETERER, VIENNA, CIRCA 1915
rectangular, the lid painted en plein enamel with ‘September
Morn’ after Paul Emile Chabas depicting a young female nude
quivering in the shallow waters of Lake Annecy, blue and white
taille d’épargne geometric outer border, gilt interior, 900 standard
Dianakopf, maker’s mark and another mark for Anton Rakusan
11cm long, 161gr all in

547

549

549
AN AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE
CASE, PROBABLY VIENNA, CIRCA 1915
canted rectangular, the lid painted in enamel with an oval of a
prone female nude reserved on a cream guilloché enamel ground,
with a black taille d’épargne geometric outer border, gilt interior,
twin ‘A’ marks to push-piece only
10cm long, 173gr all in
£300-500

Paul Emile Chabas (1869-1937) had been painting ‘September
Morn’ over several summers, completing the picture in 1911.
Exhibited at the Paris Salon in 1913, the picture went to Russia,
then surfaced in the collection of Calouste Gulbenkian, only to be
sold after his death and subsequently donated privately in 1957 to
the Metropolitan Museum in New York, although since 2014 it is
no longer on display. Widely reproduced immediately following
its unveiling at the Paris Salon, it has always been somewhat
controversial, subject to a lawsuit and claims of indecency in
America: hugely popular nevertheless, the image apparently sold
some seven million copies in reproduction and several women
have famously claimed to be the original model.
£300-500
547
AN AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN SILVER AND ENAMEL CIGARETTE
CASE, MAKER’S MARK S.T, BUDAPEST, CIRCA 1915
rectangular, the lid covered in yellow guilloché enamelling, outer
geometric border in blue taille d’épargne enamel, gilt interior,
900 standard Dianakopf
10.5cm long, 174gr all in

550

£100-200
548 ~
A FRENCH TORTOISESHELL CARD CASE, PARIS, CIRCA 1855
oblong, the lid set with a glazed erotic oval miniature on ivory of a
young woman with exaggerated décolletage, her brown hair with
a circlet of daisies, the tortoiseshell panels embellished with silver
piqué foliage and scrolls, the base with a vacant cartouche, the red
leather interior and concertina sides on plain gilt-metal rim mounts
11cm long
£300-400

548
550
AN AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN SILVER SNUFF BOX, MAKER’S
MARK AK, PRAGUE, CIRCA 1860
oblong, the lid set with a porcelain panel painted with a bust of
young woman in 18th century dress, engine-turned ground with
milled and scroll foliage decoration and vacant cartouches, gilt
interior, assay mark rubbed, 812 standard
8.7cm long
£70-100
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551

551 interior
551 ~
AN IVORY AND GOLD PIQUE-WORK SNUFF BOX, FRENCH, CIRCA 1715
oval, the lid covered in piqué point trellis enclosing lozenge and quatrefoil
motifs, the base with a diaperwork oval of the same pattern and two outer
borders, with gilt-metal rim mounts and foliate thumpiece, the interior lid
painted with a girl pulling up her chemise to bathe in an ornamental pool
with a peacock perched on the balustrade behind her, in a later red leather
case
8.8cm long

552

£1500-2500
552
A FRENCH ENAMELLED GOLD SNUFF BOX AND COVER, MAKER’S
MARK INDISTINCT, PARIS, 1779
with an aubergine guilloché enamel band bordered by white opaque
enamel surrounding a roundel with an arrangement of enamelled pellets,
ovals and scrolls on a matted ground, the outer border with blue guilloché
enamel ovals interrupting stylised foliage on a matted ground, with similarly
decorated sides and base, charge and discharge marks of Jean-Baptiste
Fouache
5.5cm diameter, 89.5gr all in
£2000-3000
553 ~
A COMPOSITION PORTRAIT BOX AND COVER, FRENCH, CIRCA 1800
the cover set with a late 19th century miniature of a young woman in a
white chemise, bearing signature to right ‘Aubry fecit par? ZV’, on ivory, the
gold mount with interlace decoration, the maroon composition body
covered in beading on a grille-work ground, the interior tortoiseshell lined,
with associated red leather case
7.5cm diameter

553

£300-500
554 ~
A GOLD-MOUNTED AGATE BOX, GERMAN, CIRCA 1770, WITH CIRCA
1920 IVORY PANEL TO LID
rectangular, the ivory with Aurora after Guido Reni, the agate engraved with
basket-weave pattern, the cage-work mounts chased with scroll foliage
7.2cm long

554

150

£400-600
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555
555 ~
A TORTOISESHELL AND GOLD PIQUE-WORK BOX, FRENCH,
CIRCA 1740
the bun shaped ‘bôite à ballon’ finely worked with piqué point
diaperwork grounds and piqué posé Rococo scrolls to hinged lid
and base
7cm diameter
Literature: illustrated and referenced in Howard Ricketts’ ‘Objects
of Vertu’, London, 1971, p.62

556

£3000-5000
556 ~
AN ITALIAN GOLD-MOUNTED TORTOISESHELL AND PIQUE
WORK SNUFF BOX AND COVER, NAPLES, CIRCA 1770
circular, with zigzag patterned rim mounts, the cover inlaid with a
view from Naples looking east over shipping towards a smoking
Vesuvius and the Sorrentine peninsula, the Castel Nuovo to the
right, the mole lighthouse to the left under a smiling sun, the
sides with vignettes of the bay from the sea and nearby islands
amidst a variety of insects, the underside with further islands,
insects and birds
7.5cm diameter
Literature: illustrated and referenced in Howard Ricketts’ ‘Objects
of Vertu’, London, 1971, p.62
£3000-5000
557
A FRENCH GOLD AND JAPANESE LACQUER AIDE-MEMOIRE,
TOUSSAINT BINGANT, PARIS, 1752
rectangular, the front with a panel of a raised (hiramakie) gilt
figure holding open a scroll on a red ground, the back with a
figure holding a broom, the insides with nashiji lacquer, the gold
cage mounts and spine with trailing leaves on a linear ground,
with charge and discharge marks for Julien Berthe, fastening
through four loops with a gold stylus with zigzag decoration and a
rosette terminal, the interior with a later green silk folio with two
compartments and two leaves with sketches signed ?Ponsonby, in
a Victorian red leather case with printed label for S.H. & D. Gass of
Regent Street, London
8.8cm long
For a similar Japanese lacquer mounted carnet with 1752
goldwork by Jean Ducrollay, see Musée Cognacq-Jay, Paris,
No.J693.
£2000-3000

557
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559
559
A SILHOUETTE OF A LADY, BY JOHN MIERS (1758-1821),
CIRCA 1785
the profile on plaster looking to our left, the hair dressed with fine
netting, the reverse with original trade label for ‘J. Miers LEEDS’,
in original pressed brass frame with beaded inner and gadrooned
outer border, convex glazing
9.2cm oval
Perhaps the most successful of all Silhouette artists, leaving
£20,000 at his death, John Miers had established his business in
Leeds by 1781, moving to London in 1788, although reportedly
painting little after 1800.
£120-180

560
558
558 ~
A FRENCH STRAW MARQUETRY COUNTER BOX SET,
PROBABLY PARIS OR ROUEN, MID 18TH CENTURY
in the manner of Mariaval Le Jeune, rectangular, decorated
in pink, yellow, green and natural straw, the outer case cover
with an orange tree in its tub flanked by urns of flowers
above the motto ‘JE PROMETS ET JE TIENS’ on a pink
ground cartouche within foliage and scroll strapwork on a
green ground, underside to case similarly decorated without
motto and orange tree, the striped interior containing four
cut-cornered counter boxes and covers each decorated with
symbols and mottos coded for four card suits, now
containing twelve straw-work beads, a bracelet and
fragments of a linked watch chain
case 18cm long, boxes 8.2cm long

560
A GOLD MINIATURE FRAME IN LEATHER CASE, ENGLISH,
19TH CENTURY
plain oval, stamped ‘15’ to the suspension loop, with one giltmetal-mounted glass, reverse lacking, the red leather case with
double doors and easel strut to rear
frame including loop 11.4cm high, 19.8gr
£350-450

561

This set may have been made for the card games of
‘reversis’ and/or quadrille, both popular in mid 18th century
French society and both requiring counters. A surprising
number of counter boxes, commonly in ivory, may be found
bearing the name of Mariaval Le Jeune, either ‘à Paris’ or ‘à
Rouen’, although little is known about this maker. The early
date and fragile nature of the straw-work material mean this
counter box set, in such a state of preservation, is a rare
survivor.

561 ~
A FRENCH PORTRAIT MINIATURE OF A CHILD, ATTRIBUTED
TO JEAN-BAPTISTE-JOSEPH LE TELLIER (1759-AFTER 1812),
CIRCA 1790
with short fair hair wearing a white chemise tied with a blue band,
on ivory, gilt-metal frame with suspension loop
4.7 diameter

£1500-2000

£120-180
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562
562 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘THE ARRIVAL OF THE HESPERIDES IN NAPLES’, ITALIAN,
CIRCA 1700
the single vellum leaf painted after Giovanni Lanfranco (1582-1647) with the three
Hesperides bringing citrus fruit to the bay of Naples in a horse-drawn chariot, their
arrival celebrated by a group of tritons and nereids centred by the nymph Thoosa,
whose son the cyclops Polyphemus is seen in the left foreground crouched on his
promontory whilst cradling a rock, the scene watched by a reclining Apollo above,
the reverse with paper and sticks painted with a peacock and flanking parrots with
flowers between, swagged drapery above, plain sticks, the guards carved with
young women in cartouches, with nacre detail around the pivot pin, with an
associated tubular card case without cover
guard 27cm long
Provenance: Sotheby’s, London, 21 October 1985, lot 168
Giovanni Lanfranco’s design for a plate in Giovanni Battista Ferrari’s treatise on
citrus fruit (Hesperides sive de malorum aureorum cultura et usu. Libri quatuor.,
published in Rome in 1646) may be found in a number of print variations. On this
occasion the artist appears to have embellished the scene with the addition of
Apollo and the exchange of the usual foreground figure of a merman bringing an
orange tree ashore with a figure of Polyphemus.

563 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘RUSTIC FETE CHAMPETRE’,
FRENCH, CIRCA 1745
the double paper leaf painted with country folk
at rest listening to a hurdy-gurdy player,
surrounded by flowerheads and shells and
flanking chinoiserie vignettes on a black ground,
the reverse with a picnicking couple, the ivory
sticks finely pierced, carved and set with
translucent nacre windows to the gorge
displaying a variety of figures, animals and putti
playing amidst Rococo foliate scrollwork, the
ivory guards with further figures amidst
scrollwork, pivot pin with a red paste to one
side only, with an associated tubular card case
(cover lacking)
guard 27cm long
Provenance: Sotheby’s Belgravia, London, 7 May
1981, lot 470
£800-1200

£1500-2000

563
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564 ~
AN IVORY BRISE FAN, ‘ENTERTAINMENTS’,
FRENCH OR ENGLISH, CIRCA 1740
the ‘leaf’ pierced and carved with a garden
scene of a lady riding a donkey under a
canopy flanked by companions and
musicians, surrounded by exotic birds, diaper
panels and flowers, the guards each with a
lady being serenaded by a musician below,
with nacre detail by the paste-mounted pivot
pin, with a tubular card case and cover,
inscribed in ink ‘HODGSON Cheapside’
guard 27cm long
Provenance: Christie’s South Kensington,
London, 20 May 1997, lot 96
£1000-1500

564

565 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘THE HAIRDRESSER’,
FRENCH, CIRCA 1775
the double paper leaf painted within a canted
rectangle with a seated gentleman admiring
himself in an easel mirror while the man up a
ladder dresses his hair watched by two young
women all in a fashionable interior, the
reserves with vases of flowers, the reverse
painted with an island scene, the ivory sticks
pierced, carved and stained with a lady and
her hairdresser mirroring the figures painted
on the leaf, flanked by urns in ovals, the ivory
guards each pierce carved and stained with a
bust of gentleman in an oval within Neoclassical pendants, paste mounted pivot pin,
with associated tubular card case and cover
guard 27cm long
£800-1200

565

566 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘THE STAG HUNT’,
ENGLISH, CIRCA 1755
the paper and vellum leaf fully painted with
two mounted huntsmen, the hounds bringing
down one stag while two other deer flee, the
reverse fully painted with a spring and
buildings beside a lake, the ivory sticks finely
pierced and carved in low relief to the gorge
with Alexander and Roxana flanked by
chinoiserie vignettes surrounded by gilt
detailed scroll and trelliswork, the guards with
soldiers amidst Rococo foliate scrollwork,
paste-mounted pivot pin, with associated case
guards 27.5cm long
£600-900

566
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567 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘THE SPECIAL GUEST’,
ITALIAN, CIRCA 1720
the vellum leaf painted with a riverine scene, a
young woman accompanied by a dwarf is
escorted by a young man who gestures at a
cook stirring his pot hanging over the fire
towards which run two jesters, on the
opposite bank a man fishes beside his
reclining lover, the river banks lined with
buildings and ruins and crossed by a bridge in
the distance, the reverse with a scattering of
summer flowers on an umber ground, the
ivory sticks with piqué work bordering the
gorge carved with a stag hunting scene, the
guards carved with Columbine or Harlequin
above a caryatid and further piqué work above
the nacre inlay around the pivot pin
guard 26.5cm long

567

£1500-2000
568 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘CUPID, PSYCHE AND THE
THREE GRACES’, FRENCH, CIRCA 1690
the double paper leaf painted with the Three
Graces as personifications of Chastity, Beauty
and Love, with Cupid reclining in a cloud
above them whilst in the left background
Psyche searches a palace looking for him, to
the foreground putti display gifts whilst
another is boating on a formal pool to the
right with further palace buildings and
fountains featuring behind, the reverse
covered in strawberries and summer flowers
centred by a branch of fruiting cherry, the
sticks pierced and painted to the gorge with
three companions feasting under a canopy of
fruit-laden vines, the guards with red-stained
border each with piqué wrigglework and
stained foliage surrounding a chinoiserie
figure, with a probably 18th century case with
later Duvelleroy label
guard 28cm long

568

Provenance: Christie’s South Kensington,
London, 10 December 1991, lot 160
£1000-1500
569 ~
AN IVORY FAN, ‘THE HUNTING PARTY’,
ENGLISH, CIRCA 1740
the double paper leaf painted with an
equestrian group of hunters about to pursue a
stag, flanked by a classical scene with
waterfall and a rustic scene with a covered
cart, also a chinoiserie vignette above with
two figures, the reverse with a shepherd and
his flock, the ivory sticks pierced to the gorge
with flower urns and trelliswork, the guards
each with a chinoiserie figure amidst
diaperwork, nacre mounted pivot pin, with an
associated tubular card case and cover
guard 29.5cm long
£600-900

569
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572
OMEGA: A SWISS SILVER POCKET WATCH, CIRCA 1910
keyless wind movement, white enamel dial with Arabic numerals,
silver open faced solid case with snap-on front bezel, decorated
with geometric niello work, dial, case and movement signed,
movement numbered 3821013, case numbered 4737679
4.9cm diameter
£60-100

570
570
LONGINES: A GENTLEMAN’S GOLD BRACELET WATCH, CIRCA
1974
calibre 847.3 manual wind 17 jewel movement, gold dial with
applied black batons and black hands, plain canted bezel and
snap-on back to circular case, fine mesh bracelet with deployant
clasp with Longines logo, signed to movement, dial and crown, 9
carat gold David Shackman & Co., London hallmarks to bracelet
and case for Longines, with Longines box
3.2cm diameter, 49.3gr all in
£500-800

573 ~
JAEGER-LECOULTRE, REVERSO, REF.265.1.86: LADY’S
EIGHTEEN CARAT GOLD, DIAMOND AND RUBY WRISTWATCH
calibre 846 hand-wound mechanical movement, the rectangular
textured silver dial with gold Arabic numerals, baton indicators
and hands decorated with a horizontal row of single-cut diamonds
and four circular rubies to the top and bottom of the bezel, the
case revolving to reveal the obverse with engraved monogram
‘CF’ within a border of similarly cut diamonds with rubies to the
terminal points, a ruby cabochon crown, red crocodile strap with
gold buckle, signed to dial, case, movement and buckle,
case No 1837260, 18 carat gold Swiss marks
length of strap including buckle 220mm approximately
£2500-3500
574
JAEGER-LECOULTRE, REVERSO CLASSIQUE REF.250.5.08: A
GOLD AND STEEL BRACELET WATCH
quartz movement, silvered signed rectangular dial with Arabic
numerals and inner minute track, blued steel hands, gold sliding
case with plain reverse and reeded ends in a polished steel
mount, case back signed and numbered 250.5.08 and 184114, brick
link steel and gold bracelet with JL monogrammed double folding
clasp, with four additional loose links for bracelet
length approximately 190mm with 30mm of additional links,
case 23mm wide
£1500-2000
575
SARCAR, GENEVA: GOLD POCKET WATCH COMMEMORATIVE
OF THE SHAH OF IRAN, CIRCA 1970
with manual wind seventeen jewel movement signed Sarcar, the
gilt satin dial with the Imperial emblem and signed Sarcar, applied
baton indexes and baton hands, the medallion form case with
broad bezel decorated with burnished stars on a frosted ground,
milled edges, Swiss 18 carat gold marks, the reverse stamped
with opposing profiles of the Shah and Empress flanking the
crown above and a bust of the young Crown Prince Reza between
them below, with its black tassel, black slip case and its fitted blue
box gilt stamped with the Imperial emblem
3.1cm diameter
A number of variants of these medallion form watches, all with
the same bezel but differing backs, appear to have been produced
as gifts from the Shah. For examples signed to dial and
movement ‘Vacheron & Constantin’ see Sotheby’s, Geneva, 10
November 2015, lot 153, Sotheby’s, New York, 24 May 2018, lot
253, and Phillips, Geneva, 12 November 2016, lot 83. Also see two
Sarcar examples sold in these rooms, 6/7 June 2018, lot 708

571
571
OMEGA: A GENTLEMAN’S GOLD WATCH, CIRCA 1959
calibre 284 manual wind 17 jewel movement, champagne dial
with Arabic numerals at the quarters and batons between, centre
seconds, circular case with snap on back, logo to crown, signed to
dial, movement and case, 9 carat gold Dennison London
hallmarks for Omega, associated leather strap
3.4cm diameter

£1200-1800
576
RUBY AND DIAMOND BRACELET
designed as a series of clusters each set with an oval ruby in a
brilliant-cut diamond surround
length approximately 192mm
£3000-4000

£300-500
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575

577

576

574
573
578
577
PAIR OF RHODOCHROSITE EARCLIPS, BULGARI
each carved rhodochrosite lozenge held in a gold mount, signed
Bulgari, French assay marks, Italian gold mark for Alessandria all
to clip fitting

578
DIAMOND AND RUBY BOW BROOCH
of stylized geometric design set throughout with single-cut and
baguette diamonds accented with circular rubies, in a red box
bearing probably apocryphal ‘Cartier’ stamp

£800-1000

£400-600
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581
PATEK PHILIPPE: EIGHTEEN CARAT GOLD LADY’S BRACELET
WATCH, CIRCA 1968
calibre 13.5 manual wind twenty ruby movement, gold dial with
Roman numerals to the quarters, circular case with broad
textured bezel, fine mesh bracelet with subtle knurled texturing,
deployant clasp with Patek Phillipe logo, signed to movement, dial
and case, with London import marks for 1968, with its Patek
Philippe leather case and Patek Philippe certificate, also its 1969
purchase receipt
2.3cm diameter
£1500-2500
582
OMEGA: A LADY’S GOLD BRACELET WATCH, 1973
manual wind 17 jewel movement, circular silvered dial with gold
baton indicators and hands, on a tapering woven bracelet strap
with deployant clasp, dial, movement and case signed, 9 carat
gold hallmarks for Omega Watch Co., London
bracelet length approximately 150mm, case 17mm diameter
£250-350
583
RUBY AND DIAMOND BROOCH, 1950s
designed as a corsage of flowers tied asymmetrically with rope
work strands, each flower set to the centre with a cluster of
circular rubies and a brilliant-cut diamond, indistinct hallmarks

579
579
ARTS & CRAFTS SILVER & ENAMEL NECKLACE, OMAR
RAMSDEN & ALWYN CARR, LONDON, CIRCA 1905
the shaped circular pendant with a nightingale singing out whilst
perched amidst blooming rose tendrils in openwork silver against
a lustrous blue enamel ground, the cable link chains each with an
oval section, simple bar and ring clasp, unmarked
pendant 45mm widest approximately, chains each 255mm long
approximately
Provenance: purchased by Ernest Louis Sipman from Omar
Ramsden for his wife Edith Margherita Moll (1872-1962), known as
Daisy; thence by direct family descent to the present vendor.
Many early Ramsden & Carr pieces were not hallmarked; the
family have lost the box that once accompanied this piece.
£1000-1500

£1200-1500
584
DIAMOND PENDANT AND PAIR OF EARRINGS, 1960s
of textured whorl design each set with a brilliant-cut diamond
£300-400
585
PAIR OF FOURTEEN CARAT GOLD CUFFLINKS, CIRCA 1973
each designed as a bark textured cylinder, with swivelling baton
fittings, retailer’s London import hallmarks for Carrington & Co.
Ltd., in their Carrington & Co. box
11.8gr
£300-400
586
FISH SCALE BRACELET, 1950s
of articulated links with a bevelled edge, maker’s mark
length approximately 197mm, 53gr
£1200-1500
587
GOLD AND DIAMOND BRACELET, PETOCHI, ROME, 1950s
the articulated woven gold bracelet set with three clusters of claw
set brilliant-cut diamonds, signed Petochi, Roma, French assay
marks and maker’s mark M?A
length approximately 760mm, 51gr

580
580
AQUAMARINE, DIAMOND AND GOLD ‘TEMPLAR’ RING,
ELIZABETH GAGE, LONDON, 2006
collet set with a cabochon aquamarine flanked by brilliant-cut
diamonds, the two-colour gold tapering band with a matted
ground and applied granulated detail, moulded rims with corded
borders, 18 carat gold London hallmarks and signed ‘GAGE’
and ‘EG’
size O

The cousins Alessandro and Giuseppe Petochi opened their first
shop in 1884 in Rome’s Via Della Croce. Prince Alessandro
Torlonia invited them to move the business to his palace on Via
Bocca di Leone in the 1920s, from where they supplied many of
Rome’s famous families. They exhibited at the New York World
Fair in 1939, subsequently producing jewellery for European
Royalty and moving in the 1940s to their current headquarters in
the Piazza di Spagna.
£1500-2000

£1800-2200
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589

590 part

610 part
591 part
588

588
CULTURED PEARL AND DIAMOND NECKLACE
the cluster clasp millegrain set with circular diamonds, 1880s, on
a later row of graduated cultured pearls
length approximately 420mm
£200-300
589
JADEITE NECKLACE, 1930s
composed of two graduated rows of jadeite beads, measuring
from approximately 4.4mm to 9.6mm, the oval clasp set with a
pierced jadeite plaque carved with a design of chrysanthemum,
peony and hibiscus flowers
length approximately 420mm
£800-1200
590
COLLECTION OF THIRTEEN STICK PINS
comprising: two drop pearl topped pins, each pearl measuring
approximately 9.3mm the other 6.9mm respectively; blue and
white enamel torpedo shaped pin, fitted case; a fleur-de-lys pin set
with rose diamonds, fitted case; diamond pin collet set with a
pear-shaped diamond surmounted by a circular stone, fitted case;
carved turquoise cabochon pin; three circular enamel pins
depicting a fox, a bulldog and a terrier and another circular
headed gold pin with similar enamel of a ‘Scottie’ dog, signed to
the reverse JW Bailey, 1881, fitted case; pair of modelled silver
‘Scottie’ dogs, hallmarked London 1997, makers mark MRB and a
silver fly topped pin
(13)

591
FIVE PAIRS GOLD CUFFLINKS
comprising: oval lapis lazuli; circular colour change sapphire in
openwork oval surround; double sided oval baton links with
foliate engraving; double sided 9 carat oval engine turned and
plain oval
hallmarked respectively: 9 ct, Birmingham 1967, makers mark SR;
double sided links makers mark MT, fitted leather case;
hallmarked 9ct Birmingham 1989, makers mark TB; hallmarked 9ct
Birmingham 2000, makers mark C&F
8gr, 17.8gr, 5.6gr, 4gr,12.9gr respectively
£400-600

592
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND RING
designed as a cluster set with a central oval sapphire within a
surround of brilliant-cut stones
size I
£400-600

Illustrated opposite page

593
DIAMOND ‘LOVING HEART’ RING, PALOMA PICASSO, TIFFANY
& CO.
the bezel designed as a knotted heart channel set with a row of
brilliant-cut diamonds, signed Paloma Picasso and T&Co
size O 1/2
£300-400

£200-300
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594
SAPPHIRE LONG CHAIN
the fox tail link chain accented with nine flower
head links collet set with oval sapphires
length approximately 590mm
£1000-1200

594

597

598
592

593
591 part

595

596

595
DIAMOND HALF ETERNITY RING, TIFFANY
& CO.
channel set with a row of brilliant-cut
diamonds, signed Tiffany and Co
size N

597
PAIR OF SAPPHIRE AND MOONSTONE
EAR PENDANTS
each cabochon moonstone surmount
suspending three rows of collet set oval
sapphires

£600-800

£300-400

596
TANZANITE AND DIAMOND DRESS RING
of chequerboard design, set with five rows
of alternating oval tanzanites and brilliantcut diamonds
size O

598
PAIR OF AQUAMARINE EARCLIPS
each designed as a row of three claw set
oval aquamarines
£200-300

£500-700
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603
MOONSTONE AND RUBY NECKLACE
spectacle set with alternating oval cabochon moonstones and
similarly cut rubies
length approximately 730mm
£800-1000
604
THREE COLOUR AND DIAMOND TIE CLIP, CARTIER
the twisted tri-coloured slide accented with a row of brilliant-cut
diamonds signed Cartier and numbered 751210, in its Cartier case
length approximately 60mm, 12.2gr all in
£600-900
605
RUBY AND DIAMOND CLUSTER RING
the central horizontally set oval ruby within a surround of brilliantcut diamonds between split scroll shoulders on a fluted shank
size P½
£1000-1500
606
DIAMOND RING
the brilliant-cut diamond mounted in a four claw setting
size L
£200-300

599
599
MULTI COLOURED GEMSTONE LONG CHAIN NECKLACE
the silver chain spectacle set with cabochon varieties of quartz,
aquamarine and carnelian
length approximately 2350mm
£400-600
600
NINE CARAT GOLD CHAIN
of alternating long and circular links, all hallmarked, fitted with a
bar and scroll foliate engraved shield
length approximately 430mm (not including shield or bar), 44.2gr
£500-700
601
THREE GOLD CHAINS
two of fetter links the other with anchor links all with bar and clip
fittings
one with maker’s mark J G & S to bar
lengths approximately 340mm, 390mm, 370mm, 34.9gr, 11gr,
19.6gr respectively
£700-900
602
LONG CHAIN
of oval links
length approximately 1845mm, 23gr
£300-400

607
GOLD, DIAMOND AND SYNTHETIC VERNEUIL RUBY RING,
AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN, CIRCA 1910
the carved oval synthetic ruby mounted with a central collet set
circular diamond in an openwork ovoid bezel between spear head
shoulders on a reeded shank, 14 carat Viennese gold mark for
1866-1922, 9 carat gold London assay mark
size T
The first synthetic rubies were attempted in 1837 by Marc Gaudin
and later developed in 1877 by the French chemists Edmond
Frémy and Charles Feil. It was not until 1904 that Frémy and
Auguste Verneuil invented a furnace which could produce a
‘boule’ that commercial production became feasible.
An artificial/synthetic stone has all the qualities that are desirable
in a natural stone, except they are made in a laboratory. They
have the same appearance, chemical composition and therefore
physical characteristics of a natural stone. These include: their
crystal structure, how they refract light (Refractive Index), colour
dispersion, Specific Gravity and most importantly for the wearer,
hardness.
This ring is stamped with Austro-Hungarian fourteen carat gold
marks used between 1866-1922, indicating that this Verneuil ruby
is a historically interesting early product of the flame fusion
technique pioneered by Frémy and Verneuil. At the time, whilst
producing a marvellous colour, this stone would have been as
costly and difficult to create as a natural, mined example.
£200-300
608
BI-COLOURED CHAIN BRACELET
designed as eight rows of fancy fetter link chain
length approximately 190mm, 32.5gr
£350-450
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609 part

611 part

610 part

613
609 part

612
609
ART DECO SILVER AND PASTE BROOCH, GERMAN, CIRCA 1930
designed as an oblong plaque, stamped ‘935’, approximate length
65mm, in an associated Carrington & Co. Ltd. box; together with
an enamelled silver pendant, J. Aitkin & Son, Birmingham,
1911, ram’s head shaped with purple guilloché enamel bordered
in white with a similarly shaped and enamelled drop below, on
two cable link chains to a suspension ring, with a fine cable link
silver chain
(2)
£100-150
610
COLLECTION OF RINGS
comprising: oval signet ring with crown and ‘W’ monogram,
hallmarked 9 carat London, 1961, size J ½; step-cut synthetic
spinel cocktail ring, size N½; star set three brilliant-cut white
stone ring, size S; cushion shaped ruby (fracture filled) ring,
hallmarked 18 carat Birmingham, 2006; oval bloodstone intaglio
depicting an helmeted figure, size L; step-cut synthetic sapphire
ring between shoulders set with graduating circular diamonds,
hallmarked 18 carat, London, 1977, size O½; a wedding band
(bent), ‘D’ shaped, hallmarked 9 carat, London 1952, makers mark
W.W Ld
(7)
£800-1000

612
DIAMOND FOLIATE RING, 18TH CENTURY COMPOSITE
the circular openwork floral bezel set throughout with foiled rose
diamonds on a carved rose gold shank
size L
£600-800
613
LADY’S DIAMOND BRACELET WATCH, 1930s
the rectangular silvered dial with black Arabic numerals, baton
indicators and hands within a single-cut diamond bezel between
circular diamonds shoulders on a geometric link diamond bracelet
millegrain set with single-cut and circular diamonds with
deployant clasp, one diamond deficient
length approximately 140 mm
£1200-1500
614
AMETHYST PARURE
the oval amethyst pendant suspended from a rose diamond to a
later brick link back chain with 9 carat gold London hallmarks for
1986, with a pair of oval amethyst ear pendants surmounted by
rose diamonds and a matching oval amethyst ring, Austro
Hungarian mark for Vienna, makers mark LW, size N
(4)
£200-300

611
DIAMOND ANNULAR BROOCH, 1930s
the three rings surmounted by a flower head and leaves
millegrain set throughout with rose, single-and brilliant-cut
diamonds; together with a marquise shaped ring set with
cushion shaped diamonds, probably Czechoslovakian gold marks,
size O
(2)

615
NINE CARAT GOLD, AMETHYST AND PEARL BANGLE, 1970s
the hinged bangle set to the front with graduated circular
amethysts and half pearls, London hallmarks for 1972
diameter 50mm x 60mm approximately, 12.4gr all in
£150-200

£200-300
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615

616
614

617
620
620 ~
GILT-METAL ‘LOVER’S EYE’ BROOCH, ENGLISH, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
oval, the glazed eye miniature with blue iris painted on ivory
framed by a stylized leaf border within a corded rim
length approximately 21mm

616
AMETHYST AND DIAMOND BROOCH, MID 19TH CENTURY
the oval mixed cut amethyst within a border of circular diamonds
in closed back foiled mounts
£800-1000
617
CULTURED PEARL AND DIAMOND BROOCH/PENDANT, 1890s
designed as a cluster set with a central cushion shaped diamond
within two rows of cultured pearls, in a later fitted Garrard & Co.
Ltd. green case

£400-600

£250-350
618
IOLITE AND PEARL BROOCH, 19TH CENTURY COMPOSITE
of cruciform design set with a central collet set mixed cut iolite
between mabé pearls within a wirework foliate surround set with
similarly cut gemstones including: emeralds; rubies and garnets
£200-300

618
619

621
619
EMERALD AND DIAMOND CLASP, LATE 19TH CENTURY
centrally set with a step-cut emerald within a surround of circular
diamonds on a pierced gallery; together with three rows of loose
freshwater pearls measuring 7.5mm-8.5mm approximately, length
approximately 380mm
(4)

621
GOLD, DIAMOND AND CULTURED PEARL BRACELET, 1860s
COMPOSITE
the gold geometric clasp set with rose diamonds and pearls with
granulation and rope work border decoration on five rows of
cultured pearls measuring between 6mm-7mm approximately
length approximately 850mm

£600-800

£200-300
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622
GOLD, DIAMOND AND EMERALD CLIP BROOCH, 1960s
designed as a naturalistic flower with foliage set with a central
circular diamond and throughout with brilliant-cut stones and
circular cut emeralds, French assay marks, one emerald deficient
£1000-1200
623
PAIR OF PERIDOT EAR PENDANTS
each designed as an articulated cascade of collet set oval peridots
£200-300
624
PAIR OF MOONSTONE EAR PENDANTS
each designed as an articulated row of three circular cabochon
moonstones with chain connections
£150-250
625
DIAMOND RING, CARTIER, 1990s
the collet set oval diamond mounted on a band pavé set with
brilliant-cut diamonds, signed Cartier and numbered E01549
size M
£1800-2200
626
EMERALD AND DIAMOND BRACELET
designed as an articulated row of circular emeralds and brilliantcut diamonds
length 175mm approximately
£300-400
627
GOLD AND DIAMOND BRACELET, CIRCA 1980
designed as a series of alternating quatrefoil links set with
brilliant-cut diamonds and annular rope twist links, London
import marks for 1981, maker’s mark H.S Ltd.
length approximately 195mm

628
DIAMOND CLUSTER RING
the central brilliant-cut diamond set between two horizontally set
pear shaped stones within a surround of brilliant cut stones, the
shoulders set with single-cut diamonds, three single-cut
diamonds deficient
size N
£500-700
629
DIAMOND CROSS OVER RING
asymmetrically set with brilliant-cut diamonds on a slightly
graduated two colour gold mount, hallmarked London 1996
size O ½
£200-300
630
DIAMOND RING
set with a brilliant-cut diamond in a four claw setting
size O 1/2
£400-600
631
DIAMOND RING
the brilliant-cut diamond in a claw setting; together with a band
ring channel-set with eleven brilliant-cut diamonds
size K & L½ respectively
(2)
£300-400
632
WEDDING BAND, TIFFANY AND CO.
designed as a platinum band bordered by a millegrain gold edge,
signed T&Co
size N 1/2, 4.3 gr
£300-400

£700-900

End of Sale
Next Sale 20th November 2019
Closing for entries by end September
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Conditions of Business for Buyers
1.

Introduction

(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any
implied warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so
far as such obligations cannot be excluded by English law),
other than the express warranties given by the Sellerto the
Buyer (for which the Seller is solely responsible) under the
Conditions of Business for Sellers;

(a) The contractual relationship of the Auctioneers and Sellers
with prospective Buyers is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the
saleroom and available from the Auctioneers;

(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by the Auctioneers in
connection with the conduct of auctions or for any matter
relating to the sale of any lot.

(iii) The Auctioneers Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale
catalogue, in each case as amended by any Saleroom Notice
or Auctioneers Announcement.

(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against the
Auctioneers and/or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the
Purchase Price for the relevant lot. Neither the Auctioneers nor
the Seller shall be liable for any indirect or consequential losses.

(b) As Auctioneers, the Ltd Company hosting the auction acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, the Auctioneers may own or
have a financial interest in a lot.
2.

(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of the
Auctioneers or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by
the negligent acts or omissions of the Auctioneers or the Seller.

Definitions
“Bidder” is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;

5.

“Buyer” is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
“Seller” is the person offering a lot for sale, including their agent,
or executors;
“Auctioneers”Thomas Del Mar Ltd, Matthew Barton Ltd and 25
Blythe Road Ltd trading as Olympia Auctions. For other
auctioneer’s at 25 Blythe Road, such as Charles Miller Ltd, please
see their website for their Conditions of Business

(b) The Auctioneers advises Bidders to attend the auction, but the
Auctioneers will endeavour to execute absentee written bids
provided that they are, in the Auctioneers opinion, received in
sufficient time and in legible form.

“Buyer’s Expenses” are any costs or expenses due to the
Auctioneers from the Buyer;

(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to the Auctioneers
other commitments; the Auctioneers is therefore not liable for
failure to execute such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded.

“Buyer’s Premium” is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for Prospective
Buyers;
“Hammer Price” is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the Auctioneers at the auction or the post auction sale price;

6.

“Reserve Price” (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer Price
at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price are
subject to VAT, where applicable.

(b) Ivory and Restricted Materials (CITES)
‘~’ Lots marked with the symbol ~ have been identified at the
time of cataloguing as containing organic material which may be
subject to restrictions regarding import or export. As the
Auctioneers of these articles, the Auctioneers undertakes to
comply fully with CITES and DEFRA regulation. Buyers are
advised to inform themselves of all such regulations and should
expect the exportation of items to take some time to arrange. The
information is made available for the convenience of Bidders and
the absence of the symbol is not a warranty that there are no
restrictions regarding import or export of the Lot. The Auctioneers
accepts no liability for any lots which may be subject to CITES but
have not be identified as such.

Examination of Lots
(a) The Auctioneers knowledge of lots is partly dependent on
information provided by the Seller and the Auctioneers are unable
to exercise exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is
available for examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for
carrying out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders
relating to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of the Auctioneers opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as
a prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at the Auctioneers absolute discretion.

4.

Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) The Auctioneers shall refund the Purchase Price to the Buyer in
circumstances where it deems that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject
to the terms of the Auctioneers Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither the Auctioneers nor the
Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written
information provided to Bidders by the Auctioneers,
whether negligent or otherwise;

168

Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
(a)
The Auctioneers and the Seller make no representations or
warranties as to whether any lot is subject to import, export or
copyright restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to
obtain any copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or
other licence required by law, including licences required under
the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES).

“Purchase Price” is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;

3.

Bidding at Auction
(a) The Auctioneers has absolute discretion to refuse admission to
the auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as the
Auctioneers requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid
and are jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding
as agent (in which case the Auctioneers prior and express consent
must be obtained).

4.

Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or reoffer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also take
such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for the lot,
where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's hammer.
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(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these
Conditions of Business.
8.

Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase
Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction (the
"Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until the Auctioneers
has received the Purchase Price in cleared funds. The Auctioneers
will generally not release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier
release shall not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to
pay the Purchase Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to
pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working
days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the auction.
Until risk passes, the Auctioneers will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price actually paid by the Buyer. The Auctioneers assumption of
risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. The
Auctioneers will not be liable for any acts or omissions of third
party packers or shippers.

9.

Remedies for non-payment

Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the Buyer
without prior agreement fails to make payment for the lot within 5
working days of the auction, the Auctioneers may in its sole discretion
exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by the Auctioneers
against any amounts owed to the Auctioneersby the Buyer for the
lot;
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base
Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase Price is
received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at the Auctioneers discretion, in which case the Buyer
will be liable for any shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in
such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in the Auctioneers
possession, applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by
the Buyer to the Auctioneers. The Auctioneers shall give the
Buyer 14 days' written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings
10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the
lot within 10 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at the Auctioneers premises or in
independent storage
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, the
Auctioneers will re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at the Auctioneers discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all the Auctioneers costs, will be forfeited unless
funds or the unsold items collected by the Buyer within 2 years of
the original auction.

11. Data Protection
Privacy Policy
(a)
What is the legal basis on which the Auctioneers relies to
process your data?
On some occasions, the Auctioneers processes your data with
your consent (e.g., when you agree that the Auctioneers may
place cookies, or if you ask, the Auctioneers, to send you
information about upcoming events).
On other occasions, the Auctioneers processes your data when
the Auctioneers need to do this to fulfil a contract with you (e.g.,
for billing purposes) or where the Auctioneers are required to do
this by law (e.g., where we have to fulfil anti-money laundering
requirements). If it is mandatory for you to provide data for these
purposes, the Auctioneers will make this clear at the time and will
also explain what will happen if you do not provide the data (e.g.,
that the Auctioneers will not be able to process a bid at auction).
The Auctioneers also processes your data when it is the
Auctioneers legitimate interests to do this and when these
interests are not overridden by your data protection rights. For
example, the Auctioneers has a legitimate interest in ensuring the
security and integrity of the auctions, in learning about the
interests and preferences of current and prospective clients, in
developing new business opportunities, in maintaining accurate
business and provenance records, and in ensuring that the
Auctioneers websites and apps operate effectively. When the
Auctioneers process personal information to meet the
Auctioneers legitimate interests, the Auctioneers put in place
robust safeguards to ensure that your privacy is protected and to
ensure that the Auctioneers legitimate interests are not overridden
by your interests or fundamental rights and freedoms.
Who gets to see your personal data?
The Auctioneers Thomas Del Mar Ltd, Matthew Barton Ltd, 25
Blythe Road Ltd trading as Olympia Auctions and auctioneer’s at
25 Blythe Road, such as Charles Miller Ltd, will be processed by
the Auctioneers that initially receives it, and may also be
transferred to and processed by other companies within the group
of Auctioneers. The Auctioneers uses EU Commission approved
standard contractual clauses to regulate the transfer and
processing of data between the Auctioneers.
(b)

Outside the Auctioneers

The Auctioneers do not transfer your personal data to
organisations who wish to use it for their own marketing
promotions or other purposes. The Auctioneers only transfer your
personal data to other organisations where it Is necessary to
enable the Auctioneers to provide you with the services you have
requested (for example: the Auctioneers may transfer your data to
the Auctioneers bank, payment card acquirers, shippers,
warehouses, insurers, experts who help the Auctioneers
authenticate or value property, event venues, caterers, catalogue
and direct marketing fulfilment and distribution). Where the
Auctioneers do it will be on the basis that these organisations are
required to keep the information confidential and secure, and they
will only use the information to carry out the instructed services.
Some of these organisations may be located outside the EEA. The
Auctioneers may also need to retain and disclose certain
information about you to appropriate agencies to conduct antimoney laundering and trade sanction checks and to assist with
fraud and crime prevention and detection.
When the Auctioneers receive a request for information from a
government or law enforcement agency the Auctioneers will
disclose information which is the subject matter of that request, if
the Auctioneers are satisfied that the government or law
enforcement agency has the right to seek disclosure and the
correct procedure has been followed. In all other circumstances
such information will only be disclosed if the Auctioneers are
ordered to do so by a court of law.
(c)

How long will the Auctioneers keep your personal data?

The Auctioneers will retain your personal data for as long as is
necessary to provide the relevant services, maintain business
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records to satisfy tax, legal and other regulatory requirements, and
protect and defend against potential legal claims.
In the context of our research and records on ownership of art
objects to assist with checks on authenticity provenance and title,
we will keep this data for as long as the record is relevant to our
legitimate business interest and the public interest.
What steps do the Auctioneers take to keep your personal data
secure?
The Auctioneers will take all reasonable and appropriate steps to
protect the security and integrity of all personal information
provided via our website, or by any other means electronic or
otherwise.
The Auctioneers use a variety of security technologies and
procedures to help protect your personal details from
unauthorised physical and electronic access.
As effective as modern security practices are, we cannot guarantee
the complete security of personal data held in our systems, nor
that information you supply through the internet or any computer
related network is entirely safe from unauthorised intrusion,
access or manipulation during transmission. Any transmission is at
your own risk. We will not be liable for any resulting misuse of
your personal data.
(d) Third party websites
The Auctioneers website may contain links to other websites not
operated by us, the Auctioneers. The information you provide to us
will not be transmitted to other websites, but these other websites
may collect personal information about you in accordance with
their own privacy notice. We as the Auctioneers cannot accept any
responsibility for the privacy practices or content of those
websites.

How can I access the information you hold about me?
You have the right to request a copy of the information we hold
about you. If you would like a copy of some or all of your personal
information then please write to the Auctioneers or email the
Auctioneers.
The Auctioneers have an obligation to ensure that your personal
information is accurate and up to date. Please write to the
Auctioneers or email the Auctioneers to correct or remove any
information that you think is incorrect.
(f) Complaints
If you have any queries or complaints in relation to the Auctioneers
processing your personal data please contact the Auctioneers.
(i) The Auctioneers will use information supplied by Bidders
or otherwise obtained lawfully by the Auctioneers for the
provision of auction related services, client administration,
marketing and as otherwise required by law.
(ii) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder
agrees to the processing of their personal information and to
the disclosure of such information to third parties world-wide
for the purposes outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as
per Condition 10(a).
12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other
materials produced by the Auctioneers are the copyright of the
Auctioneers.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer
or Seller without the Auctioneers prior written consent, but are
binding on Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.

(e) Your data

(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.

You have the right to request deletion of your personal data. The
Auctioneers will comply with this request, subject to our legitimate
interests as noted above.

(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force and
effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in
accordance with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English Courts, in favour of the Auctioneers.

Matthew Barton Ltd’s Authenticity Guarantee
If the Auctioneers sell an item of Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below the Auctioneers will rescind
the sale and refund the Buyer the total amount paid by the Buyer to the
Auctioneers for that Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price.
The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in the Auctioneers
reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to deceive
over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source, where
the correct description of such matters is not included in the catalogue
description for the Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the
generally accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the
date of the sale, or the catalogue description indicated that
there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale
that the item was a Counterfeit would have been by means
of processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in the
Auctioneers reasonable opinion); or
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(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from its
value had it accorded with its catalogue
description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:(i) notify the Auctioneers in writing within one (1) month of
receiving any information that causes the Buyer to question
the authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the
lot number, date of the auction at which it was purchased
and the reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to the Auctioneers in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale.
The Auctioneers have discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. The Auctioneers may require the Buyer to obtain at the
Buyer’s cost the reports of two independent and recognised experts in
the relevant field and that are acceptable to the Auctioneers. The
Auctioneers shall not be bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional expert advice at its own
expense. In the event the Auctioneers decides to rescind the sale
under this Guarantee, it may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs
of up to two mutually approved independent expert reports, provided
always that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by the Auctioneers.
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